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ABSTRACT 
Foreign governesses and tutors were a ubiquitous presence on the Russian 
country estate. This thesis is an attempt to study their presence in Russian life and 
culture in two media. Firstly, I have conducted a historical data analysis of memoirs 
and diaries written by British governesses who worked in Russia and by their 
employers, members of the Russian nobility, who wrote about their upbringing under 
foreign tutelage. Secondly, the resulting impression was then compared with the 
representation of the foreign educator in literature. The aim of this approach is to 
highlight the noteworthy differences between the way these foreigners are referred to 
in historical sources and their literary image. 
In order to do so, this thesis first establishes the environment in which the 
presence of Western Europeans in Russian noble households was deemed an 
indispensable necessity. Owing to Peter the Great's forcible Westernisation of the 
country and his insistence on a service nobility, the Russian elite found its class 
consciousness not in titles and genealogy, but in service rank and "Western" 
accomplishments, such as the knowledge of foreign languages and genteel behaviour. 
In its endeavour to "Europeanise" the elite, Russia became a desirable source of 
employment for governesses and tutors. Especially for British governesses, who were 
faced with enormous competition and poor working conditions at home, teaching in 
Russia was both lucrative and an opportunity to live in an unusual, distant and exotic 
land. In their memoirs about their childhood and upbringing, Russians remember 
these foreigners with love, loathing or indifference. In literary texts, however, 
W estern educators are portrayed as types rather than as human beings, as minor 
characters with a literary textual function rather than as individuals. Furthermore, the 
general tenor of their depiction is mostly negative and their presence is frequently a 
source of ridicule. 
This thesis concludes that the distorted representation of foreigners in Russian 
literature is owing to the desire in the discourse of prose narratives to improve the 
image of Russia, to represent aspects of it as civilised and European. In encounters 
with the Western "other" - most frequently governesses and tutors - the potential to 
improve the portrayal of the Russian protagonists is enhanced when debunking the 
representatives of the "superior" West. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Before starting my PhD thesis, I was aware that the representation of foreign 
governesses and tutors in Russian literature was predominantly a negative one. Some 
Soviet critics claimed that this literary image was only natural, given that historical 
memoirs written by members of the Russian nobility painted an equally black picture 
of their foreign educators. History simply provided the prototype for their literary 
counterparts. I questioned this statement, assuming it to be an example of that 
tendency in Russian/Soviet criticism (which had existed in Russia from Belinskii to 
Lunacharskii and beyond) to treat literary texts as social documents. According to this 
critical approach, literature reflects reality. Subsequent theoretical work has proved 
this thinking to be flawed. 
The presence of foreign governesses and tutors working on country estates for 
the Russian nobility is an undisputed historical fact. Personal memoirs and diaries 
mention them frequently as an established part of the childhood, upbringing and 
education of children of the Russian upper classes in the eighteenth, nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. There are no scholarly work, however, which has actually 
looked at and analysed a representative selection of them. Herein lies the originality 
of this project. I posit that the qualitative analysis of historical texts, such as memoirs 
and diaries written by members of the Russian upper classes as well as by English 
governesses with work-experience in Russia, provides a balanced image of foreign 
teachers. These positive, negative and indifferent accounts, however, are at odds with 
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the almost exclusively unfavourable depiction of Western European governesses and 
tutors in Russian literature. My aim is to draw attention to, and explain, the perceiYed 
differences which exist between the two. It is entirely legitimate to study memoirs 
and diaries to sharpen one's interpretative focus on literary fiction: "nonfictional 
narrative accounts are world-creating in the same sense as are works of literature~'. 1 
Why does Russian classic realist literature tend to be biased in this way, especially 
with repeated claims by authors and critics to be a true reflection of real life? To 
answer this question, this thesis has been divided into two parts, covering both the 
historical and the literary discussion of the representation of the Western European 
instructor. Firstly, it is necessary to take into consideration the place of European 
instructors in Russia, a country with a delayed social, cultural and economic 
development vis-a-vis "the West", its deliberate and forced Westernisation by 
autocratic decree, its small "European" elite surrounded by a vast and backward 
Russian peasant population, the limited availability of education and the position 
which foreigners occupied in providing it. The first three chapters aim to provide this 
necessary background. 
CHAPTER 1 discusses why the employment of foreigners, such as French, 
Swiss, German, Scottish, Irish and English nationals, was of such paramount 
importance to the class consciousness of the Russian elite. In order to achieve this, I 
will give a brief introduction to the historical development of the Russian upper 
classes. This chapter will concentrate on the singular position of the Russian nobility 
I Mary Louise Pratt, Towards a speech act theory of literary discourse, p. 95 
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and gentry among other European aristocracies, particularly with regard to the Table 
of Ranks introduced by Peter the Great, which placed service over inherited social 
position, "Western" accomplishments over genealogy and titles. 
CHAPTER 2 provides an introduction to the profession of the English 
governess, as well as personal accounts written by Englishwomen who lived and 
worked in Russia. Given that French and German teachers were more common in 
Russia than their English counterparts, my choice of English sources demands some 
justification. From an English point of view, the Victorian governess was an 
institution which did not have its equal in France or Germany, neither in historical nor 
in literary writings. Although a governess or a tutor may well feature in several 
literary works, there is, however, no Jane Eyre in German or French literature which 
could have caused a comparable public discussion about the plight of these "ladies in 
reduced circumstances" and their position in society. From a Russian point of view, 
Britain can be seen as the ultimate "other". The Russian nobility travelled to France 
and spoke French, but Britain was talked about much more than it was known and 
understood. While German universities were the almae matres for many members of 
the Russian intelligentsia, it was Britain which held a special position in the Russian 
imagination. In social discourse, Britain was least incorporated into the Russian 
concept of 'ours'. It was the most modernised and admired country on earth at the 
time, owing to its unprecedented technological advancement, the independent and 
powerful position of the English aristocracy, the prosperity of the country, as well as 
its success as a colonial power. Britain's imperial and industrial strength lent 
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considerable international weight to her culture, institutions and manners, as well as 
to the English language itself.2 As a consequence British governesses were much in 
demand outside Britain for wealthy families who wanted to give their children an 
understanding of "what was still the world's most prestigious culture".3 
Moreover, one of its representatives, the English governess, came to Russia 
with the sole intent of being a governess, unlike the majority of French and German 
women. Maybe as a result of that, there are at least some published records available 
in England. While no such sources could be found in Germany or France, the English 
ones provided information about these individuals' social backgrounds, their 
qualifications or lack thereof, their motivations for venturing abroad to such a distant 
and alien country, and their experiences with their Russian families. Few governesses 
thought their experiences in Russia warranted any interest. Some nineteenth-century 
documents were produced to serve as a lesson for ladies going out to Russia, as a kind 
of survival guide. The majority of twentieth-century sources owe their existence to 
research done by Harvey Pitcher in the 1970s.4 He managed to trace a number of 
English ladies, then in their 80s and 90s, and recorded the experiences of these 
amazing women who had worked in Russia at the beginning of the century up until 
and during the Revolution. 
2 Trev Broughton and Ruth Symes (eds.), The governess, p. 154 
3 Kathryn Hughes, The Victorian governess, p. xv 
4 Harvey Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia. 
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CHAPTER 3 contains the analysis of memoirs written by members of the 
Russian elite who were brought up and educated by these foreign governesses and 
tutors. In order to be able to comment on the literary type of the foreign governess 
and compare it with its historical counterpart, it was necessary to analyse available 
historical data. Studying source materials at the Russian State Archive of Early Acts 
(POCCUUCKUU 2ocyoapcmeeHHblU apxue OpeeHUX aKmOe, P r A,l(A) in Moscow revealed 
that very little material, i.e. manuscripts such as letters, personal memoirs and diaries 
about the childhood and upbringing of upper class Russian families, had been 
classified. Therefore, an extensive archival study of historical material on foreign 
instructors would greatly exceed the scope of this dissertation. There is a great deal of 
unresearched material not only in major archives in Moscow and St Petersburg, but 
also in provincial towns. For example, the State Archive of Tver Oblast' 
(rocyoapcmeeHHblU apxue TeepcKou o6Jlacmu, rATO) does hold manuscripts from 
the local nobility, in which among many other issues private education and foreign 
staff are discussed. The existence of these items in Tver allows the assumption that a 
great deal of similar material is to be found in other provincial centres with a strong 
historical presence of country estates and noble families, e.g. Smolensk, Tula, Kaluga, 
Tambov, Saratov, Chernigov, Simbirsk etc. One such collection of personal letters, 
written by Ol'ga Aleksandrovna Tolstaia-Voeikova,s has recently been published.6 1t 
5 Ol'ga Aleksandrovna was born into a noble family in Simbirsk in the middle of the nineteenth 
century and writes to her daughter, son and grandchildren who had emigrated to Manchuria after the 
Civil War. These letters were eventually brought back to Moscow and are now being edited by Ol'ga's 
great-granddaughter, Veronique Jobert. 
6 )l{06ep, BepoHHKa (COCT.), PYCCKaJl ceMbfl 6 600060pome «6eJ1UK020 nepe.70.Ha»: nUCb.'Wa o.A. 
Tmcmou-BoeuKo6ou 1927-1929"'2. CaHKT neTep6ypr: HecTop-l1cToPHR, 2005 
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is known by oral communication that Jobert's next volume of letters will contain 
repeated references to the family's Swiss governess. 
Considering limitations of time and resources, it seemed prudent to turn to the 
Russian State Library (POccUUCKa5l rocyoapcm6eHHa5l Eu6JluomeKa UM. JIeHuHa, 
prE), the Department of Manuscripts (Hay tiHo-ucc.7eoo6ame.7bcl{uU omOe.7 
pYKonuceu, HHO PYK.), and the Department of Rare Books, also known as the Book 
Museum (HaYLtHo-uccJleoo6ameJlbcKuu omoeJl peoKux KHUZ, My3eu KHUZU, MK) in my 
search for already published source texts. The search was facilitated by the use of 
Zaionchkovskii's bibliography, Hcmopu5l OOpe60Jl1011UOHHOU POCCUU 6 OHe6HUKax U 
60cnOMUHaHUflX noo peo. ITA. 3aUOHLtK06CKUU, M.: l'13,n-Bo «KHHra», 1986, which 
provided the majority of sources actually used in this study. The bibliography consists 
of 11 volumes and contains texts from the fifteenth century through to 1917. The 
following headings were chosen to select source texts: 
E6poneUCKa5l POCCU5l, KJlaCCbl, COCJl06Ufl, cOl1uaJlbHble zpynnbl, 
nOJlOJICeHUe, 6blm, Hpa6bl, 060p5lHCm60, CeJWUHapUu U YLtUfluUja, 
oOMaumee 60cnumaHue, HaLtaJlbHOe o6pa306aHue, oOMaumee 
06pa306aHue, noozom06Ka YLtumeJleu, 6HeUlKO.7bHoe 
06pa306aHue U 6ocnumaHue. 
[European Russia, social classes, living conditions, customs and 
traditions, the nobility, seminary and other schools, upbringing 
of children, primary education, home education, teachers' 
training, upbringing and education outside school]. 
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Only texts from the two hundred years before and leading up to the 1917 
Revolutions were of interest for this study. This period covers the rise of the country 
estate under Peter the Great, its golden age during the reign of Catherine II, its 
gradual demise in the nineteenth century, to its collapse in 1917, together with the 
Romanov dynasty and Tsarist Russia. This was the time when country estates were 
the seats of the Russian nobility, which provided a visible testimony of Russia's 
emulation of, fascination and preoccupation with Western influences, ideas and 
education. As was mentioned before, the education of the landowning nobility would 
have been unthinkable without Western Europeans. Therefore, the employment of 
foreign governesses and tutors corresponds to the life span of the Russian estate. The 
37 source texts selected provided information on 79 private instructors, of whom 34 
(or 430/0) were male, and 45 (or 570/0) were female. The spread of authors was as 
follows: 9 (or 24%) were born in the eighteenth century, 19 (or 51.5%) in the 
nineteenth century, 2 (or 5.5%) in the early twentieth century, and 7 (or 190/0) 
provided no definite information about their date of birth. 
Among the authors of these texts are undistinguished members of the Russian 
nobility who documented their childhood, adult life and careers for their families and 
descendants. Such a woman, for example, is Natalia Grot (1900), who wrote her 
BocnO.HUHaHUfl OJlfl oemeu U 6HYK06 [Memoirs for the children and grandchildren].7 
However, one also comes across some famous members of Russian society. e.g. 
7 HaTaInul ne-rpOBHa fPOT, H3 ce.HellHou XpOHUKU. BOCnOMUHGHWl 0.751 oemeu U 6HYK06, CaHKT 
neTep6ypr: H3aaHHeceMbH, 1900 
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Tatiana Petrovna Passek nee Kuchina (1931)8, writer and aunt of Alexander Herzen, 
or Princess Dashkova (1876),9 the president of St Petersburg Academy of Sciences 
from 1783-1794. The main focus of my research was directed to the following issues: 
the family background of those who employed foreign governesses (their genealogy, 
rank, status and wealth); their upbringing and education (home education, personal 
tuition, home school, boarding school); the employment of governesses and tutors, 
both Russian and foreign, and their involvement with the education and 
Westernisation of the Russian nobility; the representation of these foreigners and 
attitudes towards them; their position in the household; their financial remuneration; 
their responsibilities, methods of teaching and supervision. All these issues were 
helpful in the process of gaining an overall insight into the relationship between 
Russians and foreigners, and in facilitating a textual analysis. 
The second part of the dissertation deals with the representation and the image 
of the foreign governess and tutor in Russian literature. The Western Europeans as 
described in personal memoirs and diaries will serve as a reference point. This 
requires a close reading of novels, short stories and plays to determine how these 
characters are produced, and what functions they perform, in literary texts. I posit that 
the foreign governess and tutor are the creation of Russian literary discourse and 
represent a literary type serving as "the other" to complement the detailed portrayal of 
the Russian protagonists. In order to support this argument, I have selected 22 literary 
8 T.n. naCCeK, /13 oa7bHUX .7em. Bocno.WUHaHUfl, MOCKBa-11eHHHrpa.ll: «Akademia», 1931 
9 E.P . .ll.awKoBa, BocnoMUHaHm KHJlZUHU E.P. J(aZUKo6ou, nUCaHHblJl elO CO.HOU. 3-e H3.llaHie, 
11eHnUHIo: 3.11. KacnpoBlflIb, 1876 
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texts from the late eighteenth to the early twentieth centuries JO. As Claude Leyi-
Strauss put it, the two options are "either to study many cases in a superficial and in 
the end ineffective way; or to limit oneself to a thorough study of a small number of 
. 
cases, thus proving that in the last analysis one well done experiment is sufficient to 
make a demonstration". II My choice of data and literary texts are the result of what 
Suleiman termed as "personal preference, professional intuition, and pure chance" 
which "presides over any activity that has literature as its object". 12 It is also a 
continuation of work begun for my Bachelor and Masters dissertations, which were 
written on "The country estate as a setting in Turgenev and Chekhov" and "The 
representation of Germany and the Germans in Turgenev's novels and short stories". 
Unsurprisingly, Turgenev's and Chekhov's works again constitute a large part of my 
primary sources, together with many of Russia's most established authors. It seems 
that central issues such as the presence of foreigners on the estate, the education and 
identity of the landowning gentry are most often addressed in the most prominent 
texts of the Russian canon. These texts serve as a representative selection with no 
claim to completeness. While the historical part of my thesis follows the 200-year 
history of the country estate from the early eighteenth to the early twentieth century, 
the literary texts concentrate on a shorter time period from works written by Fonvizin 
to Kuprin. 
10 See appendix I for a list of primary literary sources. 
II Claude Levi-Strauss, "Social structure", p. 1..l 1 
12 Susan Rubin Suleiman, Alithoritarianjictions. p. 17 
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The role and influence of literature in Russian society was immense. Russia 
was a bureaucratic, militaristic, autocratic state, in which the evolution of a ciyic 
society did not develop along European patterns, but lagged several centuries behind 
similar developments in many Western European countries. There was no powerful 
middle class or bourgeoisie who strove for social, political and economical 
advancement. The thin layer of the educated upper-classes and the emerging 
pa3HOtJUHlfbl (raznochinfsy, men of 'various ranks ') of the second half of the 
nineteenth century were vastly counterbalanced by a large, illiterate peasantry. Heavy 
censorship and policing prevented open discussions of social issues, and few people 
were allowed to travel abroad, or had the necessary means to do so. Russian literature 
filled a gap providing a forum for fictional characters to act out problems that could 
not be discussed elsewhere. Belinskii endorsed and propagated the idea that "the 
treatment of political themes was a requirement for aspiring novelists". \3 In particular, 
he extolled the virtue of «n033Ufl peaJIbHaJI ... ucmUHHafl U HaCmOflUf,afl n033Ufl» 
['real', true and genuine literature] which reproduced life «80 8ceu Hazome» ["in all 
. k d "] 14 Its na e ness . 
Many Russian authors writing in the classic realist style followed Belinskii's 
ideal and claimed to present a truthful image of objective reality, with a certain 
amount of condensation, simplification, and generalisation. 15 Suleiman argues, 
however, that the classic realist novel is unfaithful to reality. Its omniscient narrator 
13 Malcolm V. Jones and Robin Feuer Miller (eds.), The Cambridge companion to the classic Russian 
novel, p. 69 
14 EeJlHHCKHH, B.r. no.rmoe c06paHue CO'lUHeHUU, T. I., c. 267 
15 The Cambridge companion to the classic Russian novel, p. 193 
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disguises his (for it is nearly always a 'he') own psychological and social position, 
and its content is linked to an unspecified "thesis". Instead of aiming to produce an 
impartial observation, this "roman-a.-these" presents a distorted image of the world, 
which has been constructed with a demonstration in mind. "To support the thesis, one 
must 'trump up' characters and situations, and exaggerate, slant one's observation". 16 
The "these" examined in this study is that 'Russia is European' which is the literary 
processing of Catherine II's famous dictum: «POCCUfl ecmb e8poneucKafl OepJICa8a»17 
[Russia is a European state]. The importance of this idea in the Russian consciousness 
is revealed in the enormous amount of writing it generated which shows the inherent 
insecurity underpinning this assertion. 
Russian authors attempted to define their country's position among European 
civilisations by drawing upon the contrast to "the West". The West in this case 
constitutes a mental image of what Russians perceived to be Western European 
characteristics, customs, philosophical ideas, traditions and culture. This imaginary 
idea was often applied indiscriminately to several Western European countries, 
without taking into consideration the differences between individual Western 
European nations and their inhabitants. It is a common literary device of the roman-a.-
these to stress some features of characters in the narrative process, while others are 
ignored. By juxtaposing Russians and representatives of "the WesCo i.e. foreign 
tutors and governesses, authors aim to secure or define the civilisational status of 
16 Susan R. Suleiman, Authoritarianjictions, p. 4 
17 HaKa3, rll.l § 6. This dictum was part the ideas for the improvement of the country's legal system, 
called "The Instruction", which Catherine II wrote in 1767. 
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Russians by virtue of debunking non-Russians. These mmor characters are 
essentialised: they are used as signs, ideas and types, rather than being represented as 
human beings. Certain aspects of their behaviour get exaggerated or obliterated, 
highlighted or silenced. In general they are shown to be ridiculous and lacking in 
psychological depth. This portrait, however, shows only selective facets of Russian 
literature's foreigners and is not supported by historical evidence. 
CHAPTER 4 discusses the ongms and the development of the foreign 
instructor as a type in modem Russian literature. It identifies the varIOUS 
characteristics which feed into the literary treatment of this profession, and how they 
change (or in some instances remain the same) in the works of writers from F onvizin 
to Kuprin. The discussion will not adhere to a strictly chronological approach. As it is 
following the construction and the evolution of the type of the foreign governess and 
tutor, it will focus on the assessment of the components which make up the image 
that the literary material presents. The elements involved in the typecasting of 
foreigners include the actual profession (which ties in with chapter 2), the social 
background of these educators, their methods - or lack of these - in teaching, their 
nationalities, how these characters acquired a negative image and how such an image 
was perpetuated throughout the nineteenth century. 
One conspICUOUS element of these stereotypical figures is their marginal 
nature. As was mentioned before, with the exception of English literature, the 
profession of the governess or tutor does not appear with great frequency in 
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prominent texts of the canon. In the works where they do appear, however, they 
feature as protagonists and are positively depicted as, for example, Luise A. 
Gottsched's Die Hausfranz6sin, Karl T. Koerner's Die Gouvernante, Arthur 
Schnitzler's Therese, Henri Troyat's La gouvernante fram;aise, or Der Hofmeister by 
Jakob Michael Reinhold Lenz. 18 In Russian literature they are generally minor 
characters, who are rarely allowed to have a personal voice, and whose points of view 
never get the opportunity to inform or guide the narrative. 
CHAPTER 5 investigates the subordinate nature of these characters and the 
role they fulfil in the text. In her book Authoritarian Fictions (1983) Suleiman 
classifies the functions of minor characters and splits them into four groups: 
qualifying, syntagmatic, interpretative and actantial. My analysis revealed that three 
out of Suleiman's four categories proved to be useful in the study of my literary 
material. Suleiman's actantial function deals with the set of actions which determine 
the general role of a character in a story. This category was not appropriate for my 
work, owing to the fact that governesses and tutors hardly ever do anything, which 
corresponds to Mirsky'S claim that Russian literature prefers character development 
over development of plot, as well as psychological depth and social, political and 
cultural statements over action. 19 The other three functions and their relevance for the 
literary texts under examination will be explained and discussed below. 
18 All examples are taken from Irene Herdach-Pinke, Die Gouvernante, Geschichte eines 
FrauenberuJs, pp. 11-47 
19 Prince D.S. Mirsky, Modern Russian literature. p. 14 
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Throughout the thesis I have quoted any sources in the original Russian, 
together with an English translation. Unless otherwise stated, all translations are my 
own. For the transliteration of names and single words I have adopted the style used 
in the Slavonic and East European Review. 
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LITERA TURE REVIEW 
This thesis is the result of an interdisciplinary project which has drawn upon 
existing scholarship in the following areas. Firstly, the Russian country estate was a 
symbol of Westernisation in the Russian interior which was otherwise barely touched 
by European influences, and a place where Western and Russian culture came 
together. Moreover, it was also the location where children usually grew up and 
received their primary education. Secondly, sources on education and academic 
institutions were investigated in order to be in a position to assess the impact and 
importance of foreign governesses and tutors on the upbringing of Russian children. 
Thirdly, it was necessary to research the profession of the British governess in 
general. This led to the study of English, Irish and Scottish women who ended up 
teaching in Russia. Texts from these three areas of historical research provided the 
basis for my analysis of personal memoirs and diaries written by members of the 
Russian nobility. Finally, I consulted academic writings on foreign characters III 
Russian literature, concentrating on the pattern of typifying nationalities, such as 
German, French and English. All four categories will be discussed below. 
The most comprehensive work on the country estate in Russia by a Western 
scholar is undoubtedly Priscilla Roosevelt's Life on the Russian Country Estate.20 It 
presents a detailed social and cultural portrait of the houses and their inhabitants and 
20 Roosevelt, Priscilla, Life on the Russian Country Estate, Yale University Press: New Haven and 
London, 1995 
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deals with the beginnings of estate life in Russia in the eighteenth century until its 
physical demise in 1917. Roosevelt argues that there was a great rift between the 
peasants and the gentry. The estate did serve as a meeting point between the two 
cultures, which came together when celebrating Orthodox ceremonies or hunting, yet. 
they remained clearly distinct, separate entities. The monograph claims that the 
Russian peasant village was entirely different from its English counterpart. In 
England, the villages were an integral part of the estate, while in Russia the gulf 
between the two remained deep. Roosevelt stresses that serfdom, the peasantry and 
peasant culture were clearly the indigenous "Russian" element on the country estate, 
while its architecture, appearance and its (to various degrees) culturally Europeanised 
inhabitants constituted the "Western" element.21 Thus, it was a world full of contrasts 
and paradoxes, and the book maintains that "the country estate was a Russian attempt 
to replicate virtually over night a way of life that elsewhere had developed over 
centuries".22 The author asserts that these contrasts and paradoxes inherent in the 
country estate were in themselves a reflection of the anomalies of the Russian nobility 
and the problems it faced in determining its cultural sense of identity. 
By companng Russia and Britain, Roosevelt determines that, while the 
English aristocracy and its estates served as a model, were widely envied, emulated 
and aspired to, the highest stratum of the Russian nobility never became entirely 
natural country dwellers. These rich grandees largely used their houses in the country 
21 Apart from the estate's architecture, Roosevelt lists further externals of Western European culture, 
such as dress, interior decor, fine and decorative arts. 
22 P. Roosevelt, p. 3 
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as a summer residence, and as a carefree living place for children and women. The 
'real' life happened in St Petersburg and at court, while "exile to the estate~' was 
considered a punishment?3 Roosevelt elaborates on the great differences between the 
nobility and the gentry and how both experience country life on their estates. While 
the poorer landowners had no choice but to reside on their estates all year round, the 
rich nobility used their estate as a status symbol to display their rank, wealth, and 
level of cultural sophistication. For the latter, the estate was the setting for a rich 
cultural life, which provoked and provided material for such diverse cultural 
phenomena as romantic poetry, Decembrist plans for reform, the debates of 
Slavophiles and Westerners, and much of Russia's great art, literature and music.24 
According to O.S. Murav'eva25 in KaK BocnUmblBaJlU PYCCK020 OBOpJlHUHa, 
the most distinguished representatives of Russian culture were those who were not 
only at home in St Petersburg salons, but equally comfortable with peasants in the 
village or on the marketplace. Contrary to Roosevelt she claims that, unlike the 
intelligentsia, the gentry had no problems in their relationship with "the people". This 
was due to the fact that they were part of the same culture, coming into contact with 
each other in the army, but more often on the country estate. Especially religion and 
religious festivals served as common ground. 
23 The most famous of all Russians ever exiled to his family estate was, of course, Pushkin. 
24 P. Roosevelt, p. 318 
25 O.c. MypaBbeBa, KaK 6ocnUmb16a711 PYCCK020 06opRHuHa, MocKBa: Linka Press, 1995 
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In Mup PYCCKOU ycaob6bz26 Ivanova specifies the many functions of an estate: 
it acted as a socio-administrative, agricultural-economic and cultural centre. Howeyer. 
she calls it, first and foremost, the happy world of childhood. Ivanova goes on to 
describe one of the most successful home schools in Russia, organised by Fedor 
Vasil' evich Samarin for his children. It revolved around the Frenchman Pageau 
(I1aKO), who stayed with the family for seven years. Pageau devised a system of 
'complete education,' which was based on the classical curriculum, i.e. the study of 
modem and classical languages, and incorporated the pedagogical ideas of Jean-
J acgues Rousseau, focusing on the physical, moral and intellectual development of 
the children. Other works in Russian, such as G.P. Miller's Cyob6a OOH020 U-lteHWl27; 
N.F. Gulianitskii's ApxumeKmypa PYCCKOU ycaob6b/8, and N.M. Moleva's Ycaob6bl 
MOCK6bZ29 tend to focus on the architecture of the buildings, on the gardens and other 
decorative structures such as pagodas, churches, conservatories, ponds. bridges and 
windmills etc., as well as on other descriptive facts pertaining to the way of life on 
the country estates of the rich nobility. These articles and monographs rarely discuss 
the social, cultural and educational significance which these 'nests of the gentry" had 
on Russian life, society and culture in general. 
In order to assess the role of governesses and tutors and the extent of their 
involvement in the upbringing of the Russian upper classes it is necessary to 
26 11.B. I1BaHoBHa, Mup PYCCKOU ),caob6bl, MocKBa: HaYKa, 1995 
27 r.n. MI1JlJ1ep, «CY.llb6a O.llHOrO HMemUI», I!cmOpU'IeCKUU 6ecmHuK, TO~I 86, .N2. 12. c. 1072-81. 
CaHKT neTep6ypr, 1901 
28 H.<l>. fYJUlHHllKHIl. ApxumeKmypa PYCCKOZI ycaob6bl, M.: HaYKa, 1998 
29 H.M. MOJIeBa, Ycaob6bl MOCK6bl, M.: 113.ll-BO I1H<popMne4aTb I1TPK penn, 1998 
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investigate the forms of education available in Russia. N. D. Chechulin's work on 
Bocnumw-lue u OOMaumee o6yttel-lue 6 Poccuu 6 XVIIl6. 3o focuses especially on the 
various types of schools in Russia, starting with the Slav-Greek-Latin Academy and 
seminary schools, state schools and private nal-lCUOl-lbl [pansiony, boarding schools]. 
The first state schools were 2UMl-la3UU [gimnazii, grammar schools] for the nobility 
and cipher or garrison schools for the other ranks. Chechulin highlights to what extent 
and why gimnazii proved to be so unsuccessful at the beginning of the eighteenth 
century, and how private boarding schools attempted to make up for them, to some 
extent at least.3l Although they were quite numerous in St Petersburg and Moscow, 
there were no pansiony in the provinces until the late eighteenth century. Furthermore, 
the nationalities of the pupils as well as the teachers in these boarding schools were 
predominantly non-Russian. Chechulin gives one of the reasons why home education 
in Russia was ubiquitous. Young noblemen had to produce some evidence of 
schooling upon entering state service, usually the military, which was obligatory. 
Their parents could be threatened with exile to Orenburg, while the young men might 
be excluded from the officers' rank, having to spend the rest of their lives as simple 
soldiers.32 They were also denied the right to get married. Given that the failure to 
educate their sons could lead to severe punishment for members of the nobility, 
combined with the acute shortage of schools and Russian teachers, the employment of 
foreigners to educate their children at home was almost inevitable. 
30 H.,Zl.. lJe4ymm, «BocnHTaHHe II .llOMaWHee 06)'4eHHe B POCCHH B XVIIIB. », ,lle.7a U OHU, 
HCTopH4eCKHH )f(ypHaJI, KHHra nepBCUI, CaHKT OeTep6ypr, 1920 . 
31 Chechulin cites figures of student numbers dropping from 112 in 1726 to a mere 14 students In 
1730. 
32 H.,Zl.. lJe4YJlHH, c. 101 
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Like Chechulin's article, Jan Kusber's Eliten- und Volksbildung im 
Zarenreich wahrend des 18. und in der ersten Halfte des 19. Jahrhunderts33 presents 
a comprehensive study of education in Russia in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, based on extensive statistical material. Kusber's data also includes the 
number of state and private schools and students (male and female) and to which 
social class they belonged, as well as the costs of various types of education. Kusber, 
however, takes the subject further. He depicts the typical education of an eighteenth-
century young Russian nobleman, which started in the nursery, moved on to the 
guidance of various foreign tutors on the country estate, was followed by several 
years in a cadet corps or a pansion, and finally led to state service. The quality of 
private tutors was extremely varied, and Kusber points out that it was a well-known 
fact that some Parisian coachmen ended up working as French tutors in the Russian 
provinces. 34 In the second half of the eighteenth century, these people became a 
recognisable source of sarcasm and ridicule in Russian literature. Attempts were 
subsequently made to improve home tuition. Already Empress Elizaveta Petrovna 
passed an YKa3 [ukaz, that is, a decree], in order to scrutinise the teaching of foreign 
governesses and tutors. This incompetent form of Europeanisation by means of home 
tuition with unqualified foreign instructors came to be seen as harmful and 
undesirable. However. her ukaz was wholly ineffective, especially in the provinces 
where there were no means to ensure its implementation. 
33 Kusber, Jan, Eliten- und J'olksbildung im Zarenreich wahrend des 18. und in der ersten Halfte des 
19. lahrhunderts, Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2004 . 
)4 Those so-called tutors, of course, provided the prototype for Fonvizin's German teacher VraJ'man In 
HeoopoG.7b [The Minor}. 
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The main thrust of Cynthia H. Whittaker's book, The Origins of .\fodern 
Russian Education: An Intellectual Biography of Count Sergei Uvarov, 1786-1855,35 
is the educational policy in Russia in the first half of the nineteenth century and, 
obviously, Uvarov's involvement therein. Uvarov, who at various times held the 
positions of Superintendent of the St Petersburg Educational District, President of the 
Academy of Sciences and Minister of Education, saw education as the means for 
Russia to reach "maturity". Whittaker discusses that for Uvarov, "maturity" implied a 
balance of power between monarchy, nobility and bourgeoisie comparable to that of 
Western European countries, but - he hoped - with a Russian slant. His intention was 
to find a Russian system to make European education available to all, avoiding 
supposedly Western weaknesses such as materialism, scorn for traditions, moral 
chaos and self-interest. Whittaker analyses Uvarov's educational policies under 
Alexander I and Nicholas I and the numerous problems he encountered. Uvarov 
intended to reform the comprehensive school system in the country by creating 
primary schools in every small town, gimnazii in every provincial capital and six 
universities. This was an ambitious scheme which was never fully realised because of 
lack of resources (money and teachers), and the vehement opposition expressed by 
the nobility who realised that this egalitarian educatiop would threaten their dominant 
position in the state service by bringing them into direct competition with the lower 
classes. With regard to home education, Whittaker focuses on the reign of Nicholas I. 
His policies were an attempt to counteract the influence of foreign ideas (i.e. 
35 Cynthia H Whittaker, The Origins of Modern Russian Education, An Intellectual Biography of 
Count Sergei Uvarov, rS6- 1855, Northern II1inois University Press, 1984 
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revolution), by encouraging the employment of Russian rather than foreign domestic 
tutors, and by curtailing the immigration of foreigners wishing to work in that 
profession in Russia. Furthermore, non-native governesses and tutors were required 
to obtain certificates which showed that they had passed the moral, intellectual, 
religious and social qualifications required. 
In Ol.f.epKU no ucmopuu POCCUUCK020 o6pa30eaHU5l u.wnepamopcKou 3noxu36 , 
A.I. Liubzhin considers the presence of the foreign governess and tutor most 
widespread in Russia during the reign of Catherine II. The demand for French tutors 
had began already under Empress Elizaveta Petrovna, but the later influx of French 
emigres after the French Revolution made this type of education more readily 
available and affordable. Liubzhin claims that many of the arrivals were 
'undesirables': not only were they opponents to the new regime, but also petty 
criminals, who had been swept out of revolutionary France by the upheavals in the 
1790s. Consequently, Liubzhin argues that many of these governesses and tutors were 
unsuitable as teachers. Ignatieff, however, points out in his paper on the French 
Emigres in Russia after the French Revolution37 that the 1790s brought much more 
educated people into Russia, as a result of which the standard of teaching actually 
increased. According to Liubzhin, the responsibility for doing a creditable job as 
teachers lay not so much with the foreigners; Russian parents after all often entrusted 
foreigners with the education and upbringing of their children, completely failing to 
36 A.11. flI06)f(HH, OIJepKU no ucmopuu POCCUUCK020 06pa30eaHUJl UMnepamopCKOU :JnOXU, MOCKBa: 
Y4eHble 3anHCKH MOCKOBCKoro KYJ1bT)'p0J10rWlecKoro J1HueH N2. 1310, 2000 
"7 Leonid Ignatieff, "French emigres in Russia after the French Revolution", in Bromke, A. et al. (eds.) 
Canadian Slm'onic Papers, VII 1, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1966 
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question these people and to asses their suitability. The Napoleonic War of 1812 
dented the prestige of both foreign instructors and the French language, but only 
temporarily. The dearth of schools for girls meant that female education remained 
dependent on governesses even throughout the nineteenth century. Foreign instructors 
never did go out of fashion until the Revolution in 1917. 
In order to discuss the governess in a Russian context, it was necessary to 
examine the profession in general and the women who chose it. In Tyrant or victim? 
A history of the British governesi8, Alice Renton starts by illustrating the historical 
development of the profession of the governess from the fifteenth century onwards. 
She assesses the social background of women who became governesses and why 
theirs was the only profession available for a middle-class/lower middle-class woman 
in need of a salary. The bulk of the book focuses on the nineteenth century, when 
employing a governess became a widespread phenomenon among the middle 
classes. 39 This was the social stratum which both provided the majority of women 
who worked in this profession, and which increasingly required their services for the 
upbringing of their children. Renton attributes the rise of the career of the governess 
to the lack of other available ways to educate girls. An even more important reason 
was the fact that the employment of a governess in one's home became a status 
symbol for the increasingly affluent bourgeoisie. Renton correlates the frequently 
inadequate qualification of a governess as a teacher with the commonly held notion 
38 Alice Renton, Tyrant or victim? A history o/the British governess, Weidenfeld and Nicolson: 
London, 1991 
39 Fonnerly, the traditional employer of domestic teachers had always been the aristocracy. 
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that the edification of girls was a matter of 'supreme unimportance' anyway. From 
that she moves on to elaborate on the awkward position of the governess in the 
household. She was neither a member of the family, nor part of the domestic staff, 
and was often unappreciated by parents and children alike. As the title suggests, 
Renton finally discusses the sufferings of governesses and the conflicting perceptions 
of the governess as either downtrodden and victimised, brutal, abusive and hated, or 
loved, respected and appreciated, and how these various images succeeded each other 
over time. 
The editors of The governess, an anthology40, Broughton and Symes, go into 
more detail than Renton in discussing why the profession of the governess saw such a 
great increase in numbers in the nineteenth century. They focus on several points. 
Firstly, the position of women in society and in the household had changed. 
Especially middle class women no longer had to go out to work but could afford to 
live 'like a lady'. Secondly, the spheres of men and women had become separated. 
Men were the sole breadwinners while women strove to make a pleasant home for 
their husbands and families. Thirdly, female education became more appealing to a 
wider spectrum of people. The schooling of girls put little or no stress on scholarly 
achievements. However, it had now become essential to train girls how to behave like 
ladies and to have the accomplishments deemed necessary to find a suitable husband. 
Finally, becoming a governess was the only respectable profession available for an 
educated middle-class woman that did not lead to an immediate loss of caste and 
40 Trev Broughton, Ruth Symes (eds.), The governess, an anthology, Stroud: Sutton Publishing, 1997 
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respectability. Broughton and Symes also discuss the position of a governess and her 
ambiguous relationship with her employers who were wealthier but often less well 
educated and lower down the social scale than she was. This could cause major 
problems. The position of the governess in the household could be insecure and open 
to exploitation while she herself faced prejudice, contempt and ridicule. 
Broughton and Symes throw light on the position of the English governess 
abroad. They argue that Britain's imperial and industrial strength gave considerable 
international value to English culture, institutions and, of course, the English 
language. As native speakers of English, British governesses were therefore all the 
more sought after. The authors also mention that throughout the nineteenth century 
Moscow had the reputation of being a glamorous destination for English governesses. 
They could find employment with the upper nobility and enjoy a rich social life as a 
result. 
The specific conditions in which Western educators found themselves in 
Russia is the theme of Raeffs Origins a/the Russian Intelligentsia.41 Far from being 
in a 'glamorous' position, tutors were faced with often unruly, lazy and wilful pupils 
who from early childhood onwards had been left to run wild on the country estate. 
The task of disciplining them was therefore a difficult one which, according to Raeff, 
~as made even harder by the fact that the children usually had the support and 
protection of their former nannies and OJl,ObKU [diad'ki, male domestic servants, 
.j I Marc Raeff, Origins of the Russian Intelligentsia, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich: New York, 1966 
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generally of peasant origin] and sometimes even of their parents. Raeff draws the 
conclusion that many tutors simply gave up the struggle and chose the path of least 
resistance in dealing with the children, while others turned into cruel despots. In any 
case, Raeff points out, tutors were central to a child's first years of schooling, 
although they generally taught little more than the basics. Raeff argues that these first 
years comprised the only westernisation and cultural polish the nobility experienced, 
as service itself did not sustain the continuation of this process. Hence, at least in the 
eighteenth century, the limited educational experience remained an "artificial gloss." 
While focusing on The Victorian governes/2 in her very comprehensive study 
Kathryn Hughes elaborates on many of the issues already mentioned above in various 
other books, e.g. the new middle class, the gradually changing definition of gentility 
and ladyhood and its status symbols, the working conditions of governesses and the 
difficulties and hardships they faced. In addition, Hughes also discusses for what 
purpose and how these women were turned into a literary figure. Between 1814 and 
1864 the governess featured in more than 140 literary works in the English language 
in virtually every category and genre. Her main argument is that the transformation of 
the humble domestic teacher to major literary character has to be viewed in the wider 
process of the feminisation of the novel. 43 Hughes warns of the difficulty to treat 
novels as a documentary source of information about the plight of governesses as the 
reality tended to be far more complex than conventional representation in literature. 
Therefore, she discusses the governess in English literature merely as an introduction 
42 Kathryn Hughes, The Victorian governess, The Hambledon Press: London and Rio Grande. 1993 
43 Ibid., p. 3 
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to her historical study. Her methodology is therefore directly opposite to the one used 
in this dissertation, which relies on historical data as a reference point for a literary 
discussion. 
There are several works that deal with the Image of certain Western 
nationalities in Russian literature, such as German, French, English, and even 
American. In those articles and monographs, the foreign governess and tutor 
generally get a brief mention too. The following ones were particularly useful. 
Maximiliane Mtintjes in her Beitrdge zum Bild des Deutschen in der russischen 
Literatur von Katharina bis auf Alexander 114 focuses on the image of the Germans 
in Russian literature. She considers the image of foreigners in Russia to be generally 
negative and attributes this to the fact that before Peter the Great the so-called lIe.11 11b1 
[nemtsy] were likely to be Protestants. Orthodox Russians tended to associate 
followers of other Christian denominations with 'unbelievers', 'non-Christians' or 
simply 'godless people'. Apart from religion, Mtintjes names several factors, among 
others envy, which led to a critical and unsympathetic attitude towards foreigners. 
Envy was largely the result of the fact that many men in key positions of authority in 
Russian society, such as the military, administration and education, were of non-
Russian, and in particular, of German origin. Although this was usually the result of 
superior knowledge on the part of the foreigners at a time when Russia's academic 
institutions were not yet fully established, this general preference was nonetheless 
resented by Russians. According to Mtintjes, the interaction of these two ethnic 
~~ Maximiliane MUntjes, Beitrage ::lIIn Bild des Deutschen in der russischen Literatur von Katharina 
his auf Alexander II, Verlag Anton Hain: Meisenheim am Glan, 1971 
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groups resulted in distrust, curiosity and suspicion on the part of the Russians, while 
the Germans generally showed little interest in Russians whom - as Mlintjes suggests 
- they considered to be culturally inferior. The historical relationship between 
Russians and Germans grew out of trade links and the recruitment of specialists and 
settlers. However, rather than learn from those foreigners and acquire their 
knowledge and abilities, Russians would ridicule what they did not understand. 
MUntjes points out that this generally negative disposition towards foreigners 
became a recognisable part of eighteenth-century Russian literature that was still 
evident well into the next century as witnessed by Gogol' s stories. Furthermore, the 
literary representation of Germans, although based on actual social phenomena and 
impressions that existed in Russian society at the time, was influenced by prejudice 
rather than rational judgement. These cultural images could be very inflexible and 
selective, based on a few characteristics chosen at random and out of context. 
MUntjes draws attention to the choice of these characteristics and how they are very 
telling about the Russian observer rather than the foreign object of observation. 
MUntjes shows how Russian authors use the representation of Germans either to 
enhance their own self-value by focusing on issues in which Germans are perceived 
as inferior, or to criticise Russia's weaknesses by presenting German characters as 
role models. MUntjes discussion then turns to the function and the various types of 
Germans, such as the petty bourgeois, the scientist and scholar, the military man, the 
professional, the idealist, and the tutor. She mentions Fonvizin's negative image of 
foreigners, especially Vrarman in Heoopoc.7b [The A1inorj. which Fonvizin uses in 
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order to ridicule the lack of education among the landowning gentry and their absurd 
preference for everything foreign, and how tutors were generally represented as 
negative characters while their features were exaggerated, generalised and reduced to 
a few individual traits. 
Another source on Germans in Russian literature is Dieter Boden's Die 
Deutschen in der russischen und sowjetischen Literatur.45 Boden claims that in the 
eighteenth century, Germans became the foreigners par excellence in Russia, as a 
result of Peter the Great's policies, which led to a generally close interaction between 
the two peoples and to the presence of Germans in prominent positions in Russian 
society. Like Miintjes, Boden discusses the origin and usage of the word nemets and 
how it came to be applied to Germans only in the eighteenth century. Before, it had 
been generally used to encompass all non-Orthodox foreigners, although Boden 
asserts that the word retained some of its connotations of 'non-believers' and 
'barbarians'. Boden states that eighteenth century Russian literature began to engage 
in a "passionate and intensive discourse" with the "German theme", which resulted in 
a multi-faceted and controversial representation of Germans.46 He also singles out the 
character of Vral'man in Fonvizin's The Minor as the first German in modem 
Russian literature who became the embodiment of everything foreign. Boden then 
discusses the "insecurity of the representation" of Germans. Russian authors 
acknowledged Germany as the land of poetry, education and science. Yet, at the same 
45 Dieter Boden, Die Deutschen in der russischen und sowjetischen Literatur, Analysen und 
Perspektiven, Band 15/16, MUnchen: Olzog, 1982 
46 Ibid., p. II 
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time, Gennans were regarded as petty bourgeois, rude and arrogant. Boden cites 
Gogol' as an example to show how the writer's initial admiration and glorification of 
Germany and Germans changed to disenchantment, rejection and ridicule, and how 
this change is reflected in the portrayal of his German characters. Boden mentions 
that a flXed part in Russian literature was the German tutor, depicted by numerous 
major and minor writers: as he was foreign and therefore incomprehensible he was 
generally ridiculed . 
. Although the presence of French people in Russia and in Russian literature 
was a very common occurrence, the only article exclusively dealing with this issue 
that I came across was Leonid Ignatieff's French emigres in Russia after the French 
Revolution.47 Ignatieff states that the demand for French tutors was so great by the 
mid-eighteenth century that a great majority of foreigners employed by the Russian 
nobility were highly incompetent and unsuitable. It was these people that were then 
portrayed and ridiculed in contemporary literature. However, Ignatieff points out that 
even when in actual fact the quality of teachers rose, the literary image remained 
unchanged. Major writers like Pushkin, Lermontov, Griboedov, Gogol', Turgenev 
and Toistoi continued to present their French governesses and tutors with sarcasm 
and ridicule, while treating them as "aliens". 48 Ignatieff sees a possible reason for this 
negative image in the differences between Russian and French manners, and in the 
misinterpretation of national character. Considering themselves more serious and 
n Leonid Ignatieff, "'French emigres in Russia after the French Revolution", in A. Bromke et aI., 
Canadian Slavonic Papers, vm, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1966 
41 Ibid., p. ]27 
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sombre in behaviour, thought and demeanour, Russians regarded French lightness, 
grace and wit with disdain, interpreting it as superficial and frivolous. According to 
Ignatieff, the disrespectful and sarcastic portrayal of the French governesses and 
tutors in Russian literature is the direct result of these differences in national character 
traits. He claims that these instructors had a greater and more positive influence than 
the Russians gave them credit for. Ignatieff shows in the example of Pushkin how 
reality and fiction could diverge considerably. He discusses some of Pushkin's actual 
French tutors (among them Comte de Montford, a well-educated, musically and 
artistically refined Frenchman, or another unnamed tutor who had a great talent for 
poetry), and Pushkin's treatment of foreigners in his literary work, which presents a 
consistently negative attitude towards French governesses and tutors. Ignatieff 
concludes that their teaching abilities were as varied as their social and political 
backgrounds. 
In English and American Characters in Russian Fiction49, Valentin Kiparsky 
draws attention to the fact that in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries Russians 
were not very familiar with either Great Britain or The United States. They rarely 
visited either country, and the presence of British or American nationals in Russia 
was small. However, the impact of English culture and literature was considerable, 
and the English way of life was greatly admired. The English aristocracy, according 
to Kiparsky, was both respected and hated at the same time. Kiparsky sees the reason 
49 Valentin Kiparsky, English and American Characters in Russian ~iction, Ver~ffentli~hun~e.n der . 
Abteilung fUr slavische Sprachen und Literaturen des Osteuropa-Instttuts der Frelen UnIVersltat Berlin, 
Bd. 31, Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1964 
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for this paradox in Russia's inferiority complex, in Russia's awareness of being 
regarded as 'barbaric' by other, Western European, nations. The English governess as 
a representative of English culture and manners was generally thought of highly. 
Even if she personally failed to please, her methodical and systematic ways of 
teaching usually did not. Based on these assumptions, Kiparsky proceeds to discuss 
Russian national stereotypes and the English types commonly encountered in Russian 
literature, e.g. the British lord, the politician, the clergyman, and the governess. His 
examples of English governesses include Pushkin's "Madam Miss Jackson" in 
Eapblw,Hfl-KpecmbflHKa [The Squire IS Daughter], the first foreign woman depicted in 
modern Russian literature, and Chekhov's Miss Twice in 'jJOl[b A.7b6uOHQ' ['A 
Daughter of Albion']' Kiparsky comments that while Miss Jackson was depicted as a 
neutral nonentity (unusual for governesses who more commonly tended to be either 
positive or negative), Chekhov's English governess was equally atypical in her 
grotesque and exaggerated physical description. The more usual characteristics of an 
English governess included her high moral standards, her cleanliness, and her 
independent spirit. 
There are several monographs and articles that briefly mention and discuss 
governesses and tutors as part of a study of individual authors,50 or as part of a wider 
50 For example, James B. Woodward, Metaphysical Conflict, A Study of the Major Novels of Ivan 
Turgenev, Slavistische Beitrage, Bd. 261, Mtinchen: Otto Sagner, 1990; B.D. KaTaes, P.~. Knyre 
(pea.), l{ex06 u TepAtaHUJl, MocKsa: MOCKOSCKHH rocY.LlapCTSeHHblii YHHsepcHTeT, 1996; Peter 
Thiergen (ed.), Ivan Turgenev, Leben, Werk und Wirkung, Mtinchen: Verlag Otto Sagner, 199.5 
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study of Russian literature. 51 However, these discussions tend to focus on how 
literature creates and propagates national images, mirages and stereotypes, rather than 
on the governess or on the tutor. Consequently, they have been of limited use for my 
study and have therefore not been included in this literature review. To my 
knowledge there has been no previous study which examines the type of the foreign 
instructor in Russian literature and tracks its development throughout the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries. My contribution to existing research lies in the collation and 
analysis of historical data and using it as a reference point for an analytic study of 
Russian literature's construction of the Western European governess and tutor. 
51 For example, A.G. Cross, Russia and the West in the Eighteenth Century,.Newt~nville, Mass.: 
Oriental Research Partners, 1983; Marc Raeff, Origins a/the Russian Intelligentsia, New York: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1966; Jessica Tovrov, The Russian Noble Family, New York & London: 
Gerland Publishing, 1987 
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CHAPTER 1: Education of the Russian Nobility 
The Russian upper class is in its definition somewhat ambiguous. Many 
historians and literary critics tend to regard the terms "aristocracy" and "nobility" as 
synonymous. However, while this is irrelevant for most other European elites, Russia 
does present a singular case, especially if compared with countries such as Britain, 
France and Germany. Therefore, this chapter provides some background information 
on what I mean when I use the term "Russian nobility", as well as on the historical 
development of the evolution of this social class, its unusual status and how 
noblemen educated their children. 
The Russian nobility of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries diverged 
considerably from its Western neighbours. The word 'aristocracy' according to the 
Oxford English Dictionary refers to "the highest class in certain societies, typically 
comprising people of noble birth holding hereditary titles and offices". 52 In some 
societies, this elite also holds defined political powers. Whereas such historical 
entities like Great Britain, France, or the Austro-Hungarian Empire the upper classes 
could rightly be called an 'Aristocracy', the same cannot be said for the conditions 
prevalent in Russia. In Britain, France and Germany, the nobility was a homogeneous 
body with titles to ensure its status. They acquired special historical rights over 
centuries, which placed them above all other social classes. Encroachment from the 
monarchy on the one hand and the growing powers of the bourgeoisie on the other 
52 "Aristocracy," The New Oxford Dictionary a/English, 1998 
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hand, especially in the wake of industrialisation, had furthered a strong esprit de 
corps. 
In Russia, the development of the nobility had taken another path. In can be 
argued that, by the eighteenth century, the use of the word aristokratiia as defined 
above was no longer appropriate for the Russian upper class. By the mid-tenth 
century a Kievan upper class had formed a kind of superalliance of Vikings and Slavs 
with Kiev at its centre and was dominated by the superior wealth and coercive power 
of its prince. 53 In later centuries (from the twelfth century onwards), the Eastern 
Slavonic lands were divided into several principalities~ which began to resemble 
feudal landholdings. The power of decision-making and rent collection lay with the 
Khanate while Muscovy was under Tatar rule; later it passed to the princes and boyar 
clans.54 Unlike in France where the old aristocracy, the noblesse d'armes et de race. 
and the newer service nobility, the noblesse politique et civile. managed to fuse into 
one coherent class in the fifteenth century,55 there was no such transition in Russia. 
The Russian nobility was a heterogeneous group: made up of rival boyar clans~ 
nO.iteU/UKU [pomeshchiki, the new service nobility which developed under Ivan III]. 
members of the Tatar. Polish-Lithuanian and German nobilities, it did not blend 
together easily. nor did it manage to find a coherent voice to counterbalance the 
53 Geoffrey Hosking, Russia and the Russians, p. 34 
54 The word 'boyar' originally meant "great man", "rich man", or "warrior", ibid., p. 92 
55 Eugene F. Rice, Jr. "Humanism in France", in Albert Rabil. Jr., (ed.), R~naissance. Humanism: 
foundations, forms, and legacy. 3 vols., II, p. 119-21 (http://130.238.50.3Itlrnh Ren fra-nce-
nobility.htm, 2303/2004) 
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growing might of the grand prince. On the contrary, its power and traditional rights 
were increasingly curtailed. The existence of principalities and rival clans gave 
boyars the freedom to leave their master's service at any time. With the ascendance 
and unifying (often repressive) tendencies of Muscovy, this tradition gradually eroded. 
The boyars were no longer voluntary servitors to a prince of their choice but the 
subjects of an all-powerful tsar. In order to strengthen and centralise the state, Ivan IV 
dealt the final blow not only to the boyars but also to the princes. 56 Properties of the 
most influential members of the aristocracy were confiscated while they themselves 
were exiled, and the elite itself was turned into a service nobility, i.e. its privileges 
were only assured as long as they served the tsar. Peter I removed the last traditional 
links the aristocracy had with its past by changing its legal status and putting an even 
greater stress on the service aspect of the nobility. 
In 1722, Peter I introduced the Table of Ranks57 which organised the three 
government services,58 military, civil and the court, into fourteen ranks, or «l[UHbl» 
["chiny"]; the first being the highest, the fourteenth the lowest. The military took 
precedence over the other two, so that a simple ensign or guidon bearer ranked 
fourteen was considered a hereditary nobleman (see Table of Ranks in appendix). In 
the civil service, ranks fourteen to nine guaranteed personal nobility, and only from 
56 Ronald Hingley, A Concise History of Russia, p. 50 
57 See appendix. . . 
58 It had not been Peter I's intention to make service to the state the exclUSIve prerogatIve of the 
nobility, but to correlate rank with achievement. Ability not privil~ge was to ensure that the military 
and the administration were staffed by the most able and not the rIchest. 
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rank eight upwards were civil servants considered hereditary noblemen. 59 These 
hurdles were later moved upwards in the nineteenth century, so as to give the elite a 
more exclusive status. The Table of Ranks was not the only official bureaucratic 
measure which categorised professional seniority and status. There were several 
stages in every profession which had to be passed before one could even reach a 
position in the Table of Ranks. Certainly, not everybody employed in these services 
ever made it as far as rank fourteen. The achievement of each further step along the 
ascending scale of ranks depended on the length of time a civil servant had spent in 
the service (anything between four to ten years per rank), as well as on his estate and 
education. Regardless of social status, everyone was obliged to start at the bottom 
rung of the ladder. 60 
As a consequence, the Russian elite were no longer free or privileged, and 
blood and genealogy no longer ensured automatic access to the highest stratum of 
society or political power. Now the nobility defined itself through its service to the 
state,61 which was the only way to move up socially. Failure to serve could even lead 
to capital punishment,62 which was simply unthinkable among the aristocracies of 
Western Europe. Titles without a service rank were virtually meaningless. Foreigners 
visiting Russia often expressed surprise about this. Romanovich-Slavatinskii noted: 
59 No doubt Gogol' had the Table of Ranks in mind when he gave the character Akakii Akakevich in 
The Overcoat the rank of titular councillor. If Akakii had managed to move up one more rank, he 
would have become a hereditary nobleman. 
60 Notwithstanding some minor amendments, the Table of Ranks continued to give structure to the 
state service and to confer noble status for almost 200 years, until its final demise in 1917. 
61 AJleKCaH.llp BaCI1J1beSIf4 POMaHOSIf4-CJlaSaTlIHCKl1l1. J((30pflHCm(30 (3 Poccuu om HaIJaW XJ'1I1 (3eKa 
c)o om.\feHbl KpenocmHo2o rrpasa, c. 1-2. 
62 Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace, Russia, p. 310 
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« B Poccuu 6llaZOpOOHblii HUllezo He 3Hallum 6e3 paHza; [..] 
cmapULUe CbLHOebJl eaJICHeiiUlUX flUl/ e zocyoapcmee He u.iwelOm 
HUKaKUX npae e CUllY ceoezo pOJICOeHUJl, KaK n3pbl AHZ.7UU U 
(/JpaHl/UU, l!cnaHuu; [ .. ] 3HalleHue 
apucmOKpamUllecKoii cpaMUJlUU ynaoaem CO c.l1epmulO eu 
Zllaebl; a UMYUf,ecmeo pa30po6llJlemCJl MeJICOY OembMU. 
HaclleocmeeHHblii mumYll - KHJl3Jl, zpacpa UJlU 6apOHa - HUllezo 
He 3Hallum 6e3 OOllJICHOCmU, 6e3 CllYJIC6bl ZpaJICOaHCKOU U'lU 
~ 63 
eoeHHOU». 
["In Russia, a nobleman without a rank is nothing. [ ... ] Unlike 
the Peers in England and France, or the Grandees in Spain, the 
eldest sons of the most important personalities in the country do 
not enjoy any privileges as a result of their birth. [ ... ] The 
magnitude of a noble family is lost together with the death of its 
head. The property is divided equally between all children and 
the hereditary title, be it prince, count or baron, is meaningless 
unless it is accompanied with a position in the civil or military 
servi ce"] . 
As Wallace put it, "their dignity [ ... ] rested not on the grace of God, but on the will 
of the Tsar".64 
M A .B. POMaHOBHq-CnaBaTHHcKHA,c. 19 
6~ Sir D.M. WaIlace, p. 314 
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In 1762 Peter III made an unsuccessful attempt to accommodate the country's 
elite by loosening the link between nobility and state service, therefore reversing 
Peter I's stringent laws on obligatory service. However, by that time service and 
nobility had almost become synonymous. Many noblemen felt it was part of their 
honour to serve (especially in the military), whereas for others financial constraints 
made service a necessity. The estate of the nobility was consolidated in 1785 when 
Catherine II created the Charter of Nobility. With its introduction the number of 
newcomers reaching noble status declined.65 While the number of nobles in the late 
seventeenth century had featured about 3000 families,66 there were about 120,000 
hereditary nobles under Catherine II. The census of 1858 gives an approximate 
number of 610,000 people, men, women and children, as belonging to the hereditary 
nobility of European Russia,67 out of a general population of about 40 million.68 Even 
at the end of the nineteenth century, the ruling classes made up a mere 1.3% of all 
Russians. 69 
The introduction of the Table of Ranks did not lead to the creation of a new 
elite overnight. In fact, at the beginning it favoured the established families who were 
in a better position to follow the required procedures. However, it did open up the 
upper class for the sons of priests and petty civil servants, which eventually changed 
the genealogical make-up of the Russian nobility. It also proved to be one, although 
65 Marc Raeff, Origins o/the Russian Intelligentsia, p. 97 
66 Karl-Heiz Ruffmann, Russischer A del als Sondertypus der europdischen Adelswelt, p. 164 
67 Terence Emmons, The Russian landed gentry and the peasant emancipation, p. 3 
68 Pamela M. Pilbeam, The Middle Classes in Europe 1789-19/-1. p. 18 
69 W.H. Bruford, Chekhov and his Russia, p. 76 
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by far not the only, element which discouraged a unified feeling of identity among the 
nobility. 
Several issues can be held responsible for this lack of class identity. Mobility 
became one of the nobility's qualifying features. This was a direct consequence of 
military changes introduced by Ivan III and Vasilii III in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries. They had reformed the command structure of the Muscovite army in order 
to make it more coherent and mobile, but also to counteract any possible opposition 
by other dominant families. Their aim was achieved by severing existing loyalties 
between boyar clans and regional localities, as well as by preventing the formation of 
new such ties. The majority of military commanders were now preferably drawn from 
junior boyar lineages and courtiers, whereas the members of major boyar clans 
received secondary appointments (e.g. guarding the frontiers). This removed the most 
influential boyars and princes away from the centre and their traditional strongholds 
and created a newer service nobility, more tractable and loyal to the grand prince. 
Consequently, unlike in France and Germany, the Russian nobility did not 
have strong links with a particular locality or family seat, which is illustrated by the 
absence of Russian equivalents to the French preposition de or the German von as 
part of the surname. This is also partly due to the lack of primogeniture. In Great 
Britain, for example, manor houses or castles tend to be associated with one particular 
family, with the ownership passing on from father to eldest son, sometimes over a 
period of centuries. In Russia, estates were traditionally split among all heirs, male 
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and female.
7o 
The resulting estates were soon too small to support a family and 
needed to be extended through the acquisition of new naMeCrnbJl [parnes! 'ia ~J], which 
often were scattered around several districts. Continuity and the association with one 
particular piece of land were therefore impossible. Few estates remained in the hands 
of one family for more than three generations.72 
In the eighteenth century it was the service in general which kept noblemen 
away from their family estates and traditional life in the country. So, unlike in Britain 
the nobility in Russia could not seek its identity in its ancestral (formerly feudal) 
lands, nor were they involved in regional assemblies like in France. Catherine II 
strove to involve the landowning nobility in local decision-making bodies. However, 
these attempts failed, owing to the fact that such positions were considered 
burdensome while they offered little in terms of remuneration, real power or status.73 
Wealth was another factor which determined social status, shaped the 
perception of class allegiance and further decreased a feeling of homogeneity among 
the nobility. The Russian upper or serf-owning class was made up of several well-
defined strata, which had little interaction with each other. It was a singularly Russian 
characteristic to measure wealth in oywu, 'souls' or male serfs, living on an estate. 
Unlike in other European countries, there was no 'old' wealth. Once an estate had 
70 P. Roosevelt, p. 17 
71 Pornest '/:' was the land awarded for services rendered to the State. The value of a pomest 'e was 
measured in the number of serfs that came with the land. 
72 A.B. POMaHOSH"lJ-CJlaSaTHHcKHH, c. 26 
73 Daniel Field, The End of Serfdom: Nobility and Bureaucracy in Russia, 1855-1861, p. 19 
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become unprofitable,74 additional income (e.g. in the form of a pomest'e or serfs75 ) 
could only be acquired directly as a gift from the tsar or through state seryice. The 
third or bottom layer made up 84% of the total of all serf owners. These poor 
smallholders owned fewer than 100 male serfs and were 'gentry' by official 
designation only.76 They lived in complete isolation in the provinces, far removed 
from Western influences and technological and social changes. Their "estates" were 
often mere huts and their lifestyle was not far different from that of their own 
peasants. The second class or nOMeUf,UKU cpeoHeu PYKU [petty nobility or lower gentry] 
comprised the landowners who had between 100 and 500 souls. Among this group 
were several who could trace their names back to Riurik and even bore the title KH5l3b 
[kniaz', prince], yet, they had become too impoverished to retain their superior 
status. 77 They had close provincial ties as well as service connections in the capitals 
and constituted the stratum of society that was most commonly featured in 
nineteenth-century Russian literature. Theirs were the more familiar "houses with a 
mezzanine" in the provinces. For instance, Pushkin's family estate Mikhailovskoe, a 
small wooden house "e 2flymu" [in the depth78] of Pskov Oblast', consisting of only 
four rooms, does not compare to the palaces close to Moscow or St Petersburg of the 
74 This was usually as a consequence of dividing 'souls' among all heirs and, as was mentioned above, 
it generally happened every few generations. 
75 For example, Boris Sheremetev received a gift of 12,000 serfs for his military victory at Poltava. 
P. Roosevelt, p. 16 
76 T. Emmons, p. 5. 44% of serf-owners had estates of less than 21 souls. Ibid., p. 4 
77 A.B. POMaHoBWI-CnaBaTHHcKHH, c. 26 
78 « B 2JlywlI. 60 MpaKe 3amOIJeHbJl 
TJlHY.711Cb muxo OHU MOil 
Ee3 OOJICeCm6a. 6e3 600XH06eHbJl, 
Ee3 Cfle3, 6e3 JlCU3HU, 6e3.71066U.» 
Stanza of Push kin's poem "K***", written in 1825. 
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upper nobility. 79 The latter group was composed of a mixture of old names and 
newcomers who had access to the court and the financial means to move in the upper 
circles. They led a luxurious life, owned thousands of serfs,80 travelled and lived in 
Europe,81 and enjoyed whatever commodities Western Europe and Russia had to 
offer. Their estates themselves reflected the position of their owners in society; for 
example, palaces like Sheremetev's Kuskovo and Ostankino were built to live up to 
the glory of the court and to create opportunities to entertain members of the imperial 
family. These upper circles had next to no involvement in the countryside and were 
mainly "absentee owners" only.82 Thanks to the flexibility of the Table of Ranks, 
movement up or down the ladder was fairly easy. With dedication to service and 
beneficial marriages, it was possible to move into the hereditary nobility and 
therefore gain greater material wealth within one or two generations. However, a 
reversal of good fortune could be equally rapid. 
Social differences were not only expressed in rank, but also in dress, way of 
life, polite and refined behaviour, a Western upbringing and the ability to speak 
foreign languages. Westernisation was a natural consequence of Peter I's policy to 
79 The Pushkin family itself, of course, was of very old boyar stock. The estate originally belonged to 
Ibrahim Gannibal and was passed down to Pushkin through his mother's side of the family. 
80 For example, Prince Alexander Menshikov left more than 90,000 serfs .when he was se~t int? exile 
after Peter I's death (Roosevelt, p. 16), while in the 1790s Nikolai PetrOVIch Sheremetev mhented 
210,000 serfs from his father. Ibid., p. 42f. 
81 Travelling in general was a prerogative of the nobility, and even they could not always do ~s th~y 
wanted. Under Nicholas I, especially during the later years of his reign after the 1848 revolutIOns In 
France and Germany, even the nobility was restricted from travelling abroad. Amelia Lyons, At home 
with the gentry, p. 22. Merchants needed special permission to travel within Russia, while the serfs 
were bound to their landlords completely. . 
82 Roger Anderson and Paul Debreczeny (eds.), Russian narrative & dsual art: varieties ot seeing, 
p.42 
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restructure the country's ruling elite. Most of his actions were aimed at redressing the 
balance of power between Russia and her enemies in the South (the Ottomans) and 
West (Sweden), and at transforming Russia into a great European power with her 
own fleet and ports on the Baltic, Black and Caspian Seas. To reach these goals Peter 
needed a literate elite, educated to follow the military, technological, administrational, 
entrepreneurial and cultural examples set by Western European countries. As is 
common knowledge, this involved the reorganisation of the administration along 
Swedish and German lines, the creation of a navy using the Dutch and British ones as 
examples, the introduction of compulsory education for all but the peasantry to ensure 
the supply of skilled and efficient native Russian servitors. The wearing of "German" 
dress, the shaving of beards, the appearance of women in society, and the use of 
French among the nobility became the most visible examples of Westernisation 
among the Russian upper classes. Unsurprisingly, service to the state and the servitors 
themselves gradually became synonymous with the culture of Russian westernisation. 
Considering the initial resistance of the boyars and the Russian nobility 
towards Peter's attempt to westernise the country, the acceptance of Western values 
was fairly swift (though superficial) among people closest to the tsar. In the provinces, 
however, among the lower gentry, Westernisation was much slower to follow. In the 
first half of the eighteenth century, it was enough to act the part of a Western 
European while under the eyes of the tsar. Once back on his estate, a nobleman often 
reverted to a more traditional life-style. 
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An eighteenth-century nobleman differed from the boyar princes of the past 
and his own lower class contemporaries by his literacy, as well as his higher level of 
cultural and intellectual achievements. For example, the very rich acquired a taste for 
dance and theatre ensembles for which they trained their own serfs. They developed 
an interest in abstract thought, philosophical writings, foreign literatures, and a 
tendency to see "the West" either as a role model and an inspiration, or as threat to 
"true" Russianness. Although these developments were the direct consequences of 
Peter's reforms, it was the nobility itself which had achieved these transformations 
and fulfilled the tsar's expectations by acting as servitors and Ku/turfrdger 83 
[upholders and carriers of culture]. 
«!J80P51HUH CoeJlaJlC51 lleJl08eKOM CJlYJlCaUj.UM, CJlYJlCaUj.uu 
lleJl08eK OOJlJICeH 6blJl COeJlambC51 06pa308aHHbl.tt, 8 CLU1Y 8ce20 
84 
3m020 OH CmaH08UJlCJl 6 Jl a 2 0 P 0 0 H bl _11». 
["The nobleman had become a servitor, and a servitor had to be 
educated. As a result of this he became truly noble"]' 
The new elite was superior because of its 'noble' way of life, its presumption 
of knowledge of Western culture and its higher level of education. As was discussed 
above, the Russian nobility was a greatly heterogeneous social class, which had no 
clear legal or traditional claims to its superior position in the state. Titles, genealogy. 
historical rights and privileges had all been eliminated or reduced to insignificance. 
This insecurity inherent in its status forced the elite to look elsewhere for a unifying 
83 Marc Raeff, Origins a/the Russian intelligentsia, p.81 
84 A.B. POMaHOBH1.J-CllaBaTHHCKHH, c. 118 
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element, which it found in what came to be known as "Western-style" education. The 
danger of using education as a distinguishing feature of nobility and class identity 
became apparent in the nineteenth century. In the eighteenth century, only upper class 
families had enough money to pay for this kind of upbringing. A century later, 
however, more and more commoners were able to afford a "Western-style" education 
for their children, which undermined the feeling of superiority among the nobility and 
led to the cultural ascendancy of the raznochintsy. 
Education in Russia in general was limited and usually rather shallow. The 
only schools in Russia before Peter the Great had been seminaries run by the church. 
There were about ten to fifteen of such religious schools in the whole of Russia in the 
first half of the eighteenth century, the most prominent of which was the Slavonic-
Greek-Latin Academy in Moscow,85 founded in 1687 and alma mater of Lomonosov. 
Peter's reign witnessed the opening of the first completely secular schools in Russia: 
illKOfla MameMamut.teCKUX U HaeuzaljKUX HayK [the School of Mathematics and 
Navigation] founded in 1701, ApmUflflepuucKafl U UHJlCeHepCKafl UlKOflbl [the 
Engineering and Artillery Schools], 1712, MopcKafl aKaoeMufl [the Naval Academy], 
1715, and HAtnepamopcKafl aKaoeMUfl HayK U xyooJICecme e CaHKm-IIemep6ypze [the 
St Petersburg Academy of Sciences], to name but a few. Furthermore, there appeared 
so called ljblifJupHble UlKOflb1 86 [cipher schools], which were founded exclusively for 
non-nobles. 
85 H.)J,. l.{el.Jymm, c. 96 
86 Many of those schools founded by Peter did not long survive after his death. 
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This marked the beginning of a more systematic form of state education in 
Russia. However, between 1714 and 1722, only 93 of 1389 students managed to 
complete the course in the School of Mathematics and Navigation. Apparently, an 
official report claims, the rest of the pupils simply "ran away".87 This pattern was 
repeated in 1755 with the foundation of Moscow University and the associated two 
gimnazii. 88 To accommodate the wishes of the elite who did not appreciate having to 
live and study together with non-nobles, commoners and gentry were separated. Yet, 
even the state university "failed for decades to furnish the autocracy with an official 
and professional class freed from the dilettantism of the self-educated gentry". 89 
While the children of non-noble families for the most part completed their state 
education, many children of the nobility did not. Unsurprisingly, this tendency was 
reflected in the members of staff at the university. In the second half of the eighteenth 
century, out of 26 professors only three were members of the nobility. 90 Noble 
families were primarily concerned with the social advancement of their sons and less 
with actual academic achievements.91 Similarly, the Academy of Sciences was staffed 
almost exclusively by foreigners, and the pupils were for the most part either foreign 
or from non-privileged backgrounds, i.e. children of petty officials, soldiers and 
clerical staff. 92 
87 Patrick L. Alston, Education and the State in Tsarist Russia, p. 5 
88 These gimnazii were intended to provide the university with home-grown students. 
89 P.L. Alston, p. 10 
90 YlCTOpHH oCHoBaHHH MOCKOBCKOro YHHBepCHTeTa. 
http://www.mmforce.netlmsu/story/story.php?mid=1521 (3110112005). . 
91 Whereas for raznochinfsy, academic achievement itself could lead to SOCial advancement and was 
therefore taken more seriously. 
92 In 1727, only 2.5% of pupils were members of the nobility. The rest were children of the clerical 
estate (45°'~), soldiers (20%), petty officials (18%), artisans (4.5%) and others. Alston, p. 5 
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Cadet corps or military academies were more popular with the upper classes, 
although, or maybe because, in most of these institutions military education was 
merely secondary.93 They were first introduced during the reign of Empress Anna in 
173294 as a direct result of the inadequacy of artillery and engineering schools that 
had been founded a few decades earlier, but which had failed to give students a 
comprehensive education, training only non-commissioned officers. 95 Cadet corps 
were closed institutions, which not only provided a military education, but could also 
prepare students for a political career in the civil service, depending on the personal 
inclination and ability of the student. 96 The main stress lay on foreign languages, 
namely German and French. The curriculum included other subjects such as heraldry, 
genealogy, dancing, music, history, geography, jurisprudence and philosophy97 as 
well as more military subjects such as arithmetic, geometry, drawing, fortification, 
artillery, sword fighting and riding. The more state education concentrated on the 
social graces and etiquette, the more acceptable it became to noble families who were 
primarily concerned with social advancement. Herein lay another reason for their 
popularity: cadet corps served as stepping stones into the Table of Ranks, conferring 
the immediate status of officer (or the civil equivalent) on students upon successful 
completion. 
93 The word 'Ka.lleT' was taken from the French 'cadet', meaning younger, junior. This was the name 
given to young French noblemen serving in the military until they reached officers' ranks. http://www. 
ruscadet.rU/history/rkk _170 1_1918lhist_ O.htm (02/02/2005) 
94 Geoffrey Hoskins, p. 207 
95 113 HCTOPHII Ka.lleTCKHX KOprryCOB POCCHH , B.M.KphIJ10B, E.H illeBeJIeBa. 
http://www.ruscadet.rulhistory/rkk_1701_191811701-1730lhist_4.htm (02/02/2005) . 
96 In this respect, Russian cadet corps differed from those in other European countries such as PruSSia 
(where cadet corps were first founded in 1659), France or Denmark. 113 HCTOPHlI Ka.lleTCKHX KOpnyCOB 
POCCHH , B.M.KphJJIOB, E.H illeBeJIeBa. http://www.ruscadet.rulhistory/rkk_1701_191811701-
1730lhist 4.htm (02/02/2005) 
97 P.L. AI~ton, p. 8 
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During the second half of the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth 
century, the state issued a number of ukazy on the introduction of a comprehensiye 
school system for all classes. The publications of these statutes marked several 
attempts to realise Peter the Great's vision for a state service, in which even the 
highest positions were reached by merit, rather than money or noble birth.98 Getting 
an education in Moscow or St Petersburg had become fairly easy and commonplace 
for children of the upper classes.99 The capitals offered a wide choice of state schools, 
cadet corps and private establishments, yet conditions for the poorer gentry and the 
lower classes in the provinces were very different. As was the case with her Western 
neighbour Prussia, systematic schooling had come late to Russia. However, unlike in 
Prussia where a liberal reform of schools and professional and standardised training 
for teachers turned out to be very effective, 100 school reforms in Russia were 
characterised by good intentions but half-hearted implementation. By 1825, there 
were only 337 state elementary schools 101, 48 gimnazii l02 or grammar schools, and 6 
universities l03 in the whole of Russia l04 for a population of about 40 million people. 
In 1833, only 0.33 students per 1000 population ever went to secondary schools. 
98 Cynthia Whittaker, The origins ofmodern Russian education, p. 59 
99 In 1786, there were about 17 state schools and 18 private ones in Moscow. H.,D;. LIelJYJlMH, c. 99 
100 By the 1840s, over 80% of Pruss ian children between six and fourteen were attending primary 
schools, a figure unmatched anywhere in the contemporary world except for Saxony and New 
England. As a result, literacy among all strata of the population was equally high. Christopher Clark, 
Iron kingdom, p. 406f. 
101 This figure does not take into account the schools that were under auspices of Tatar, German or 
Jewish communities, or of the church. 
102 There was at least one gimnaziia in each of the 42 provincial capitals, offering four-year courses. 
The graduates were able to work as merchants or state servants, or go into higher education at one of 
the universities. Cynthia Whittaker, p. 60 
103 St Petersburg, Moscow, Kazan, Kharkov, Vilna, Dorpat. Ibid. 
104 Phillip Santa Maria, The Question of Elementary Education in the Third Russian State Duma 1907-
1912,p.xiii 
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Literacy in Russia, although already much improved, was still extremely low: 
between 1757 and 1808, the ability to read among Russian males rose from 19.3% to 
38.30/0. For females, the figures were 5.2% and 18.7% respectively. 105 
There were several reasons why education in Russia proved to be such a 
problem. Firstly, there was a distinct lack of enthusiasm for edification. The 
peasantry and "obligated" classes 106 were indifferent, the lower gentry in the 
provinces did not regard education as the key to a civilised and cultured lifestyle until 
the last two decades of the eighteenth century,107 and even the nobility took to 
education only in as far as it was helpful to further their career, not as an end in itself. 
They preferred to focus on learning foreign languages as a more visible (or rather 
audible) proof of their Westernisation, and on acquiring outward signs of "Western 
European" accomplishments. The neo-classicist M.N. Murav'ev-Apostol, when 
companng the typical upbringing of young Englishmen and Russians, gave the 
following description: 
"The Eton/Oxford graduate [is] a young man of refined taste, 
classical sensibility, disciplined mind, and civic virtue, educated 
. d' d"" 108 on claSSIcal an natIve tra ItlOns . 
105 Jan Kusber, p. 273 
106 Artisans and merchants of the lower guilds, C. Whittaker, p. 141 
107 M. Raeff, Origins a/the Russian intelligentsia, p. 127 
108 C. Whittaker, p. 65 
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This image he compared with "the bumpkin Russian, whose great pride was to 
chatter in French without the slightest foreign accent, fence dashingly, and dance 
handsomely at balls". 109 
Secondly, while the education schemes and school curricula, as envisaged 
during the reign of Alexander I, were admirable, they were also far too ambitious and 
impracticable. Between 1833 and 1839, only about 1-1.5% of the total budget was 
spent on education (5,089,000-9,149,000 as signet roubles), yet by 1848, this figure 
had fallen to less than 1 %.110 Many schools had to rely on foreigners, because 
indigenous teachers were ill trained and few, and there were no functioning schemes 
in place that encouraged students to become teachers. III Pay and prestige for the 
profession were low, and the upper classes opposed teacher-training institutes, 
because trainees tended to be drawn from the lower classes. Their main opposition 
was directed to the fact that graduates acquired rank fourteen, and thus they obtained 
h . h' I I 112 t e opportumty to move up t e socIa sca e. 
Thirdly, the nobility not only blocked the training of new teachers, but also the 
creation of a systematic education system as a whole for anyone other than 
themselves. In 1809, the state secretary Count Mikhail Mikhailovich Speranskii had 
introduced the Examination Act. This act was meant to increase university learning 
109 Ibid. 
110 Ibid., p. 134 . . . 
III To compare figures, in 1838 there were 2,500 students enrolled in teacher-tra101Og courses 10 
France. There were a mere 200 in Russia. Ibid. 
112 Uvarov, minister of education, had introduced this scheme to encourage more students into 
becoming teachers. 
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among the upper ranks (the hereditary nobility). Civil servants looking for promotion 
to ranks eight 113 and five of the Table of Ranks now had to pass a university 
certificate which tested their knowledge in fifteen different subjects. I 14 The nobility 
was thus forced to take higher education more seriously than had hitherto been the 
case if they wanted to advance further through the ranks. A general, egalitarian 
education system would have threatened their privileged position within the state 
service, because it would have allowed anyone to receive a university education, and 
therefore to achieve a position in the Table of Ranks, thus challenging the existing 
social order. As a consequence, the nobility began to regard education as their own 
prerogative and used their political clout to obstruct general school reforms. 
The shortage of state schools was partly alleviated by the presence of private 
boarding schools, or pansiony. 115 These pansiony offered schooling of very uneven 
quality to the sons and daughters of the nobility. They were usually aimed at children 
from less privileged backgrounds, such as the lower gentry and families where the 
children were orphaned. It was not uncommon, however, for the nobility to send their 
children there as well, as the teaching was deemed to be less demanding than at state 
gimnazii. The majority of them were situated in Moscow and St Petersburg, and were 
primarily run by foreigners, such as French emigres or Germans. 116 For example, 
Philippe Auguste Delesalle arrived in Russia in 1765 under Catherine the Great's 
113 Upon reaching rank 8 a civil servant became a hereditary nobleman. 
114 C. Whittaker, p. 63 
115 H.Ll.. lle'1YJIlm, c. 98 
116 Of those 80 teachers working in private boarding schools in St Petersburg in 1781, 50 were German 
and 20 were French. Ibid., c. 99 
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immigration policy and was the founder of a dynasty. I 17 His descendants continued to 
be involved in the running of boarding schools even a century later. In provincial 
centres, pansiony appeared only in the last quarter of the eighteenth century, when 
regional reforms led to an increased presence of those types of families for whom 
education had become desirable. I 18 
In 1842,65% of the 4,812 pupils attending private schools in Moscow and St 
Petersburg were female and 54% were of non-noble origins. 119 For a long time, 
private schools or home schooling provided the only available sources for girls to get 
an education. The first state-sponsored school for girls in Russia was the Smolny 
Institute for young ladies of noble birth, founded by Catherine the Great in 1764. It 
was modelled on the monastery St Cyr in France, an institution for girls of 
impoverished noble families founded in 1686 by Madame de Maintenon, mistress of 
Louis XIV. 120 The idea was to give these children an education in order to prevent 
them from falling into destitution and dropping out of the upper class. This would 
also allow some genealogical continuation within the nobility. Under Catherine, the 
Smolny Institute not only trained girls to become good wives and mothers, but it also 
sought to challenge their intellectual capacities. 121 It lost this progressive stance under 
Maria Fiodorovna, wife of tsar Pavel I, who focused the main goal of the school on 
II? B.C. P)J(eYUKHH, (/JpaH lfY3bl Ha PYCCKUX OOP02ax, http://www.frenchinrussia.narod.ruNolgarus.htm 
(27/1/2005) 
lIS H.,l1.. l.JelJYJIHH, c. 98 
119 C. Whittaker, p. 137 
120 Enderlein, Evelyne, )l(eHcKoe 06pa30BaHHe B POCCHH XVIII BeKa. http://www.int-evry.frafr/afr' 
educfemmes.htm (3/03/2005) 
121 Barbara Alpern Engel, Mothers and Daughters, Women a/the Intelligentsia in Nineteenth-Century 
Russia, p. 23 
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preparing girls for domestic life. It was not until 1858 that girls were allowed to \isit 
state-controlled secondary schools. 122 
The preparation and schooling of boys for their future careers was generally 
taken more seriously than that of girls who achieved their status through the ranks of 
their fathers and later their husbands. Until the liberation of the serfs in 1861, children 
of the nobility were regarded merely as "inferior adults". 123 'Service', which 
comprised such a major part in the mentality and lives of the nobility. was even part 
of childhood and began as soon as the children were deemed old enough to leave the 
care of their nannies. 124 In this context, service meant the preparation for adulthood 
spent working for the state and acquiring a respectable status or rank within the 
system. The liberation of the serfs not only led to the peasants being "free" and to the 
landowners being deprived of their free agricultural labourers and economic 
livelihood. It also brought to an end the traditional obligations of working for the state, 
the balance that had existed between tsar, serf-owners and peasants, as well as the 
"legitimacy" for the institution of serfdom in general. The serfs worked the land. 
They were overseen by the landowner, who, for the privilege of earning an income 
from his estate and serf labour, was in tum obliged to render his own services to the 
state as a soldier or a civil servant. From 1861 onwards, the education of children was 
no longer a matter of importance to state service, but became a private matter for the 
I" b'd 1 
-- I I ., p. 7 
123 Jessica Tovrov, The Russian Noble Family, p. 179 
124 Nannies, although sometimes of French, German or British origin, were usually of peasant stock. 
They were a common part of children's first years in Russian upper class families. Employing a serf to 
look after very young children does not seem to have had any connection with the position of the 
family in society: even very rich parents used peasant nannies. 
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parents. Judging by O.P. Verkhovskaia's memOIrs (1913), it also seems to have 
improved parent-child relationships: 
«Hem 60JlbUle U m020 cmpaxa U mpenema nepea poaume.7Jl.\tu 
{ . .}, aemu menepb 6JluJlCe K C80UM poaume.75LH, 6o.1bUle 
JlCu8ym oa1lou o6Uf,eu JlCU311b1O C 1IUMU. { .. } OtJe8Ua1lO, 
KpenOCm1lG51 perjJ0pMa OKa3aJla C80e 8JlUJl1lUe U 1Ia 80CnUma1lue 
aemeu».125 
["Parents no longer engender the same fear and trepidation, [ ... ] 
children are now closer to their parents and share their lives 
with them. [ ... ] Apparently, the liberation of the serfs also had 
an influence on the upbringing of children"]' 
In general, the upbringing of upper-class Russian children was generally 
highly individualistic, depending on the financial status of the family, the location of 
the family estate, and the attitudes of parents towards their children. Nevertheless, it 
is possible to identify certain trends. For example, the first years in the lives of both 
boys and girls were commonly spent on the family estate under the eyes of a serf wet-
nurse and nanny. Growing up in the countryside was regarded as much more suitable 
for children, and discipline was extremely lax or non-existent. This carefree existence 
usually ended at the age of around seven, and for boys, this also involved the 
transition from female to male supervision. 126 Foreign instructors were employed to 
oversee every aspect of the upbringing and education of the children. This could often 
125 o.n. BepXOBCKCUI, KapmUHKU npOUl.7G20, U3b eOCnOJ\fUHaHUU oi;mcmea, c. 280 
126 J. Tovrov, p. 296 
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be a traumatic experience for the child whose life changed from relative freedom to 
constant supervision and a highly timetabled regime of lessons and exercises. 
The responsibilities of these teachers varied, but they usually involved looking 
after the physical and mental well being of the child, and teaching modern languages 
and a whole range of other subjects. These could include the four r's, ancient and 
Russian history, geography, mythology, music and dancing. In addition, girls might 
learn 
«KaK JlCeHUf,UHe HYJlCHO 10WHflmbCfl, nooa8amb PYKY, 
omnYCKamb 1[,eflO8eKa WlU, Hao6opom, npUHU.ltamb. KaK ce6fl 
8ecmu, eCflU Ha YflUl1e cnycmumcfl 1[,YflOK WlU 1[,mo-Hu6YOb 
pa38flJICemCfl» 127 
["how to curtsey, shake hands, welcome or say goodbye to 
guests, and what to do when their hair or some piece of clothing 
came undone in the streets"]' 
Girls were generally looked after by governesses who, in most cases, provided the 
only schooling these girls were ever likely to get. For boys receiving a pre-school 
education was a necessity. Enrolment age at cadet corps, for example, varied between 
ten and twelve, or sometimes it occurred even later. 128 Yet, to be accepted at such a 
boarding school, the boys not only had to be of noble origin, but they also had to 
prove their ability to read and write. The overwhelming majority of these tutors and 
127 O.C. Mypasbesa, KaK 6ocnumbl6ariU PYCCK020 06opflHuHa, c. 218 _ _ 
128 A.lt. 11106)1(IIH, OllepKU no ucmopuupOCCUUCK020 06pa306aHWlZLlfnepamopCKOU 3noxu, c.)5 
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governesses who lived and studied with their charge in the family home or on the 
country estate hailed from Western Europe. The only exception were lessons in 
catechism or Russian grammar (if indeed these subjects were taught at all), which 
were often given by Russian clergymen or students. Sometimes, tutors and 
governesses remained in the same household for only a few weeks or months, and 
sometimes for many years until the children were grown up. In some families, 
additional teachers (Russian and foreign) came on a daily basis to study with their 
charge. 
These foreign instructors started to appear in Russia in the first half of the 
eighteenth century and became increasingly popular, at least among the nobility. The 
gentry were generally too poor to be able to afford this type of education for their 
children. The first known foreign governess in Russia was looking after Natalia 
Borisovna Dolgorukaia, who was born in 1714 as the daughter of a well-known and 
well-respected grandee, general field marshal Count Boris Petrovich Sheremetev. 129 
During Peter the Great's reign the number of foreign tutors and governesses was still 
very limited. Yet, after his death, and particularly during the reign of Catherine II (r. 
1762-1796), the presence of foreign teachers quickly became accepted as the norm. 
This was hardly surprising, given the fact that the knowledge of French and German 
(and to a lesser extent English) divided the upper nobility from the lower gentry in 
Russia, 130 which made the teaching of foreign languages such a matter of priority. 
Empress Elizaveta Petrovna, reigning between 1741-1761, had been an ardent 
129 J. Tovroy, p. 179 
IWA.B. POMaHOBHy-CnaBaTHHcKHA,c. 80 
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Francophile and started a vogue for everything French. However, French tutors were 
hard to find in Russia and unattainable for all but the very richest members of the 
Russian nobility. This changed during the reign of Catherine II, thanks to the French 
Revolution: 
« P acnpOCmpaHeHHblM 60cnumame.'1 U 
(ZY6epHepbl-UHOCmpaHljbl) CmaH0651mC51 6 eKamepUHUHCKYlO 
::moxy, CmpaUlHblU pe60JllOljUOHHblU pa3ZpO.1,1 Oe.7aem maKOe 
60CnUmaHUe oocmynHblM no ljeHe 0.751 060P5lH He6o.nbUlOZO 
oocmamKa».131 
["The presence of these teachers, or foreign tutors, became 
much more common during the reign of Catherine II. The 
terrible chaos which followed the revolution made such an 
education far more affordable, even for members of the lesser 
gentry"]. 
The lack of schools and the absence of an educated middle class in Russia (which 
provided the majority of teachers in countries like Great Britain, France and Germany) 
further necessitated the employment of foreigners. 
131 A.H. JII06)1{HH, c. 55 
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CHAPTER 2: The Profession of the Governess 
This chapter gives a brief overview about the historical development of the 
profession of the governess in Britain. It discusses issues such as their class 
background, status, qualifications and remunerations, before analysing why and how 
these women ended up working for the Russian elite. The second half of this chapter 
is dedicated to personal accounts by British governesses who experienced and wrote 
about living and working in Russia. 
The appearance of the profession of the governess corresponded with the rise 
of the European nobility. According to Alice Renton (1991), the actual term 
"governess" came into use in Britain in the fifteenth century and was comparable to 
the French gouvernante, 132 meaning a woman who looked after the mental and 
physical well-being of royal and noble children, as well as their upbringing and 
education. As a consequence, while the employment of a governess remained the 
prerogative of the rich aristocracy and royalty, the number of these private instructors 
was fairly limited. In the nineteenth century, with the rise of the middle class, which 
itself was a product of the Industrial Revolution,133 the status of governesses changed 
and their number greatly increased. 
"The practices of the court were slavishly followed by aspiring 
middle class families; a governess was a status symbol within 
132 Alice Renton, p. 7 
133 In literature, the rise of the middle class was accompanied by the growing importance, if not 
predominance, of the genre of the novel. 
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the financial reach of a substantial section of society. So, like 
coachman, footman, and boot-boy, the governess would soon 
become an essential member of the household of every family 
of a certain income level and social status" .134 
This was assisted by several social changes that took place at the same time: Firstly. 
the growing bourgeoisie acquired an increasing but unstable wealth: fortunes were 
easily made and lost. Secondly, it also changed the role of the wife and mother and 
the nature of the education of children. 
The Industrial Revolution, with its rise of mechanised manufacturing, banking, 
business, commerce and science gave an enormous boost to the entrepreneurial 
middle classes, industrialists, bankers and businessmen. With the increase in wealth 
came the desire and the financial possibility to emulate the upper classes. While at the 
end of the eighteenth century, the newly rich who had acquired their wealth through 
trade, were excluded from the gentility, they themselves felt that their refined lifestyle 
entitled them to the status of 'gentleman'. In the nineteenth century. the definition of 
gentility was expanded to include these men. As a consequence, it became possible to 
reach the status of gentleman if business success was paired with a display of proper 
dress, speech and behaviour. 135 Thus, the rise of the middle class required the 
systematic education of the young in order to ennoble them, as well as to increase and 
retain the family wealth accumulated by their fathers. 
134 Alice Renton, p. 35 
135 Kathryn Hughes, p. 12 
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At the same time, gender roles were redefined. Men who could afford to be 
the sole breadwinners of the family needed their wives to look after the children and 
the house. While the men began to dress and acquire the habits and tastes of 
gentlemen, the women turned themselves into ladies and came to be associated 
entirely with wife- and motherhood and ladylike accomplishments. This in turn 
required a new type of upbringing for girls. 136 The Enlightenment and the 
humanitarian spirit, which emanated from eighteenth-century France, had generated 
an interest in child welfare and produced philosophical writings on the upbringing 
and education of children. An excellent example of this kind of thinking is Jean 
Jacques Rousseau's Emile: ou de I 'education which proved to be extremely 
influential. The thought to provide children, including girls, with a proper, "ladylike" 
education was increasingly adopted even among middle class families. 137 When 
educating the daughters of the family began to be seen as a means to confer gentility 
and status, 138 the governess was firmly established as a phenomenon typifying the life 
of the middle classes. Western European women no longer taught their children 
themselves. Any semblance of work was frowned upon, because it endangered their 
newly acquired status as a "lady". Instead, children were left in the nursery in the care 
of nannies and governesses, while the mother focused her attention on the well-being 
136 The pattern for boys changed less, only that it became more widely accessible: boarding schools, 
where useful friendships and contacts could be made, followed by an apprenticeship in the father's 
business, or, on rarer occasions, university. 
137 For example, clergymen, manufacturers, professionals etc. . . 
138 Ellen Jordan, The Women's Movement and Women's Employment in Nineteenth Century Bntam. 
p. 38 
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of her husband, making a proper home for him, and on entertaining III a fitting 
manner. 
Employing a resident teacher was now considered to be the rule. as opposed 
to what had formerly been the privilege for the select few. Status and status symbols 
were vital and dictated the perseverance of the middle classes in their upward struggle. 
The governess was responsible for the moral, social and intellectual education of her 
charge, although the main prerequisite for her position was not her teaching abilities 
(which more often than not were pretty negligible), but her ability to transfer the 
qualities of a lady.139 
Despite the prevailing image of governesses as poor gentlewomen, most of 
them did in fact belong by birth to the middle class, although some were born into the 
lower middle class and saw this profession as a chance to work their way up to 
becoming a lady. These women, daughters of merchants. surgeons, military or naval 
officers, civil and governmental servants, solicitors and clergymen, had been brought 
up for a life of leisure and refinement. 140 For several reasons, many of them were 
forced to go and work for a living, contrary to their expectation and upbringing. 
Firstly, their dependency on men as bread-winners meant that a father's (in some 
cases a brother's or a husband's) financial ruin or sudden death could leave the 
women of the house bereft of their livelihood, sometimes even of their place of living. 
139 Kathryn Hughes, p. 40 ., . 
1-10 The 1848 Report of the Board of Management of the Governesses Benevolent Institution mentions 
these occupations most frequently. Many governesses were also either orphans or widows. Ellen 
Jordan, p. 66 
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For example, a Miss Ash from Ireland decided to become a governess in Russia when 
the family lost all its money. Her widowed mother had been persuaded to take out an 
endowment policy. However, when she too died shortly afterwards, the capital was 
all lost. The two daughters had to start working for a living, Miss Ash as a governess, 
h . 141 A l'k er sIster as a nurse. s women I e the Ashes had been brought up too high for 
manual labour and wholly unprepared to go into service (for example as a maid. cook 
or housekeeper), "the only suitable profession for women was marriage". 142 As was 
commonly known, the only other option acceptable for a lady which would not 
automatically lead to a loss of caste was that of the governess. 
Secondly, in the early nineteenth century few of those women could expect a 
way out of their misery and poverty through marriage, as women tended to 
outnumber men. The Napoleonic Wars, military and civil service overseas and 
emigration to the colonies all proved to be a drain on the number of eligible young 
men in England. However, even more important than the resulting gender imbalance 
in the population was the fact that many men decided to marry late in life, or not at all. 
In 1851, a quarter of all man aged thirty were still unmarried. Among the 35-year-
olds, 18% remained bachelors, while the corresponding figure for 50-year-old men 
was 110/0. 143 A possible explanation for this delay in getting married can be found in 
the financial uncertainty of the time. The Napoleonic Wars led to financial confusion, 
and trade with the United States had become more competitive since England had lost 
141 Harvey Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 58 
1-12 Wanda F. Neff, Victorian Working Women, p. 12 
1·13 All figures taken from Wanda F. Neff, p. 12 
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its monopoly. 144 Before they could think of matrimony, men first had to establish 
themselves. Hence, not only did they tend to marry later in life, but also few of them 
could afford to propose to a woman who did not promise to bring a considerable 
dowry into the union. Those middle-class girls who had been brought up in a ladylike 
manner, but whose family turned out to be unable to keep them in a life of leisure, 
had very poor prospects of ever finding a husband. Governesses did not take up their 
profession out of choice, but out of necessity and as a last resort. 
The governess's heyday was in the middle of the nineteenth century, when 
according to census figures over 21,000 women in England worked in such a 
capacity. 145 Compared to other domestic staff employed in England at the time, this 
number is fairly small, but governesses tended to be somewhat of an anomaly. 146 This 
was owing to the notion that 'ladyhood' was not wholly restricted to the nobility, but 
that it was a quality that could be learned. For that, children needed to be educated in 
accordance with the desired social status. Whatever the actual social background of a 
governess, by definition she was a lady, merely of "reduced circumstances". She was 
therefore capable of training girls how to behave in a ladylike manner. However, the 
very definition of a lady was based on the fact that she did not have to work for a 
living. Consequently, it was paradoxical that while employers were looking for 
'ladies' to bring up their children, by actually employing them and paying them a 
144 Ibid., p. 13 . 
145 Alice Renton, p. 86. The exact figure given here is 21,373 women employed as governesses In 
England and Wales in 1851. 10 years later, that figure had risen to 24,77.0. Kathryn ~ugh~s, p. 22 
1-16 In 1851, about 750,000 women were employed as domestic servants In England In a Wide range of 
occupations. Karen Seabrook, Image and Reality: The Plight a/the English Governess 1830-1860, 
dissertation abstract. 
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salary, they lowered their status. A governess was by necessity forced to work and 
earn a salary, whereas her profession made it essential for her to be a lady who had no 
such need, unless she wanted to jeopardise her social position. Paid employment 
generated feelings of awkwardness and embarrassment on both sides. A governess' s 
work itself was not unladylike. Teaching was regarded as a natural occupation for 
women, and as most governesses lived in the homes of their charges, they could at 
least theoretically be viewed as a member of the family. In actual fact, they did not fit 
into the hierarchy of the household at all; the governess was neither a member of the 
family nor a servant. 147 
For the children, the governess personified discipline, constant supervision 
and the schoolroom; for the nanny she often was a rival, and for the middle class 
parents she could potentially seem to be a threat to their social status. In the 
households of the rich and old aristocracy, the position of the governess was easier. 
For these families, the governess was an old and familiar phenomenon. They had the 
necessary money to pay for highly capable women and make them feel comfortable 
in their working environment, as well as enough living space to supply them with 
adequate living quarters. Moreover, the upper classes could afford to treat a governess 
kindly. Her status as a lady did not threaten their own social standing. 1.t8 The nouveau 
riche, the middle classes, however, with no previous experience of live-in instructors 
were more likely to feel embarrassment by the presence of a governess in the house. 
By definition, the governess might actually be socially superior to their own newly 
1.t7 Trev Broughton, Ruth Symes (eds.), p.79, 107 
148 K. Seabrook, p. 42 
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acquired and still uncertain social position. 149 In fact, she was usually of exactly the 
same class, albeit less fortunate and therefore a constant and awkward reminder of 
what might happen if business failed. The living and working conditions of a 
governess per se did not worry anyone, but the marked contrast existing between her 
and other more fortunate women of her class gave rise to concern and unease. 150 
The image of the governess in Victorian Britain ranged somewhere between 
"tyrant and victim".151 On the one hand, the governess was an ill-treated, exploited 
figure of ridicule, unable to induce either respect or affection in her charge; on the 
other hand, the totally defenceless children were left in the hands of these powerless 
and derided women. 152 Commonly held opinions of governesses as cruel, cold-
hearted and snobbish coincided with the notion that employers could be heartless, 
exacting and unsympathetic. However, the picture of the loved and loving, 
respectable and respected governess who cared greatly about her charge and retained 
an interest in "her" family long after she had left it is surely no less genuine. 
According to Kathryn Hughes (1993), 
"to try and generalise about the nature of the bond between 
governess and pupil is, ultimately, an impossible task. 
Contained within memoirs of the period can be found 
149 Ibid., p. 43 . 
150 Kathryn Hughes, p. 148. A more constructive result of this concern wa~ the fOU~?atlOn of the 
Governesses Benevolent Institution in 1841, which provided: some financIal secuntles through . 
annuities; temporary accommodation for governesses in between sit~ations; an opportunity to advertise 
for both governesses and employers, which - unlike other job agencies - was free of charge. 
151 This is part of the title of Alice Renton's book on the history of the British governesses. 
152 A. Renton, p. 121 
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relationships characterised by every nuance of emotion from 
fierce love to passionate hatred, with a fair amount of 
indifference in between. Some autobiographies spend pages on 
glowing testimonials to their teachers, while others dismissed 
theirs in a couple of lines".153 
In the first half of the nineteenth century, teacher training colleges for women 
were scarce. The most reputable ones to open were the following: Brighton Boarding 
School founded by the Reverend Henry Venn Elliot in 1836,154 the Governesses 
Benevolent Institution founded in 1841, and Queen's College, established in 1847. 
Until such institutions became more common in the mid-nineteenth century, most 
governesses were woefully unprepared for their profession. 155 Governesses working 
in Britain were expected to teach modem languages (especially French, and 
sometimes Italian as well), singing, music, etiquette, fancy needlework, geography, 
history and arithmetic, while English was obviously the governesses' greatest asset 
when working abroad. As they themselves were generally poorly educated, and few, 
if any, had had any teacher's training or formal qualifications, it is not surprising that 
their pupils learned very little and retained bad memories of their days in the 
schoolroom. It has to be pointed out, though, that even boarding schools and ladies' 
seminaries often gave an equally inadequate education. 156 But the causes for these 
shortcomings should not be sought solely in the individual teachers, but in the 
153 Kathryn Hughes, p. 59 
154 A. Renton, p. 65 
155 Bea Howe, A galaxy of governesses, p. 11 
156 Kathryn Hughes, p. 18 
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generally accepted methods of teaching at the time, and the contemporary 
understanding of female education. Teaching, be it in a school or in a private home. 
consisted mainly in the learning of facts in a question and answer form, which did not 
encourage analytical or constructive thinking. 157 The lack of qualifications of a 
governess did not matter greatly to most parents, as a girl's scholarly education was 
considered to be of little consequence until well into the twentieth century. 158 In fact. 
in his "Advice to Young Ladies on the Improvement of the Mind and the Conduct of 
Life", the Unitarian Minister of Bath, Thomas Broadhurst, actively discourages the 
display of literary attainments in women. 159 According to his notion (and, it can be 
inferred that this was an opinion commonly held by many men at the time), a 
pedantic female was very disagreeable to the opposite sex. 160 Consequently, although 
governesses were often expected to teach a great many subjects, they were not 
supposed to turn their charges into scholars. 
Most governesses were very poorly paid. Charlotte Bronte, for example, 
received only £20 per annum 161 in her last employment, with another £4 being 
157 A. Renton, p. 50 . 
158 Ibid, p. 1. Parents who did care could, from the mid-nineteenth century onwards, ask for a certIfied 
governess. In 1847, Queen's College was formally opened, where governesses could gain certified 
qualifications for their work (W.F. Neff, p. 177). However, the teaching diploma for governesses 
offered by the Governesses Benevolent Institute was unsuccessful. It attracted too many women of 
extremely low quality, A. Renton, p. 86 
159 Thomas Broadhurst, Advice to Young Ladies on the Improvement of the Mind and the Conduct of 
Life, London: Longman & Co., 1808 
160 T. Broadhurst, p. 6 
161 According to the Economic History Services, the average nominal earnings in Britain .in 1850 stood 
at £48.74. An average yearly income of£16 in 1840 would correspond to about £1 1.400 In 2006. 
Available at: www.measuringworth.com 
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deducted out of that meagre sum for her laundry. 162 In some desperate cases. 
governesses offered their services for nothing but bed and board, while governesses 
working for the nobility could earn up to £100 or more per year. 163 More commonly 
though, in the mid-nineteenth century, a governess could expect a salary of about 
£20-40 pounds for being on permanent duty in a stranger's house. 164 By comparison, 
at the same time a male tutor could earn about £84 a year, teaching one hour per day 
in the comfort of his own home. 165 With their lowly earnings, governesses were often 
unable to save any money. Their salaries were comparable with those of other lower 
servants, though generally less than that of the butler, the lady's maid and the cook 
whose specialised talents were generally well remunerated. 166 However, unlike other 
domestic staff, governesses had virtually no spare time, regular days or half-days off, 
no holidays, and out of their pitiful wages they had to maintain a lady-like toilette and 
appearance. If they were not teaching or supervising their charge, they were usually 
responsible for their pupil's wardrobe (cleaning, mending, even dress-making), and 
any other sewing that the lady of the house might pass on to them. A governess was 
often entirely isolated and friendless. Other servants rejected her claim to be a lady 
(when she had to work for money just as they did); receiving visitors or friends was 
not encouraged, nor were meetings with other colleagues outside the house. 
Regardless of these unattractive working conditions, however, the number of women 
looking for a situation as governess continued to rise. As their number by far 
167 ~T 8 
- W.F. l"Ieff, p. 15 
I~ E. Jordan,p. 67 
164 A. Renton, p. 78 
165 Kathryn Hughes, p. 158 
166 Harvey Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 31 
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exceeded that of available positions, ever more desperate women were prepared to 
work for even less. 167 
From the preVIOUS discussion of the general situation of female private 
teachers in England, there are several reasons that can be highlighted which 
encouraged a governess's decision to look for a position abroad, including in Russia. 
Firstly, in nineteenth-century Britain, as was established before, the market for 
governesses was saturated to the full as supply outstripped demand. A governess's 
chances of procuring any position, let alone a good one, were very slim, especially for 
a young woman with no prior experience as a governess. Whether she was looking 
for her first situation or was in-between employments, any period of idleness could be 
painful financially. Most of these women did not have any home of their own. While 
looking for a suitable family, they had to live in boarding houses, cheap lodgings or 
with relatives (if they were lucky enough to have any). As most governesses earned 
too little to put any money aside for these occasions, some ended up destitute, in 
almshouses, asylums, even in prostitution. 168 With such possible prospects to look 
forward to, any position, even in a country as far away and alien as Russia, would 
seem like an attractive opportunity. 
Furthermore, in the second half of the nineteenth century, the governesses 
who had the greatest problems in finding a situation were those who were either 
totally unqualified and uncertified, or those young women who had as yet no teaching 
167 Wanda F. Neff, p. 175 
168 Ibid., p. 174 
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expenence. Both could find positions in Russia: unlike in England where teaching 
certificates were becoming a more common requirement, in Russia official 
qualifications were often deemed unnecessary for foreigners. 169 As early as 1757. an 
ukaz, was passed to counteract the general trend by ignorant landowners to employ 
highly incompetent foreign teachers for the upbringing of their children. It stated that 
foreign teachers were required to pass an exam to prove their teaching qualities and 
qualifications: 
« 'Bce UHocmpaHl1b1, 3aHUMalOUJueCfl e Poccuu Yl.JeHue.1t u 
eocnumaHueM lOHOUlecmea, 065l3aHbl fleflflmbCfl Ha ucnblmaHue 
e CaHKm JIemep6ypze - e AKaOeMUlO HaYK u e MocKee - e 
YHueepcumem '. HUKmo U3 HUX He UMefl npaea 3aHU)WambCfl 
l.JaCmHblM OOMaUlHuM 06Yl.JeHUeM u eocnUmG1JUe.H 6e3 
ammecmama, yoocmoeepfllOUJezo Oeucmeume.7bHocmb UX 
3HaHuU. HapYUlumeflu 3aKoHa, npW-lUMalOUJue Ha c.rzy:JIC6y 
zyeepHep 6e3 ammecmama, 06fl3aHbl 6bL7U nnamumb Ulmpa¢ e 
pa3Mepe 100 py6fleu, a caM HacmaeHuK nooeepzaflCfl eblCblflKe 
170 
3a zpaHul1Y»· 
['" All foreigners involved in the upbringing and teaching of 
children in Russia are required to take an examination either in 
the Academy of Science in St Petersburg, or at the University in 
Moscow'. No one had the right to work as private tutors 
169 It is noteworthy, though, that under Nicholas I., the Russian state tried to curb the influx of 
foreigners marketing themselves as teachers. C. Whittaker, p. 135 . 
170 CSeTJ1aHa BaCHJ1beSHa TpoWHHa, rY6epHepcm60 6 OO.HaWHe:H 06pm06aHUU POCCUU nepeou 
n0706UHbl XL\" 6eKa, c. 19 
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without a certificate which proved that they had the necessary 
qualifications. Any employer who broke this law and took on a 
tutor without certificate was required to pay a fine of 100 
roubles. The actual tutor was subjected to deportation"]. 
The impracticality of enforcing this decree, however, meant that it was virtually 
useless. The only prerequisite expected of a governess was her ability to speak her 
own native language. In 1912, Emma Dashwood, for example, was only twenty-two, 
calling herself "still quite a child",171 when she started working for Boris Vasil'evich 
Rahl, Marshall of the Nobility and son of a general. Although she was planning to 
become a teacher, when she first travelled to Russia she had, in fact, no experience 
and qualifications at all. l72 Indeed, many of the young women who went to Russia 
were encouraged by the sense of adventure the trip promised. When Emma had 
carefully weighed the benefits and disadvantages of working in Russia, there 
remained "the simple fact that she wanted to go, and was thrilled by the idea of this 
. . d " 173 excItmg new a venture . 
Apart from those reasons which could push a governess to leave England, 
there were several pull factors which made Russia a rather attractive destination. 
Russia was sometimes considered to be an El Dorado for foreign teachers. Salaries 
171 H. Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 59 
17:' Ibid., p. 58f. 
173 Ibid., p. 3 
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for governesses in Russia were among the highest in the whole of Europe. 174 which 
allowed these women a fair degree of financial independence and the opportunity to 
save enough money for their retirement; this was simply not possible in Britain. As 
the salary offered to her in Russia was so large, E.H. Hamilton (1861) remarks: "I 
intend to become rich myself, and then, oh! how gladly should I return when it was 
no longer as a burden". 175 Amelia Lyons, who writes about her experience with the 
Russian gentry, calls the governess "the most despised profession in Victorian 
England, and also, in the late 1840s, an overcrowded and ill-paid one". 176 While they 
were "underpaid and held in little esteem" in Victorian society,l77 in Russia they 
could hope for a much better reception and higher status. 
"Although England was regarded by Russians with suspicion 
and often hostility during the nineteenth century, her personal 
representatives were always treated with respect and even 
deference. Russians never entirely forgot that the English 
governess was a representative of one of the older European 
cultures and of a nation whose star was shining very brightly in 
the half-century up to 191 7".178 
For Russians, it did not matter that those "representatives" of English culture were 
more often than not of middle and lower middle class origin with limited education 
and no qualifications. For example, Emma Dashwood, who worked for various 
m Alain Maeder, Gouvernantes et precepteurs neuchdtelois dans I 'empire Russe 1800-1890, p. 83 
175 E.H. Hamilton, The English Governess in Russia, p. 13 
176 Amelia Lyons, p. xi 
177 Alice Renton, p. 38 
178 H. Pitcher. When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 35 
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Russian families for a total of seven years, was the daughter of a Norwich baker and 
confectioner. Hannah Tracey, who was employed by Lev Tolstoi in 1866 for three of 
his children, was the daughter of a gardener, albeit a gardener working at Windsor 
Castle. Edith Kerby had never even been to England. She was born into the English 
community in St Petersburg as the daughter of Henry William Kerby, employee of 
the British-owned company City of St Petersburg New Waterworks Co. Ltd. 179 Quite 
often these governesses were not actually English: a large number of "English" 
governesses working in Russia were in fact Irish and Scottish. Therefore, the young 
pupils of these "Englishwomen" often ended up with strong accents that were 
markedly different from the socially desirable pronunciation of English. Prince Serge 
Obolensky, an Oxford-educated businessman, born in Russia in 1890, remembered 
his Scottish governess, Lizzie Arthur: 
"Her English accent could hardly have been surpassed by 
Robert Burns himself. The result was that I learned to speak 
English like some Russian branch of a Highland clan, which 
highly amused my English friends later at Oxford". 180 
There were other factors, which were unique to the situation in Russia and 
made the country an advantageous destination for foreign teachers. For example, the 
size and life-style of the Russian nobility could strongly appeal to foreigners looking 
for a situation. The group of people holding hereditary noble status in Russia was 
much larger than in most other European countries, and therefore the number of 
179 All three examples are in taken from H. Pitcher's When Miss Emmie was in Russia. 
180 Ibid, p. 96 
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potential upper-class employers was also greater. This was combined with the fact 
that the nobility required what Russian society construed as a 'Western education' in 
order to qualify for membership among the cultured elite. It made the employment of 
a large number of tutors and governesses inevitable. As there were few educated 
women in Russia until well into the second half of the nineteenth century, foreign 
governesses had little competition. As a rule, working conditions were also better 
than in England. It was not unusual to find several governesses, French, German and 
English, residing simultaneously in a noble family.I8I While a governess in a typical 
middle-class English home was alone, isolated and always on duty, with wages that 
were too little to provide for old age, governesses in Russian upper-class households 
could often share the duties of teaching and looking after the children. As was said 
before, they were also much better paid. The probability of finding a situation in a 
well-off upper class family was good, and there was even a chance of working in a 
family of the high nobility, whose luxurious and extravagant life-style was well 
known outside Russia. Adelaide, the English governess described by E.H. Hamilton, 
had a Swiss maid to look after her. 182 Marguerite Bennet, generally called Scottie 
because of her nationality, worked for the family of a wealthy railway entrepreneur, 
Nikolai Karlovich von Meek. 183 Scottie herself was the daughter of a lawyer and had 
had a number of professional experiences before she came to Russia. For example, 
she worked in her father's office, became the secretary to a stockbroker, started a 
181 Amelia Lyons, p. 9 
182 E.H. Hamilton, p. 28 
183 The family was descendent from a Teutonic Knight Templar. Nikolai Karlovich's ~ather, ~n . 
engineer and builder ofrailways, was the first one of the family to settle permanently In RUSSIa. HIS 
mother was the Madame von Meck who kept up a close friendship by correspondence for many years 
with the composer Tchaikovsky. H. Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia. p. 63 
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university degree in French and History in Edinburgh and worked at the 
Oceanographical Laboratory with Dr William Speirs Bruce, the Scottish Arctic 
I 184 B . h I'~ exp orer. y companson, er he with the von Mecks was easier and more 
glamorous. There were a German and a French tutor, as well as another French 
governess working alongside her. The consideration and care her Russian employer 
took with her is expressed in the following incident. Scottie was invited to 
accompany the von Mecks to the high-profile Court Ball at the Nobles' Club in 
Moscow. When Madame von Meck felt unwell on the very night of the ball, which 
Scottie had been looking forward to for weeks, Nikolai Karlovich exclaimed: 
"Scottie's not to be cheated of her ball. I shall take her myself'. 185 The contrast to an 
overworked, overlooked and lowly paid governess working in an English middle 
class home was stark. 
English governesses were also fortunate that nineteenth-century Russia had an 
increasingly growing demand for English-speaking teachers. In the eighteenth 
century, Empress Elizaveta Petrovna's Francophilia had encouraged the employment 
of French tutors, 186 although they only began to be widespread during the reign of 
Catherine the Great, when the ability to speak French became de rigueur. To a large 
extent this was the result of the French Revolution. As was noted before, many , 
refugees, among them educated laymen and priests, came into the country in the wake 
184 Ibid., p. 61 f. 
185 Ibid., p. 66 
186 The quality of these French (and to a lesser extent Gennan) teachers was often appalling. The 
demand to learn French was great, so that many wholly unsuitable people were employed to teach 
Russian children. Their only necessary qualification was to be able to speak French, but even that most 
Russians were unable to verify, not knowing anything about the language themselves. 
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of upheavals in France. To hire a Frenchman or woman became affordable even for 
families of the lesser nobility and the landowning gentry. 187 French was the language 
of the salon and the ball-room, while German tended to be regarded as the language 
of commerce. The presence of foreign tutors and governesses in Russian upper class 
households reached its peak in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
They did not tend to work for the bourgeoisie and the professional classes, however. 
until the last few decades of the nineteenth century. The importance of French-
speaking governesses began to wane after the Napoleonic war in 1812, when 
emerging nationalism was paired with anti-French feelings. This development 
accelerated even more with the decline of the country estate, the emancipation of the 
serfs in 1861, the growing impoverishment of the nobility, the emergence of the 
nouveau riche, and the spread of public education. The knowledge of French which 
had been so exclusive and such a sure sign of noble status in the eighteenth century 
suddenly became more common. "English, being less widely spoken, was in a good 
position to take over as the fashionable, exclusive language" of the upper class. 188 Not 
surprisingly, English governess gradually became very sought after in Russia by 
members of the elite, including the Royal Family. For example, a Scotswoman, Helen 
Pinkerton, was governess to Nicholas I's third son, the Grand Duke Nicholas, 189 
while Miss Eager, an Irish nanny and governess, looked after the four Grand 
Duchesses, daughters of Nicholas 11. 190 
187 A.H. Jll06)1(I1H, c. 55 
188 H. Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 33 
189 Ibid., p. 8 
190 Ibid., p. 51 
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Many women did not set off without having some idea of their destination. 
There seem to have been several ways in which governesses were "recruited" from 
England. At times, English people who were already living in Russia acted as 
mediators and agencies. In the case of a Miss Handcock, a 24-year-old who probably 
left for Russia in 1849, the transfer was arranged by Dr Edward Law, chaplain to the 
English Church in St Petersburg and acting Member of an absent committee for a 
girls' school there. The school seems to have been designed for the children of 
Englishmen living and working in the Russian capital. 
"The duties of Miss H. would be to assist Mrs W. [Watkins J 
during the School Hours, a part of which is employed in needle 
work, & taking Lessons in Russ & German in an adjoining 
room - to walk out with the Girls, to exercise such general 
superintendence as may be deemed necessary". [ ... J "The fixed 
salary is £50 pr an: but it is not impossible that an addition may 
be made hereafter should we find our School prosper, & Miss H. 
a thoroughly competent person; but her friends may rest assured 
that she will find herself associated with those who will be 
disposed to act kindly & liberally towards her".191 
The reliability of Dr Law's letter may be questioned, however, when seen in the light 
of his next statements: 
"Though a resident in a foreign country Miss H. will find 
herself so completely surrounded with her own countrymen that 
191 Liverpool Governesses Benevolent Institution, letter to the Reverend O. Fielden, Weston Rectory, 
Shiffnal, Shropshire, July 14, 1849. MLA/44591K102/003, pp. 435-437 
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she will scarcely be aware of the change. The Climate, with 
common prudence, I have found remarkably healthy, & I speak 
from the experience of29 years". 192 
It is rather doubtful that Miss Hancock would have failed to notice a difference 
between England and Russia; besides, St Petersburg is hardly famous for its healthy 
winters. Miss Hancock seems to have taken on the position, but what became of her is 
not known. 
Another example would be the case of Edith Kovalsky (nee Sinclair) from 
Norwich. She was the eldest of nine children, and when she did not get on with her 
new step-mother, she ran away from home. In the late 1890s, she finally ended up 
working as a nanny in an English family, and when her employer decided to move to 
Russia, she accompanied them. There, she fell in love and married a Russian naval 
officer and began to act as an unofficial employment agency for relatives and 
friends. 193 For example, she made arrangements for three of her sisters to come out to 
Russia to work; and Emma Dashwood (mentioned above) was one of several family 
friends who also found a position as a governess in Moscow after first having worked 
for Edith herself. This type of arrangement does not seem to have been an exceptional 
one either. In the 1830s, a Mrs Scott ran a 'clearing house' for English Quaker and 
Methodist girls in Moscow. Her son Alexander married the aunt of Nikolai Leskov. 194 
192 Ibid. 
193 H. Pitcher, When Afiss Emmie was in Russia, p. 1 f. 
194 Ibid., p. 7 
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It is noticeable that many of the girls who came to Russia to work already had 
some sort of connection to the country. In some cases like the Kovalskys/Sinclairs, an 
older sister had been abroad before and could therefore recommend a Russian family 
with which introductions had already been made. In other cases, it was a brother or an 
aunt who had previous personal experience in Russia, for example, Rosamond Dawe. 
In the early 1900s, her aunt Margaret had worked in St Petersburg, first as a 
governess, then at the Smolny Institute. When this aunt heard of a position in 
Simbirsk with an impoverished noble family, she asked her 20-year-old nephew Tom, 
Rosamond's brother, if he would like to come. Tom took up this position in Simbirsk 
in 1913 for the summer vacations, and then stayed on with another family, the 
Naoumovs, in Samara during the winter. While he was tutoring their elder son, 
Madame Naoumov enquired whether he knew of an English girl who would be 
willing to teach her eldest three daughters. They had already had French and German 
governesses, but she wanted them to learn English as well. 195 Rosamond stayed with 
them for the next two years. Unlike most other young English girls, Rosamond had 
. h' '.c, k' h t" t h I 196 prevIOUS teac mg expenence lrom wor mg at er paren s pnva e sc 00 . 
Then of course there were chance recruitments where Russians travelling in 
England were looking for a governess. In some cases, these women were willing to 
go back with "their" families to Russia, as happened to a Miss Judge in 1905.
197 
However, this probably did not occur very frequently. Many governesses were 
195 Rosamond Dawe, A memoir of an English governess in Russia, 191-1-19 r, pp. ix-x 
196 Ib'd 1 ., p. X 
197 H. Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 59 
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recruited from the English population already resident in the country, especially in St 
Petersburg and Moscow. Contacts and recommendations seemed to have centred on 
the English Church in St Petersburg, which had an English Governesses' Club Room 
attached to it, as well as on the British & American Chapel, which tended to be more 
middle-class in character than the English Church. 198 There were, for example, the 
five Kerby sisters, who had spent most of their adult lives in Russia, were fluent in 
Russian, and had many useful contacts among the Russian nobility and innumerable 
friends among the English community. Another, more informal, "recruitment office" 
seems to have existed in Moscow: 
«B MOCK8e, 8 OxomHO.11 PflOY, 6blJl 60JlbUlOU mpaKmup, 
U38ecmHblU noo UMeHe.i\4 "IJape2paocKuu". 3mo 6blJlO, no 
HblHeUlHUM nOHflmUflM, poo KorpeuHou, Kyoa cmeKa7UCb 
UHocmpaHlfbl, 8 oco6eHHocmu Ylf.UmeJlfl, poo 6up:JICu, pblHKa, 
A ~ 199 Kyoa npUXOoUJlU HaHwwamb uOMaUlHUX Ylf.Ume.7eu». 
["There was a public house in Okhotnii riad, Moscow, which 
was known under the name of "Tsaregradskii". In today's 
understanding, it was a kind of Cafe, where foreigners 
(especially teachers) would flock together, as well as a kind of 
stock exchange or market, where Russians would go if they 
were looking for private instructors"]' 
198 Ibid .. p. 25 
199 A.M. J1106)1(HH, c. 58 
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While this Tsaregradskii Cafe probably provided no guarantee at all for the 
foreign instructors as to the nature of the employer, the approach to recruitment 
through personal recommendations by women like Edith Kovalsky or the Kerby 
sisters seems to have led to satisfactory arrangements in the majority of recorded 
cases. May Sinclair, one of Edith Kovalsky's younger sisters, ended up working on an 
estate in the North-East of European Russia, a two-day train journey away from St 
Petersburg. This isolated location, however, does not seem to have deterred her. One 
can only assume that she rather enjoyed her stay, because although she was engaged 
to a man from her hometown in England by the time she went out to Russia some 
time in 1904/5, she only returned to England in 1907, after her fiance finally 
expressed determined objection to a further delay in her return home.2oo 
Foreign governesses were certainly advised against taking up employment 
with unknown Russians, even more so when their residence was in the interior of the 
country and far away from any friends and colleagues. English ladies were also 
warned against '"forming an opinion of those [Russians] who usually reside there [in 
the country] by their behaviour in the capitals, as the tyranny of their conduct in their 
homes is often quite apposed to that appearance of politeness which the customs of 
society oblige them to assume whilst they inhabit the great cities,,.201 It is impossible 
to say to what extent this warning was justified, or whether it was merely erring on 
the side of excessive caution. E.H. Hamilton does mention a case where a governess 
was "snared [ ... ] into the interior", although there were neither wife nor children on 
200 H. Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 2 
201 Amelia Lyons, p. 3 
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the estate, only the landowner himself,202 but no other governess mentions anv similar 
occurrences. 
In the memoirs available, many English governesses remember their Russian 
experience with warmth and pride, for example, in having mastered the language (like 
Florence Farmborough who passed all of her Red Cross Nursing exams in Russian203), 
Russian social etiquette,204 or how to work the samovar.205 As Amelia Lyons put it: 
"Strangers are faced with many inconveniences, but also with 
much that is very desirable and enjoyable".206 [ ... J "Every effort 
is made on the part of the Russians to render the sojourn of 
foreigners amongst them as agreeable as possible. Peculiarities 
and caprices of strangers are regarded not only with patience, 
but with respect and indulgence, and they are on all occasions 
treated with such consideration and kindness as cannot fail to 
k d · ." 207 rna e a eep ImpressIOn . 
Clearly, not every expenence In Russia was a happy one. As has been 
mentioned before, isolation could be a problem for any governess, not least for those 
living on country estates in the interior of Russia. Rosamond Dawe mentions the 
202 E.H. Hamilton, p. 197 
203 Florence Farmborough, Russian Album 1908-1918, p. 267 
204 Rosamond Dawe, p. 12 
205 H. Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 16 
206 Amelia Lyons, p. 1 Of. 
207 Ibid., p. 11 
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"monotony" she feels while living in the village during the winter. 208 Life in the city 
had more excitement and variation to offer: 
"After Christmas we returned to Petrograd and life was more 
interesting as I often went to see Aunt Margaret and went to the 
Anglo-American Church with her. I also met other governesses 
and Norland nurses".209 
Less monotony was experienced by Amelia Lyons who describes her first summer in 
the Russian interior as "a constant succession of driving, riding, boating, galas and 
every amusement calculated to render the country agreeable".21o The location of the 
estate, the workload, her relationship with the family and her individual personality 
would obviously have a large effect on how a governess would evaluate her stay in 
the country and would render it favourable of unfavourable accordingly. 
Some comments smack of prejudice and contempt, rather than objective 
observation: "a lady", who seems to have worked as a governess in Russia in the 
1850s, calls Russians "a miserable race", 211 whose language she "thoroughly 
dislike[s]".212 Once, she travelled from Moscow to St Petersburg: 
208 Rosamond Dawe, p. 28 
209 Ibid., p. 33 
210 Amelia Lyons, p. 111 
211 Russian chit-chat or sketches of a residence in Russia, by a lady, p. 8 
212 Ibid., p. 4 
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"In paying for our provisions on the way we were obliged to hold 
out a handful of silver and let the people take what they would, 
and I believe tpey were honest, though they were Russians,,?13 
Other governesses mention grievances that are more readily acceptable as justified. 
Scottie, for example, had been terribly plagued by bedbugs. A change of rooms 
brought no relief, so her concerned employers, "the von Mecks got hold of some 
powerful preparation that was supposed to kill the bugs right off, but [ ... ] it almost 
killed [her] off instead!,,214 In Katie Sinclair's case, her unhappiness about her 
lodgings was caused by the presence of rats (although she never mentioned them in 
any of her letters home at the time of her actual stay in Russia, only many years 
later).215 Some English women left their Russian families because "they were so 
mean about food", or had disgusting "Asiatic eating habits".216 
Religious differences could also prove to be a complicating factor in Russian-
English relations. A governess comments: "It is sad to think that a whole nation 
should be brought up without any right conception as to the nature of God".217 The 
prejudice was by no means only on the side of the English; many Russians were 
equally biased. E.H. Hamilton, for example, records the words of a Russian child in 
conversation with its English governess: 
213 Ib'd 18 I ., p._ 
2I-t H. Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 64 
215 Ib'd I I ., p._ 
216 Ib'd -4 I ., p.) 
217 Russian Chit-Chat, p. 17 
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"I always fancied English people were very bad, and that they 
had no religion [ ... ], but 1 could not understand how you and 
some others that we know were such kind and good people if you 
had no religion,,?18 
These two references are recorded in sources that were written in the middle of the 
nineteenth century. However, even in the early twentieth century. different religious 
practices and traditions could still cause some embarrassment and lead to 
misunderstanding: 
"After lunch on Sunday, Edith [Kovalsky, nee Sinclair] took 
Emmie [Dashwood] outside to have a good look round the 
Kovalskys' house and garden - and it was here that she had her 
first real shock in Russia. As they were returning to the house, 
she caught sight of Mme Kovalsky sitting by a window - and 
she was knitting, knitting on a Sunday! Emmie was 
flabbergasted, and said so. Edith, who must have been taken 
aback by this reaction, explained that such behaviour was quite 
acceptable in Russia and that on no account was she to let the 
h h .c: d' h k' " 219 Kovalskys see t at s e loun It s oc mg . 
There seem to have been two common "flaws" in Russian upper class society, 
which could have very trying consequences for governesses. The first concerned the 
218 E.H. Hamilton, p. 40 
219 H. Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 13f. 
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generally indulgent and lax upbringing of children. Some governesses had yery quiet, 
diligent and well-behaved pupils (e.g. Emma Dashwood at the Rahls), yet the general 
consensus seems to have been that Russian nannies usually spoilt their charges and 
allowed them to run wild. This often caused great problems when they finally 
exchanged the nursery for the schoolroom. Marie Russell Brown from Scotland came 
to Russia in 1902 to work for the family of a doctor holding the official rank of a 
general at the Emperor's Court. She had to look after the two youngest children out of 
SIX. 
"Life was just tolerable when the older children were at school 
all day; but six healthy children, in 'a country where children 
were disobedient and undisciplined', shut up on holiday in a St 
Petersburg flat during the winter, were bound to find some 
I i' h· fl· " 220 out et lor t elf over owmg energy . 
The older four took no notice of her and played their pranks on each other in front of 
her or, in fact, on her directly. Miss Mary decided that if she could not discipline 
them, she would join in the fun: "1 could never have existed in that wild family if I 
had held back from anything it was humanly possible to dO,,?21 This led her to go 
horse-riding for the very first time. The children coaxed her into it, assuring her that 
. . ,,222 her horse was "very qUIet . 
220 Ibid., p. 55 
221 Ibid., p. 56 
222 Ibid. 
"Presently 1 found myself tearing along at full speed on the road, 
through ditches, and brushing through gaps in hedges. I held on 
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with all my strength as the horse raced on, but found time to 
wonder what energetic horses were like if this was a quiet one, 
and to picture myself falling off and having my collar-bone 
broken [ ... ],,?23 
The reaction of the father to his children's pranks was to laugh. 
The second "flaw" refers to the apparent split among upper class Russian 
society with regard to their behaviour towards servants: 
"When they were good, like the Rahls [Russian family of Emma 
Dashwood] and the Obolenskys [Lizzie Arthur's employers], the 
Russian aristocracy could be very very good, with a kind of 
instinctive flair for human relationships; and when they were 
bad ... they were like the family of Miss Brown's second job in 
1912-13" ?24 
Marie Brown had the deplorable misfortune to be unlucky twice in her choice of 
Russian families. The second time, the children she was looking after were peaceful 
enough, but the parents were inconsiderate, suspicious and preoccupied with their 
position in society. Marie did not get a single day off when the family was on holiday 
at St Jean de Luz near Biarritz: "I never did have a chance to see Biarritz during the 
whole time we were there".225 Instead, she had to sit with the children by the tent just 
m Ibid., p. 57 
224 Ibid., p. 112 
225 Ibid., p. I 13 
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below the hotel all day long, not being allowed to mix with any of the other families 
and their governesses further down the beach: 
"Just above the tent was the road, and people would come and 
lean on the railing and look down on us as if we were a show. 
We must have been a curious sight with three of us attending to 
two small children. We were not allowed to sit inside the tent , 
but only in the shade of it, so that we were always on view. But 
one becomes used to anything in time I suppose, even to ten 
hours daily on the sands in view of the multitude".226 
What infuriated Marie the most, however, was that the family apparently did not trust 
her. Once they came back prematurely from an alleged trip, expecting to catch her 
neglecting her duties. Another servant informed her: 
"They do that with all the nurses [ .. .]. That is why Grafinushka 
(little Countess) has so many. They never believe anybody can 
tell the truth, because they never tell it themselves perhaps".227 
This sample of historical research regarding governesses suggests that some 
English teachers had a very high opinion of their employers and thoroughly enjoyed 
their Russian experience. As can only be expected, there were certainly numerous 
problems between Russian employers and English teachers too, arising from 
differences in life-style, class, culture and traditions, as well as individual character 
226 Ibid., p. 115 
227 Ibid., p. 114 
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traits and personal likes and dislikes. In the aftermath of the October Revolution, 
many English governesses found themselves caught up in the upheaval, enduring 
hardship and even risking their lives to help "their" families. Nathalie Majolier (1940). 
for example, was the stepdaughter of the Grand Duke Michael, brother of Tsar 
Nicholas II. She mentions how her "despised" governess Miss X (more of her in the 
next chapter) risked her own life by travelling on a false passport through Germany 
and Denmark, pretending that the Grand Duke Michael's son in her care was her own 
baby boy, thus getting him to safety?28 The Governesses Benevolent Institution holds 
a Chairman's letter which talks about a 75-year-old English governess, who came to 
the Institution just after 1945. She was still giving lessons then, but during the 
Russian Revolution she had been working on an estate in the Crimea. When the 
parents went "missing" (most likely, they were dead), she took sole charge of the 
children, and "with practically no money, she brought them right across Europe to the 
South of France".229 Unfortunately, no further details of her fate are known. It can, 
therefore, be concluded that the overriding image of the English governess, as it 
arises from her own writings and tales, was one of sturdy dependability, common 
sense and, especially towards the end of their presence in Russia, one of loyalty. 
m Nathalie Majolier, Stepdaughter of Imperial Russia, p. 122 
229 GBI Chairman's letter, 13th July, 1956, LMAl44591K101l036 (2 of2) 
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CHAPTER 3: Memoirs and Diaries written by Members of 
the Russian Nobility; Historical Data 
Analysis 
In the previous chapter we considered documentary evidence relating to the 
experiences of British governesses in Russia. The main research question in this 
dissertation posits that the attitudes towards foreign governesses and tutors expressed 
in personal memoirs and diaries (written by members of the Russian nobility) are 
equally varied. This chapter examines these accounts in the light of several questions: 
Who employed foreign governesses and tutors and in how far was this determined by 
the rank of the employer? In how far did the location of the country estate, the 
family'S wealth and the parents' attitudes determine the quality of a child's primary 
education? My data was split into the following groups: a) diaries of the lower gentry 
and poor landowners, written by individuals who either held ranks nine to fourteen in 
the Table of Ranks230 or no service rank at all; b) the upper gentry and hereditary 
nobility, holding ranks one to eight. As a rule, families at the bottom end of the ranks' 
table were unable to afford a good education for their children. M.V. Danilov 
(1842),231 whose father owned thirty serfs and could therefore be counted among the 
great majority of very poor landowners, never even had a wet-nurse, let alone a tutor: 
230 For more detailed information on the Table of Ranks, see Chapter 1 and appendix. 
231 MHXaHJ1b BacHJ1ieBH'1b ,lJ,aHHJ10Bb, 3anUCKU apmw/JIepiu .\Iaiopa MuxalL7a BaCU7ie611lJajJaHlL706a. 
HanllCOHHblJi IOlh 6b 1771 cody, 11311aTeJ1b ITaBeJlb CTPoeBb: MocKBa, 1842 
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«Mamb HaWa KOpMWla 8CeX oemeu C80UX C80elO ZPYOblO, 
80cnumbl8afla Hac C 6ecnpUMepHOlO MamepUHCKOlO 
ZOp51ttHocmulO U fl10608blO». 232 
["Our mother breast-fed all her children herself, and brought us 
up with incomparable motherly fervour and love"]. 
Danilov eventually went to an artillery school, but his education can hardly have been 
extensive. In his introduction to Danilov's memoirs, Stroev comments on the author's 
handwriting: «PYKonUCb npUHaOfleJICaJta CaMOMY a8mopy, 11,0 OtteHb OYPHOZO nOttepKa, 
e08a flU He oemCKOZo»233 ["the author's own manuscript was written in an awkward, 
almost childlike hand"]. A.E. Labzina (1903), another eighteenth century example, 
was the daughter of a man who slowly worked his way up through the ranks and 
finished his career at rank 8.: 
«Ee omel1 nottmu 8ClO JlCU3Hb C8010 np08efl Ha pa3HblX ZOpHblX 
3a800ax. 011, 8cmynUJl 8 CflYJlC6y 8 1721z. [ooJ, 6blfl 
nOOKaHl1efl51pUCmOM U KaHl1efl51pUCmOM, [oo.], 8 1733z. 6blfl 
Ha3HatteH «3aceKpemap51», 8 1739z. [oo.] 3aH5lJl Mecmo 
ceKpemap51 8 KaHl1efl51pUU rfla8HOZO IIpa8JleHU51 CU6UPCKUX U 
Ka3aHCKUX 3a80008, 8 1754z. 6blfl np0U38eoeH 8 06ep-
23./ 
l1ezeHmepbl, a 3ameM COcm05lJl 8 ttUHe aceCCopa». 
["Her father spent almost all his life working for various mining 
companies. He entered the civil service in 1721, [ ... ] worked as 
232 Ibid., c. 22 
233 ,lJ,aHl1flOBb, introduction by Pavel Stroev. 
~,~ A.E. 11a63I1Ha, BocnmwHaHWl AHHbl EBOOKlWOBHbl Jla63uHou (/':'58-1818), p. 4 
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sub-clerk and clerk,235 [ ... ], was appointed under-secretary in 
1733, [ ... ] became a secretary in the Head Office of Siberian and 
Kazan factories in 1739, was promoted in 1754, and finally 
reached the rank of assessor"]. 
However, he died soon afterwards, and the Labzins never left their small village, 
situated on the boarder of Perm and Ufa provinces. The three children grew up «6 
2JlYXOU oepe6He, 6 nOJlHOM He3HaHUU JlCU3HU, noo Ha030pOM Jl106JlUjeu, HO cmpo2ou 
Mamepw/36 ["in the remote village under the loving but strict supervision of their 
mother, not knowing life at all"]. It can be assumed that the children were brought up 
without any outside help. 
There were three linked issues, which were of importance in the education of 
children of the Russian nobility: the location of the family estate, money, and, the 
most important one to which I will return at the end of the chapter, the parents' 
attitudes towards their children's upbringing and future careers. The more remote the 
location of a family estate, the more difficult it proved to give children a good 
education. This applied to the landowning nobility as a whole. Even if the estate of a 
rich landowner should have happened to be located in a distant province, he faced the 
same limitations as members of the lower gentry. M.A. Dmitriev (1998), for example, 
grew up on the estate of his grandfather who owned some 1500 serfs and belonged 
235 These positions in the civil service were not part of the Table of Ranks and had to be passed 
through in order to reach the first rung of the ladder, rank 14. 
136 ~ A.E.fla63HHa,c.7 
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therefore to the top level of affluent landowners in the country.237 His first French 
governess turned out to be unsuitable. 
« B 1806z. [ . .] 6blJla npU8e3eHa U3 MOCK8bl OJl5l 08010POOHOU 
cecmpbl Moeu U OJl5l MeH5l MaOQM rjJpaHl1YJICeHKa, EJlU3a8ema 
i18aHo8Ha J{JlCu6epmu. [ . .] Y Heu HattaJlU Mbl yttumbC5l 
rjJpaHl1Y3CKOMY 513 bl Ky. [ . .] YtteHue UUlO 6e3 MemOObl U 6e3 
mOJlKy. OHa 3aCma8JlMa Hac nepe800umb, Kozoa Afbl eUfe He 
3HaJlU HU CJl08, HU Cnp5lJICeHUU. [ .. .] Y MeH5l ocmarzucb eUfe 
HanUCaHHble elO nponucu [ .. j, U3 HUX Y8UOeJl 5l 8nOCJleOCm8UU, 
ttmo OHa He 3HaJla oaJICe npa80nucaHU5l».238 
["In 1806, Elizabeth Ivanovna Giberti, a French governess from 
Moscow was employed for my cousin and for myself. She 
started to teach us French. Her teaching had neither method nor 
sense. She made us translate when we had learned neither 
vocabulary nor conjugations yet. I still have some of her written 
notes in my possession. From them I later realised that she could 
not even spell properly"]. 
Dmitriev blames the isolated location of his grandfather's estate for her inadequacy. 
« Ho KaKG5l JlCe nOp5l00ttHa5l JlCeHUfUHa noeXaJla 6bl 8 3maKYlO 
OaJlb, 3a HeCKO.7bJ\O com py6.TleU aCCUZHal1U5L1fU U 8 maJ\ou 
237 See chapter 1, p. 40-41 
238 M.A. .ll.MHTPHes, TW6bl U3 60cnO.HUHaHUU ... weu JlCU3HU, c . .+0 
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ceMeucmeo, zoe 1lU OOW-l l{eflOeeK He ZoeopUJl no-
["But what respectable woman would have travelled such a 
distance, for a few hundred paper roubles, and stay in a family, 
where not a single person was able to speak French?"]. 
She was finally discharged because <<DHa OKa3aJlaCb He coeceM 6JlaZ01-WOeJICHOZO 
noeeOeHU51» 240 ["she turned out to be not quite trustworthy"]' the exact nature of 
which Dmitriev leaves unsaid. 
In another example, E.N. Moller (1890),241 daughter of Nikolai Nazar'evich 
Murav'ev, the governor of Novgorod, describes how during the summer months she 
used to live in her father's village together with her father's sister, Olga Nazar'evna 
Nabokova: «IIOMHIO, KaK OHa Hac 6epeZfla, caMa Yl{UJla Hac l{Umamb, nucamb U 
nocmeneHHO eceM OPYZUM HaYKaM»242 ["1 remember how she looked after us. She 
herself taught us reading, writing, and gradually all the sciences as well"]. Governors 
were generally prosperous and well-connected: «3eaHue zy6epHamopa ecezoa 
A 243 [" h . . f h nOl{UmaJlOCb CaMblM eaJICHblM e zocyuapcmee» t e posItIon 0 t e governor was 
always considered to be the most important in the state"], yet, there is no mention of 
any governess or teacher on the Murav'ev estate. When, however, the family resided 
239 Ibid. 
240 Ibid. 
241 E.H. MOJlJlepb, «naMHTHi}l 3aMi>TKH E.H. MOJlJlepb, PO)K. MypaBbeBoH, 1820-1872», PYCCKaR 
cmapuHa, T. 66, N2. 5, Cn6., 1890, c. 325-342 
c42 Ibid., c. 327 
24.1 I1.M . .ll.OJlropYKOB, 3anuCKU KHJl3Jl H.M f{o.'1Z0pYK08a, n08ecmb 0 pOJICOeHlIli Moe.\!, 
npOllCX(lc)ICOeHlIli 1I 8ceu JlCU3HlI, c. 3 
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III St Petersburg, they employed a French governess for her: «1IaJ.'! e35lJlU 1I0ey1O 
zyeep1la1lmKY rppa1llfYJlCe1l1<y, OtJe1lb 006pylO, U pa311blX ytJume.7e~/. Mbl cmaw 
zopa300 60JlbUle ytJumbCJl» 244 ["We got a new, very kind French governess and 
various other teachers. We began to study a lot more"]' It could be difficult for a 
family to find suitable governesses or tutors who were prepared to spend many 
months on an estate. 
«B 1IatJaJle meKYUf,ezo cmOJlemUJl .H1I0ZUe U cocmOJlme.7b1lble 
nOMeUf,UKU 1Ie nOJlYtJaJlU oocmamotJ1Iozo o 6pa30ea1lUJl, U1Ible no 
1IepaOe1lUlO, opyzue no 1Iee03MOJIC1IOCmu oocmamb XOPOUlUX 
npenooaeameJleii U ytJe611UKoe». 245 
["At the beginning of this century (the nineteenth century), even 
many prosperous landowners did not receive an adequate 
education. In some cases, this was caused by negligence, in 
others by the difficulty to find good teachers and textbooks"]' 
The further away the estate from Moscow or St Petersburg was, the smaller was the 
choice of governesses and tutors or educational institutions for concerned parents, 
and the less likely it was to find good staff willing to live in exile-like conditions for 
long periods of time. Many French, German or English governesses and companions 
used to take part in their employers' social activities: «06blK1Ioee1l1lo zyeep1Ia1lmKU 
.7106Jlm npU1IUMamb ytJacmue e ceemcKoii U cyem1loii JlCU311U ceoux nampo1loe»2.J6 ["in 
generaL governesses love to take part in their employers' busy social lives"]. In his 
lH 
- E.H. Monnepb, c. 329 
2-l5 M.e. HHKonesa, lJepmbl cmapUHHazo 06opflHcKazo 6blma, c. 118 
246 E.A. Ca6aHeesa, BocnoMuHaHm 0 6bl.70.\Ib, c. 431 
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memoirs, B.B. Glinskii (1894) shows a slight irritation with one German companion 
who - at the expense of her actual obligations - was rather too keen on partaking in 
the estate's social functions: 
«H3 nocmopoHl/,uX e oOMe JlCUfla eUie MOflOOeHbKafl HeMO'-lKa U3 
JIu6aebl, npU2JlaUleHHaR e Ka'-leCmee Ko;wnaHbOHKU l{ cecmpe 
OJlR npaKmUKU e HeMe4KOM R3blKe; Ha CaMO)H JlCe Oe.7e OHa 
caMa cKopee npaKmUKOeaJlaCb e PYCCKOM, a maKJlCe e nOJlbKax 
U eaJlbCaX C Hae3J1CaeUlUMU e mopJICeCmeeHHble OHU e ycaob6y 
KaeaJlepaMU U3 coceoeu».247 
["There was another young German girl from Libau among the 
foreigners in the house who had been employed as a companion 
to my sister, in order to practise German with her. In actual fact, 
the girl was far more interested in practising her Russian, as 
well as in dancing polkas and waltzes with the neighbouring 
gentlemen who came to the estate for the festivities"]. 
However, the majority of smaller estates were not only situated at a great distance 
from Moscow and St Petersburg, but even their nearest neighbours and provincial 
centres were too far away for easy visiting. The position of a governess or tutor on 
these estates could be very isolated, and many rejected the life in such a backward 
and provincial 'nest' within a short space of time. As an anonymous diarist puts it: 
247 6.6. fJlHHCKHIL /f307 tmonucli ),caob6bl Cepzi;eBKu , c. 69 
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«2yeepHaHmKU He JlCWlU y Hac nOOOJl2Y: UJt OblJlO CJlUWKO).[ CK)'ttHO U OOUHOKO»2-18 
["our governesses did not stay with us for very long. They felt too bored and lonely"]. 
The location of the family estate is closely linked to the issue of wealth. The 
wealthiest families and greatest serf-holders in the country were more likely to own 
houses and dachas in the close vicinity of Moscow or St Petersburg. Wealth was also 
at the centre of the decision whether to employ a Russian governess and tutor or a 
foreign one. The income of families in the bottom half of, or outside, the Table of 
Ranks was usually insufficient to hire good governesses and tutors, let alone foreign 
instructors. For parents in this category sending their children to boarding schools or 
employing Russian staff were the only available options. O.P. Verkhovskaia (1913), 
for example, who was born in 1847, mentions that a boarding school would have cost 
some 400 roubles per year, while her Russian governess was paid only 360 roubles.249 
In 1865, a foreign governess working on a country estate in the provinces could earn 
between 1000 and 1500 roubles.25o Verkhovskaia grew up at a time when the primary 
education of girls had become the norm, and when an increasing number of Russian 
women were seeking employment as teachers or governesses. As was previously 
discussed in chapter 1, the increase in state education both prepared more women for 
that role and created the need for more women to choose that profession. 
Verkhovskaia, the daughter of an engineer working on the construction of the raih\ay 
under Nicolas I, never had a foreign governess, only Russian ones, and she speaks 
"48 Ib'd '6' - I., C. __ 
249 o.n. BepxoBcKIDI, KapmuHKu npOWJW20, U3b eocno.\IuHaHuij oimcmea, C. 246 
250 Alain Maeder, p. 83 
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with varying degrees of derision about all of them. Verkhovskaia mentions five 
governesses by name and speaks of several more who kept changing continually. Her 
main grievances against them are threefold. Firstly, she remarks on their ignorance: 
«Ho Kmo M02 yooBflemBopumb Moeu JlCaJICObl 3HaHWl? [oo.} He ABoombR .W 
MaKapOBHa, KOmOpa5l caMa HUtte20 He 3Ha7a? »251 ["But who could satisfy my thirst 
for knowledge? Surely not Avdot'ia Makarovna, who did not know anything 
herself?"]. Secondly, she points out their incompetence: «OtteBUoHo, OHa yttu.7aCb 
rh A A 252 ["H ~paHl1y3cKOMy Jl3blKy Ha MeuHble ueHb2U, KaK U Bce."Y ocma7bHoMY». er 
knowledge of French was merely second rate, as was everything else about her'']. 
And thirdly, she accuses them of cruelty: 
«K020a Jl BcnOMUHalO 06 3mou oc06e, mo oaJICe menepb, 
cnycmJl 50 CllUUlKOM flem, MHe mpYOHO nooaBumb B ce6e 
HenpWlmHoe ttYBcmBO. 3mo 6blflO 
BocnumameflbHul1a, HacmaBHul1a, a KaKou-mo 
cucmeMamutteCKUU mupaH. Ka3GflOCb, OHa JlCU7a d.'lJl moco, 
253 
ttm06bl npUOYMblBamb HaM HaKa3aHUJl». 
["When I remember this person, even now, after more than 50 
years, I can hardly suppress a strong, unpleasant feeling. This 
was not an instructor or a governess, but a systematic tyrant. It 
seemed she only lived for thinking up new ways of how to 
punish us'']. 
251 o.n. BepXOBCKa~, C. 2-l5-2-l6 
252 Ibid., C. 30 
253 Ibid., C. 40 
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However, in many slightly more affluent households there were at least some 
foreigners, mostly elderly German or French men and -women, who were allowed to 
live on the estate together with the family.254 They sometimes acted as nannies, 
housekeepers or companions, but the work they did for the family was not regarded 
as a professional service, e.g.: «cmapG5l HRHR, He:WKa, KOmOpG5l nOHe.lfH02Y 
06pamwzaCb 6 KJllOf.JHUl1Y U 6ella 6HympeHHee X03Rucm60»255 ["our old German nanny 
who had gradually turned into our housekeeper ruled the household"], Their presence 
on the estate was part of the Russian phenomenon, which made many country estates 
the refuge for a great variety of hangers-on. One such example is described by S.Y. 
Skalon (1891): 
«)J(wz, npa60a, 00 ca.HOU C60eu C;\1epmu OOUH cppaHl1Y3, m-r 
Asselin, Komop020 omel1 O'-leHb ll106wl, nO.il1eCmU6 e20 6 HaUle.lf 
6bl6Ule.H OemCKO.1t Oo.lfUKe. CmapUf.JeK JlClL7 maM KaK KaKOU-
6 A - A 256 HU yub aHmUK6apuu, HUKyua He nOKa3bl6G5lCb». 
["There was one old Frenchman, Monsieur Asselin, who did 
live with us till the end of his life. My father loved him very 
much and let him stay in our former play-house. The old man, 
who never showed himself anywhere, lived there like an old 
relic"] . 
~5~ For a discussion about the spread of wealth among the upper classes in Russia see chapter 1. 
255 Jl3b HeOa6HJl?O npOUUlazo, Eblm06ble OllepKU, c. 258 
256 C.B. CKaJlOHb. Bocno.\luHaHiR, c. 347-348 
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S. V. Skalon was of the lower gentry. She describes her childhood home as a 
«MaJleHbKUil OOMUK 6 mpu KOMHambl, C Me30HUHOM, C He60flbUlUHU KO.70HKaltw/5-
[small, three-bedroom house with a mezzanine and small columns]. Her mother did 
try to employ first a French governess and then a French tutor for her children, but 
both turned out to be too fond of the bottle: 
«JIo lJbeil-mo peKoMeHoalluu, Mamb peUlUJlaCb 63Jlmb O.7Jl MeHJl 
cmapYUlKY PpaHlIY:JICeHKY, 2op6ameHbKY1O m-me du Faye; 
lJm06bl Jl 60flee ynpa:JICHJlJlaCb 6 PpaHlIY30.:0.1f Jl3blKe, MeHJl 
nOMecmUflU C Heil 6 OOHoil KOMHame. CHalJaJla PpaHlIY:JICeHKOU 
6blflU 0060flbHbl. [ . .] Ho 6peMJl nOKa3aJlO, lJmo OHa fl106UJla 
6blnUmb, U lJmo UlmopUK C 6000lJKOU cmOJlJl 6ce20a noo ee 
Kpo6amblO. [ . .] TaKQJl HeyoalJa 6blfla U C OJlObKOU-ppamtV3o.l1, 
m-r Coguet, Komop020 HaHJlJlU OflJl 6pambe6 U mO:JICe OlJeHb 
CKOPO OOfl:JICHbl 6blflU omKa3amb». 
["Upon somebody's recommendation my mother decided to 
employ Madame du Faye, a slightly hunchbacked old 
Frenchwoman, to enable me to practise my French with her. I 
had to share a room with her. At the beginning, the 
Frenchwoman proved satisfactory. [ ... ] But time showed that 
she liked to drink and that she always kept a bottle of vodka 
under her bed. Monsieur Coguet who was employed as a French 
m Ibid., c. 339 
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tutor to my brothers had the same weakness. He had to be 
dismissed soon afterwards"]' 
As a result, Skalon's mother taught her six surviving children (out of fifteen) herself. 
«flOCfle oeyx maKUX HeyOal{, e OOMe y Hac HUK020a He 6blflO HU 2yeepHepa, HU 
258 ["Aft h d' 2yeepHaHmKW) er two suc Isastrous attempts, we never had another tutor or 
governess in the house"]. 
M.S. Nikoleva (1893)259 remarks that her family was rich until 1812. 
«/(O 1812-20 200a JlCUflU .\lbl nOl{mu POCKOUtHO, eocnumaHue 
ecex Hac cmOUfla HeMCl1l0. flocfle 1812-20 200a .'Hbl YJICe He 
OblflU e cocmOflHUU l{acmo e30umb e MocKey». 260 
["Until 1812, our life was almost luxurious; the education of all 
of us was not cheap.261 After 1812 we were no longer able to 
travel to Moscow very often"]. 
Her older brother and sisters who had been born in the late eighteenth century, long 
before the Napoleonic invasion of Russia, were brought up and educated by the 40-
year-old Ripomonty, an emigre from France. He is described as a «npeKpacHeuUtuU U 
nOl{meHHeuUtUu l{eflOeeK»262 ["a most wonderful and most honourable person"], who 
258 Ibid., c. 347 
259 M.e. HHKOJ1eBa, «l..J.epThI CTapHHHaro .llBOp}lHCKarO 6hITa. BocnoMHHaHi}l M.e. HHKOJ1eBOH», 
PYCCI':UU apXU6, KH.3, .N2.9, M., 1893, c. 107-120 
16U b'd 
- I I ., c. 141 
261 There were twelve children in the family. The author who was born at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century was the ninth. Her oldest brother was 23 years her senior. 
M2 116 M.e. HHKOJ1eBa, c. 
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seemed to have loved "his" Russian family dearly and was, in return, much loved and 
respected by them. The younger brother who came of school age after the 
impoverishment of the family was no longer educated by foreigners but by his own 
elder sister. In a similar but reversed situation, the Zagoskins (1900)263 were too poor 
to employ foreign staff for their children until 1829 when the father reached rank 
seven: «6 18292. omel1 nOflYlJ,Ufl lJ,Wlbl KOflfleJICCK020 aceccopa U I-ta060PH020 
c06emHUKa. C HalJ,afla 30-20 200a HaCmaJlO nOflHoe MamepUaJlbHOe 0060JlbCm60»264 
["in 1829, my father reached the ranks of Collegiate Assessor and Court Counsellor. 
In the early 1830s, the family gained full material independence"]. The Frenchman 
Poulain was first employed by the family at the same time, around 1832. 
Money could certainly buy the best education available at the time, be it in the 
eighteenth or in the nineteenth century. For example, Ekaterina Dashkova (1876), 
godchild of Peter III, belonged to the very highest stratum of society. Her uncle, who 
held the first rank in the Table of Ranks, had her educated together with his only 
daughter. 
YlJ,UmefleU; U, C02JlaCHO C meM 6peMeHeM, Mbl 6blflU 60cnumaHbl 
npe60CXOOHO. Hac YlJ,UflU lJ,emblpeM 5l3blJ-.:a.lf. [ . .] B maHl1ax ."fbl 
OKa3aJlU 60flbUlue ycnexu, U HeCKOflbKO YMeflu puc06amb. C 
263 C.M. 3arocKHH, «BocnoMHHaHHH C.M. 3arocKHHa», HcmopulIeo:uI16ecmHuK, T.79, NQ.l, nr., 
1900, c. 41-78 
264 Ibid., c. 52, c. 56 
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maKU.WU npemeH3UflMU U HapYJICHblM C8emC1\U.'1 !lOCKO.H, homO 
M02 ynpeKHymb Hame 80cnumaHue 8 HeoocmamKax?»265 
["My uncle did not spare any expenses to find us the best 
teachers, By the standards of that time we were extremely well 
educated. We learned four languages, [ ... ] Our dancing made 
great progress and we were able to draw a little. With such 
pretensions and exterior worldly glitter, who could accuse us of 
being insufficiently educated"?]. 
However, this upbringing certainly did not prepare her for her role as president of the 
St Petersburg Academy of Sciences as the first woman in history to hold such a 
position. Her uncle's money only paid for what was then considered to be the best 
education for a girl, which was heavily biased towards foreign languages, dancing 
and other "accomplishments". Dashkova certainly did not learn from her various 
teachers how to think and how to converse easily with contemporary philosophers 
and thinkers, such as Voltaire. She did not attribute these abilities to her formal 
education but to her own, self-imposed and extensive reading, 
Some members of the lower gentry managed to overcome their financial 
shortcomings with greater or lesser success, in order for their children to have access 
to tuition by foreign teachers. T.P. Passek's (1931) family serves as a representati\'e 
example. Her mother came from a rich family, but her father was a poor landowner 
"6'i En') 1 
-. ,P. ,t-I,allIKosa, c. _ 
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whose property consisted of no more than 200 serfs. No money was spent on 
employing teachers, instead, their children were sent to a neighbouring family who 
did have a French tutor. 
«POOUmeflU MOU YCflblXaflU, t{mo nOMeUjUKU PyoaKo6bl [coceou] 
63JlflU K C60UM OemJlM Yt{UmeflJl, Cmap020 rPpaHl1Y3a, O'lU6be. [ .. .] 
POOUmeflU YCfl06UJlUCb, t{mo6bl Jl JlCUJla Y HUX U 6MeCme C ux 
OembMU, 60flbUle UflU MeHbUle nOOXOOU6UlUMU K ~vtOeMY 
603pacmy, Yt{UflaCb Y Oflu6be».266 
["My parents heard that our neighbours, the Rudakovs, had 
taken an old Frenchman named Olivier to teach their children. 
My parents came to an agreement with them. I would go and live 
with them, and study under Olivier together with their children 
who were roughly of the same age as I"]. 
This seemed to have been a fairly common occurrence: children of the lower 
gentry were sent to charitable institutions (e.g. the Smolny Institute) or given away to 
wealthier relatives or neighbours to be brought up and educated together with their 
more affluent peers. In several memoirs, this seems to have been accepted as a matter 
of course. M.V. Danilov (1842), whose father owned a mere 30 serfs, explains how 
he, his two sisters and his brother were distributed among various relatives and 
acquaintances: 
266 T.O. OacceK, c. 95-97 
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«AHHa BOCnUmaHa 6blfla [. . .] Y CBOUCmBeHHUKa HaUle20 U 
OOH0rPGMUflbl/a jJaHWIOBa, AHmuna EBOOKU1tOBUl.Ja. 267 [. . .] 
MampeHa BOCnUmaHa 6blfla Y CBOUCmBeHHUl/bl HaUleU MampeHbl 
IlempOBHbl, Y OHOU BOOBbl HeCKOflbKO U 51 :JICUfl U 2pa110me 
Yl.JUflC5I. 268 [. . .] E20P BOCnUmaH 6blfl no 60flbUlOU l.Jacmu U 
BblYl.JeH 2pGMOme om oml/a CBoe20: OH omoaH 6bl.7, Ofl51 
06Yl.JeHU5I l.JUmamb U nucamb POCCUUCKOU 2pa110me, B Ty.7e K 
Ob5ll.JKY; a no BblYl.JeHUU 2pa110me B35lJl e20 K ce6e TY.7bCKUU 
nOMeUf,UK, y Komop020 OH :JICUfl 00 COBepUleHH020 B03pacma».269 
["Anna was brought up by one of our in-laws of the same name, 
Antip Evdokimovich Danilov. [ ... ] Matrena was educated by our 
relative Matrena Petrovna, a widow, with whom I also used to 
live for a while and learn how to read and write. Egor first 
learned to read and write from our father who was responsible 
for most of his education. He was then sent to a sexton in Tula to 
learn Russian, and when he had completed his studies he went to 
live with a landowner in Tula until he came of age"]. 
E.A. Sabaneeva (1900), born in 1829 into a landowning family, comments on 
this phenomenon: 
267 23 M.B . .l1.aHHJ10Bb, C. 
268 Ibid., c. 25 
269 Ibid., c. 26 
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«XOpOUlO, eCJlU cyob6a CmaJlKU6aJla 3mux 6eOHRKo6 C 
coceOHuMu 3aJICUmOttHblMU nOMeUf,uKaMU; UHOU pa3 npu.,-wym 6 
HUX yttacmue, paCCYlOm oemeu no yttUJlUUf,aM, UJlU onpeoeflRm 
CblHa 6 nOflK Ha C60U Cttem, UflU Oottepu COUlblOm npuoaHoe».270 
["How fortunate when fate happened to bring these poor people 
together with their rich neighbouring landowners. Sometimes, 
these rich neighbours would get involved. They might send the 
children to schools, pay for the son to serve in a regiment, or 
provide the daughter with a dowry"]. 
The author's family itself accommodated such a ward from a poor gentry family. The 
girl was brought up together with the daughters of the house. 
Sometimes, children were even taken into the family by complete strangers. 
For example, the following author writes what happened to him when his parents and 
most of his closest relatives died in a cholera epidemic: 
«J! 6blJl 60cnumaH 6 3aJICUmOttHOU ce.Wbe nOMeUf,UKa T. 
2y6epHUU. ClOoa npU6e3JlU MeHR 20006blM pe6eW:'OM U3 
He20cmenpuUMHO 6cmpemU6Uleu Moe nOR6JleHUe Ha C6em 
ce6epHOU cmoflu l1b1. [..] XUJl020, 3aMytteHH020 U 
npU2060peHH020 K CMepmu .1ta7bttuKa ttYJICue oo6pble fllOOU 
270 E.A. Ca6aHeesa, « BoCnmtUHaHiR 0 Ubl.'lO.\Ib» (1770-1833) U3 ceMeimou XPOHUKU, c. 419-420 
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npUHflflU 6 C6010 CeMblO, HapeKflU C60UM, omozpeJlu U nocma6UflU 
Ha HOZu».271 
["I was brought up In a prosperous landowning family in T. 
province. Aged one I was taken there from the northern capital, 
which had greeted my entrance into this world with very little 
hospitality. These completely unrelated and kind people took me 
into their family, a boy who had been weak, greatly distressed 
and condemned to death, until they accepted me as their own, 
warmed me and helped me back onto my feet"]. 
While money and the location of an estate were very significant factors in the 
upbringing of children and their education by governesses and tutors, they were both 
eclipsed by the importance of the parents' attitude. Money could pay for good staff to 
live on a country estate. In Moscow or St Petersburg it could ensure an even better 
education, because the choice of instructors, schools and universities, and therefore 
the chance of a successful career, was wider. As the following examples will show. 
however, high rank and wealth did not always translate to a good education or to high 
quality teachers. There are several memoirs in which the distinctly upper-class 
authors write with contempt and derision about their foreign teachers. Lev Liubimov 
(1963), whose father was governor of Vilnius and a leading civil servant, says about 
his English tutor's linguistic abilities: «I10-PyCCKU - HU G.706a! ,aa U nO-aHZJlUUCKU 
'71 9 
- I f3b Jl i3monucli ycaob6bl Cep2te6Ku E. E. r7UHCKa20, c. 5 
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.11O.'lO l{mO MOJICem 06bJlCHumb»272 ["He didn't speak a word of Russian. But even in 
English he wasn't able to explain any better"]. Nathalie Majolier (1940), stepdaughter 
of Grand Duke Micheal Romanov, describes her relationship with one of her English 
governesses as follows: 
"Even as a child I could never bear a sycophant, nor is the 
refined class of Englishwoman particularly endearing. Miss X 
combined the two traits. My crime was to see through her and, 
since I have never been a hypocrite, to show it. I was made to 
suffer" . 273 
Unless the parents were really interested in their children's upbringing and education, 
money could be of no benefit whatsoever. Natalia Grot (1900)274 describes how many 
families nearly ruined themselves by living beyond their means in order to give their 
children a good education. 
« PooumeJlu JlCe 6pocaJlu C60U nOMeCmbJl, l{m06bl C.7e006amb 3a 
oembMU U, JlCU6Jl 6 cmOJlulje 6blUle C60UX cpeocm6, npeOa6aJlU 
C60U UMeHUJl 6 PYKU aJll{HblX U He6eJICeCm6eHHblX ynpa6JlJllOUj.UX, 
3aKflaOb16aJl U nepe3aKflaOb16aJl UX 6 H060U306pemeHHblX 
3eMeJlbHblX 6aHKax, nOKa OKOHl{ameJlbHO He pa3CmpaU6aJlU C60U 
275 
COCmOJlHUJl». 
272 JIeB ,n. JII06HMOB, Ha IIY:JIC6UHe, c. 51 
273 Nathalie Majolier, p. 251 
m HanUIH5I neTPoBHa fPOT, Ih ce.Heimou XpOHUKU. BocnO.\tUHaHUJl Olifl oemeu U 6HYJ.:06. 
275 Ib'd '4 1 ., C. _ 
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['"Many parents abandoned their estates in order to look after 
their children. By staying in the capital they were living beyond 
their means. Ignorant and greedy stewards were left in charge of 
their estates, which were mortgaged and re-mortgaged in the 
recently-founded land banks, until they were utterly destroyed"], 
In addition to the loss of income incurred through mismanagement and neglect of 
estate business, life in the city meant higher living expenses. This combination could 
easily have as a consequence the impoverishment of a family. Grot's father himself, 
holding rank nine in the table of ranks, could ill afford the double burden, but the 
Grots were prepared to accept financial hardship in exchange for their children's 
future careers. 
Nathalie Majolier was less fortunate. Her experience serves as an example as 
to what can happen when the parents do not get involved. Although her parents were 
affluent indeed, she was left entirely to the care of various governesses. Neither 
mother nor stepfather bothered to check on her progress: 
"At that time my education was superficial. I could read in three 
languages and write after a fashion, but of history, beyond the 
dates of the kings of both England and France, I knew very 
little; geography was limited to the countries where I had been 
. I I ld' d h . It" 276 and their capIta s; cou n tot e sImp es sums . 
276 N. Majo\ier, p. 54 
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Nathalie suffered greatly from the unconstrained rule of some of her private 
instructors, especially the Englishwoman whom she calls Miss X: "with the departure 
of Miss X, my life immediately took on a rosy hue.277 [ ... ] I had been used to a flow 
of abuse from Miss X". 278 Indeed, she writes that the only benefit she had from 
growing up under the auspices of various foreign governesses was that it had trained 
her to develop an independent and rebellious spirit to such an extent as to be perfectly 
capable of dealing with the interrogations of the Cheka in 1917. 
"I personally considered my treatment by them [interrogators of 
the Cheka] as considerate and humane, compared to what I 
suffered at the hand of governesses. At any rate they did not 
frighten me at all, so perhaps I have something for which I must 
reluctantly thank Miss X. Reflecting on her ministration, I often 
wonder why I was not left a nervous wreck. I imagine it was 
because she managed to raise all the fighting spirit in me". 279 
Yet, the Samarins are an example of another well-to-do family of nobles, who 
achieved enormous success with their home school. The father, Fedor Vasil'evich, 
provided an excellent education for his six sons, the eldest of whom was the famous 
publicist, Slavophile and active supporter for the emancipation of the serfs, Iurii 
Fedorovich. On the one hand, Samarin used his wealth to good advantage for paying 
for highly qualified staff, but - more importantly - on the other hand, he dedicated his 
277 Ibid., p. 123 
278 Ibid.,p.135 
279 Ibid., p. 122 
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whole attention to the establishment of his private school. He himself drew up 
individual lesson plans for his sons, chose teachers and controlled his sons' progress 
with great care and attention, which won the admiration of many of his 
contemporaries, including one GrafMikhail Vladimirovich Tolstoi (1870): 
«TaKafl OOMaUlHflfl UlKOJla, npuMBpHafl U o 6pa3 110 8QJl, npo1l8t-
maJla 8b MOCK8il80 60Jlte 25mu Jltmb 8b ce:~leUcm8t C/Jeoopa 
BaCUJlbe8ULta CaMapuHa, HaLtUHQJl Cb 0 tmcm8a lOpifl 
C/Jeoop08ULta U nomOMb no MBpt 803pacmaHifl e20 nflmepblxb 
6pambe8b. 3mo oOMaumee YLte6HOe 3a8eoeHie OCma8UJlO no 
ce6t CaMblfl c8tmJlblfl U3 MOUXb 80cnoMuHaHiu 0 cmapuHHou 
MOCK8t, nomoMYLtmO fl CaMb JlULtHO npUHUMaJlb 8b He,Wb 
YLtacmie MH020 Jltmb CPflOY, 8b Ka4ecm8t Hacma8HUKa U 
3K3aMeHamopa, U M02b 8nOJlHt ollin-tumb 8blCOKifl oocmOUHCm8Q 
omlla ceMeucm8a, K020a OHb Cb CepOeLtHblMb p8eHieMb, a 
8M tcm t U Cb HeYKOCHUmeJlbH01O mOLtHOCmb1O U npU.lH.BpHbl.7I,1b 
6Jla20pa3YMieMb UCnOJlHflflb 06Jl3aHHOCmu oupeKmopa U 
~ A ~ 281 UHcneKmopa C80eu POuHOU UlKOJlbl». 
["For more than 25 years, such an exemplary and model home 
school flourished in Moscow in the family of Fedor Vasil'evich 
280 During the summer months, the home school moved to the family estate Izmalkovo, some 20 verst 
to the west of Moscow and continued without a break. The teachers were taken there every day by 
carriage. TOJ1cTOM, rpa~ MHXaHJ1 BJ1aaHMHpOBHY, «CaHapUH» - BocnOMUHaHWl 0 oo.\taumeu lUKO.'le 
$.B. Ca\lapUHa 1870 (H110 PyK.) 
281 Ibid. 
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Samarin. It was first started during the childhood of Iurii 
Fedorovich and was continued as his five younger brothers grew 
up. My fondest memories of old Moscow are linked to this home 
school, because for many years I myself was involved in its 
running as a teacher and examiner. As such, I am in a position to 
evaluate the enormous achievements of the father, as he fulfilled 
his responsibilities as director and inspector of his own school, 
displaying great enthusiasm, strict organisation and exemplary 
discernment"] . 
Tolstoi also draws particular attention to the care chosen in employing teachers. 
« £.fmo6bl oamb BaMb n01-lJlmie 0 npeoyc.lwmpumeRbHocmu U 
6flazopa3YMHOU cMtmfluBocmu (/Jeoopa BaCUflbeBU'-la Bb BbZOOpt 
HacmaBHUKoBb ofl511Opi51 (/JeoopOBU'-la, oOCmamO'-lHO 6yoemb 
cKa3amb, '-lmo 3ma OOMaUlH5151 UlKOfla npu calWMb Ha'-laJZ t 
cBoeMb Oafla MOCKOBCKOMY YHuBepcumemy OBYXb 
npenooaBamefleu, U3b Komopblxb OOUHb 6blflb zYBepHepo.'Hb 
10 . m A 282 'P l5l '-l-'euOpOBU'-la». 
["In order to give you some idea of just how carefully and 
intelligently Fedor Vasil' evich chose instructors for Iurii 
Fedorovich, it is enough to say that from the very beginning of 
282 Ibid. 
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its existence, this home school provided Moscow University 
with two teachers, one of whom was Iurii Fedorovich's tutor'']. 
This tutor, the Frenchman Monsieur Paqeau (I1aKo), was greatly loved and respected 
by the whole family, and stayed with them for almost a decade before becomino a 
b 
lecturer of French at Moscow University,283 Unsurprisingly, in this environment 
home tuition proved to be very effective and the children remember their teachers 
with great warmth and fondness. 
Some families chose not to involve foreigners in the upbringing of their 
children altogether, although they could have afforded the extra expense. One 
example is the Bakunin family, who famously brought up their ten children on their 
estate Premukhino in Tver province without the employment of any foreign staff.284 
«EJla200ap51 cmapaHU5lM omlla, AJleKCaHOpa MUXaUJlO6Ulla 
EaKYHUHa, lleJl06eKa e6poneucKu o6pa306aHHo2o, ucnblma6Ule20 
6JlU5lHUe uoeu Pyco, JlUllHOCmu oemeu ¢OPMUp06aJlUCb 6 
amMoc¢epe ymoHlleHHblX 6KYC06, uCKyccm6a, .'lumepamypbl, 
6 6 A - 285 JlIO 6U, 6 0 UjeHUU C npupouOU». 
["Thanks to the endeavours of the father Aleksandr 
Mikhailovich Bakunin, who had received a Western education 
and was influenced by the ideas of Rousseau, the personalities of 
283 Nikolai Ivanovich Nadezhdin teacher of Russian and Latin, Logic and Philology at the Samarin's 
was the second person to end up 'working at Moscow University as profess~r of Aesthetics. ibid. 
284 Their eleventh child, the youngest daughter Sophia had died in early chIldhood. 
285 www.hrono.rulbiograflbakunin.html(30105/2007) 
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the children were formed in an atmosphere of refined tastes, the 
arts, literature, love, and in harmony with nature"]. 
Most members of the Russian nobility, however, did not question the trend to 
entrust their children into the care of unknown foreign personnel. It was a commonly 
accepted practice: foreign languages were of such a great importance among the 
upper classes that employing native speakers proved to be the easiest way to teach 
children from a very early age. Few people seemed to have realised or cared that 
many of those so-called teachers were not necessarily trained to teach. The more 
common attitude of parents was not to question the quality and qualifications of a 
governess or a tutor; his or her nationality was sufficient. Sabaneeva comments on 
this trend and how unusual her aunt's family, the Leont'evs, were in their careful 
choice of foreign governesses and tutors for their children. 
«H KaK MaJlO 6blJlU CXOChlbl nOH5lmWl JIeoHmbe6blX 0 
60cnumaHUU oemeu C nOH5lmZmMU, npe06JlaOa6UlUMu m020a 6 
060P5lHCKUX CeMb5lX. J(6a04amble 200bl 03HaMeH06a'7UCb Y Hac 
nOe30KaMU HaUlUX 060P5lH 3a 2paHU4Y, Y6Jle4eHue.lt 
rPPaH4Y3C1\.UJ'vtU MOOaMU U 2Y6epHepCKUH 60cnumaHue.lt, 
1\.omopoe HaOeJla'lO CmOJlbKO 6peOa. Ma70 6blJlO m020a 
YOU6Jl5lmbC5l CJlenome pOOumeJleu, OOJl:JICHO 6bl.70 He20006amb 3a 
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'3mo 2HYCHOe HanpaeJleHUe. KOMY mOJlbKO He OOeep5L7U m020a 
PYCCKUX oemeu, JlUmb 6bl HameJlC51 UHOCmpaHe l1!»286 
["And how different was the Leonfevs' notion of education for 
their children from the one commonly held among families of 
the nobility. The 1820s were renowned as the time when our 
nobility journeyed abroad, grew pre-occupied with French 
fashion and with the notion of having their children brought up 
by tutors. It was this notion, which caused so much harm. The 
blindness of parents at the time was astonishing, when they 
should have been incensed about this terrible development. 
Whoever did the Russian nobility not entrust with the care of 
their children, as long as they were foreign!"]' 
The final example illustrates the extent to which the quality of a child's 
upbringing could vary, depending on the parents' involvement. An anonymous author 
(1910)287 writes about her mother's childhood and upbringing and the importance of 
the grandmother in this process. The grandmother, a highly educated woman for her 
time, cared greatly about her children and took considerable pains in choosing 
suitable governesses and tutors. Her death caused her children considerable grief, 
because their stepmother neglected their education and took little interest in choosing 
a suitable governess: 
'86 
- E.A. Ca6aHeeBa, c. 435 
287 "H3b He.llaBHHO npOlliJlaro, DbITOBble Ol.JepKH", pYCO:aJI cmapUHa, T. 1'+3, N2. 8, 1910, c. 2'+6-266. 
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«YMepfla 3a6omflUea51, eblCOKOo6pa30eaHHa5l .Wamb, omelj 
JlCeHUflC51 Ha 0PY20U, U Half,UHaflOCb CUpOmCKOe cYUf,eCmeOeaHUe 
oemeu noo eflacmblO rPpaHljYJlCeHKU, m-elle de Burenne, 
KOmOpa51 mupaHUfla UX, HaKa3bleafla cypoeo U HUlf,eMY He M02fla 
06Ylf,Umb, KpoMe rPpaHljY3CK020 5l3blKa». 288 
["The highly-educated and caring mother died and the father 
remarried. This began the children's life as orphans under the 
rule of the Frenchwoman Mademoiselle de Burenne who 
tyrannised and punished them severely. She wasn't capable of 
teaching them anything but French"]. 
When the father died as well, the stepmother no longer saw any need in keeping her 
stepchildren in the house at all: «Ko2oa Mamepu /Hoeu MUHY70 11 flem, y.ltep ee omelj, 
U Malf,eXa pa30aJla oemeu, K020 no naHCUOHaM, K020 no uHcmumymmw>.289 ["My 
mother's father died when she was eleven years old. Her stepmother sent the children 
off to various boarding schools and institutions"]. 
The 37 sources examined III this study contain accounts of 79 Western 
European governesses and tutors. 28 of those (or 35.440/0) were positive, 25 (or 
31.65%) were negative, and 26 (or 32.91 %) voiced neither affection nor resentment 
or hostility towards their foreign instructors. The discrepancy of numbers between 
sources and instructors is owing to the fact that it was common for families to have 
288 Ibid., c. 253 
289 Ibid. 
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more than one governess or tutor. As a point of comparison, the figures for Russian 
instructors working on country estates are very similar. Out of a total of 23 teachers 
mentioned in the memoirs and diaries investigated, 10 sources (or 43%) had positive 
experiences, 11 (or 480/0) had negative experiences, and 2 (or 9%) did not offer any 
qualitative assessment of their instructors. These results show that - as indeed had 
been expected - it was common to have both positive and negative experiences, often 
even within one family. The pattern applies to the experiences of upper-class authors 
as well as to those at the bottom end of the Table of Ranks. While among the upper 
gentry negative accounts of tutors and governesses occurred in 30.44% of the cases, 
among the lower gentry the corresponding figure is 33.33%. The lesser income of the 
lower gentry did not disadvantage their children in terms of satisfaction with foreign 
staff, and the upper gentry did not necessarily afford more highly qualified teachers 
for their children. 
The attitude of Russian children towards their foreign governesses and tutors 
was greatly coloured by the specific role the governess or tutor played (as was 
discussed in the previous chapter). Most pleasant childhood memories are linked to 
growing up in the care of an indulgent, forgiving Russian nanny, who spoilt her 
charge, was full of fairy tales and superstition and can almost be seen as the 
personification of the carefree nature of early childhood. Nathalie Majolier calls her 
290 . l' . 1 ,,291 Th 
old peasant nanny her "chief slave" whose "devotIOn was lmlt ess . e 
transition from childhood to school-going age was often traumatic. A strict timetable 
290 N. Majoiier, p. 14 
291 Ibid., p. 15 
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regulated the previously unrestricted day. Whereas the nanny was associated \\ith 
freedom, carefree indulgence and emotional well-being, the governess and tutor stood 
for strict supervision, obligations, and a regimented day in which even leisure time 
was carefully monitored. Unsurprisingly, whereas most accounts of childhood 
memories and nannies tend to be positive and idyllic, recollections of governesses 
and tutors tend to be more ambiguous and coloured by the first experiences of duty. 
as, for example, in the case ofN.I. Shatilov (1916): 
«BCKope nOCJle HaUle20 nepeCeJleHU5l 8 mY'lbCKOe UiHeHue 
HattaJlOCb OJl5l MeH5l U 8peM5l cepbe3H020 ytteHUfl U nepexoo U3-
noo 8eOeHU5l H5lHU U AHHbl KapJl08Hbl, .'Woeu 80cnUmameJlbHUl,fbl, 
oo6peUUleu U MUJleUUleU HeMKU, 8 PYKU 2Y8epHep08 U yttumeJleu, 
292 
ttmo OaJleKO He 6blJlO MHe npUflmHO». 
["Soon after we had moved to our estate in Tula, it was time for 
me to start my serious education and leave the care of my 
nanny and Anna Karlovna, my dearest and kindest German 
nursery governess, to be placed into the hands of tutors and 
teachers, which didn't suit me at all"]. 
LA. Salov (1897) describes his relationship with the German Andreas Trumheller, 
who first acted as his childminder before turning into his tutor. While still in the 
nursery, Salov adored Trumheller: 
292 H.l1. WaTHJ10B, If3b Heoa6Hflc'O npOlWlazo, c. 168 
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«3mom TpYMXeflJlep npUUleflCfl MHe no cepOLJY, mal{ KaK 6blfl 
eU/e coeceM MOflOOblM lJeflOeeKOM. OH oxomHO pa30eflflfl co 
MHOIO ece MOU oemCKue UlaflOCmu».293 
["1 loved this Trumheller, because he was still a very young man 
and willingly took part in all my childish pranks"]' 
The move from nursery to schoolroom proved to be very upsetting. Where before he 
had been looked after by his old nanny, Salov now had to share his room with 
Andreas Trumheller. This was common enough practice; governesses and tutors 
usually slept in the same room with their charge, or at least in adjacent rooms, to be 
able to supervise them at all times. Salov resented this change, which temporarily 
clouded his love for Trumheller: 
«OH oaJICe onpomueefl MHe e 3my HOlJb. A K020a nOC.7blUlGflOCb 
e20 xpeneHue, fl 2omoe 6blfl cnpbl2Hymb co ceoeu Kpoeamu u 
6 A - 294 eJICamb e uemCKYIO K ceoeu HflHe». 
["1 even felt disgusted by him this night. And when he started to 
snore, 1 was ready to jump out of my bed and run back into the 
nursery to my nanny"]. 
As the nineteenth century progressed, foreign governesses and tutors were 
hardly ever regarded as the sole instructors in the education of children of the 
Russian nobility. Instead, their main function was to look after the children 
293 M.A. CMOB, Y'I1lJQ6U1iecJl 200bl, c. 2 
294 Ibid., C. 10 
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(comparable to modern day au-pairs) before they entered school and uniYersity, and 
provide them with the highly priced language skills that were such an important 
element in a nobleman/noblewoman's identity. As was to be expected, personal 
accounts of childhood memories about governesses and tutors written by members of 
the Russian nobility provided both positive and negatiye images of those foreign 
instructors. The data confirms that although some foreigners contracted by 
uneducated or uninterested parents were clearly unsuitable for the job and indifferent 
or even cruel to children, the majority appear to have striven to look after their charge 
to the best of their ability. 
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CHAPTER 4: The Typification of the Foreign Instructor in 
Russian Literature 
This chapter is an attempt to trace how these diverse people, established in the 
previous chapters with their widely varying experiences in Russia, came to be turned 
into a literary 'type'; thus, it examines the image of Western European governesses 
and tutors in Russian literature. Firstly, it discusses the characteristic features of the 
profession and how these foreigners were typified at the end of the 
eighteenth/beginning of the nineteenth century. Secondly, I will analyse how various 
authors used this type and how it developed throughout the century. The creation of 
foreign governesses and tutors in literature drew on the existence of several 
preconceptions prevalent among the contemporary readership. The actual profession, 
as well as the individual's position as a foreigner all helped to shape their image. 
Although Russians tended to see Europeans as indistinct "representatives" of "the 
West" each instructor also had a distinct nationality and the characteristics generally 
associated with it. So, thirdly, I will give a brief description of how authors use 
Russian stereotypes of the French, the British and the Germans to complement the 
characterisation of their governesses and tutors. 
A stereotype is "a widely held but fixed and oversimplified image or idea of a 
particular type of person or thing". 295 While there is no unanimous definition of 
'stereotype', it is generally believed to encompass the attribution of ··typical" 
295 The definition is taken from the New Oxford Dictionary of English. 
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h " . I 296 C aractenstIcs to partIcu ar groups of people. Through prejudice, ignorance and 
biased observations, such groups might be defined and set apart from the obseryer on 
account of their nationality, ethnicity, language, religion, customs, traditions and 
supposedly separate cultural experiences. This branding of other nationalities is 
common throughout Europe and can be traced back to antiquity: the concept of the 
savage/ civilised dichotomy was already in place in Homer's The Odyssey.297 Every 
ethnic group or tribe was thought to have its own specific characteristics, merits and, 
more often, deficiencies.298 These images were and still are kept alive through the 
repetitive use of popular sayings, proverbs, jokes, and literature. From the beginning 
of academic research into stereotyping it was noted that individual differences within 
groupings disregard, or even negate, any personal variations or diversity. 299 A 
national type associates particular distinctive character traits with all representatives 
of one foreign country, thus, perceiving 'foreigners' as a homogenous entity, 
regardless of personality and individuality. 
In literature the typification (or stereotyping) of certain professions, salient 
members of society or different nationalities is a frequently used tool. A literary type 
can be seen as a construction of a subject, which contains easily identifiable and 
recognisable characteristics. When portrayed in a literary text, these protagonists 
evoke a number of preconceived expectations and implicit associations, which, in 
correspondence with (or opposition to) existing and commonly accepted stereotypes, 
296 Victor Ottati, "Accuracy: A neglected component of stereotype research", p. 2f. 
'297 Bill Ashcroft, Key concepts in post-colonial studies, p. 209 
298 CepreH HI1KOJlaeS, «Op11Qa 0 HeMUax, <flpaHUY3ax 11 PYCCKI1X Y H. JlecKosa», c. 17 
299 E.g. Walter Lippmann's Public Opinion, 1922 
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complete their characterisation. Thus, typification is generated by political, social, 
cultural and ideological views of the actual readers as well as by personal 
impressions, emotions and intentions of the author. Many authors consciously use 
individual characters to represent, reinforce, sustain or denigrate specific social t:ypes, 
for example, the superfluous man, the new man, the strong heroine, or even whole 
generations.30o They rely on already existing, discursively constituted, popular images 
in the social consciousness of their readership, while they in turn help to shape public 
imagination. Literary types by nature fail to present a complete picture of individuals, 
but instead focus on a few, isolated characteristics. They are by no means always 
consistent and can easily have mutually contradictory elements existing next to one 
another. 
Once established, a literary type can survive virtually unchanged for decades 
(if not centuries), disregarding political or social developments. In Russian literature, 
there is not only a strong dialogue between author and reader, but also an even 
stronger connection between authors, themes, ideas and characters in different 
texts. 301 The mainly unconscious process of intertextuality is matched by a strong 
tradition of literary allusions and references. Types are copied, developed, referred to, 
hinted at, implicitly or explicitly, on a regular basis, taking into consideration, and 
relying on, the literary consciousness of the educated Russian reader. Moreover, 
Russian literature was an important tool for influencing and chronicling the formation 
of national identity; hence the frequent use of types as a means to explain and classify 
300 The Cambridge companion to the classic Russian novel, p. 133f. 
,01 Neil Cornwell (ed.), The Routledge companion to Russian literature, p. 23 
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Russian society. This idea can be traced back to Belinskii who stressed that literary 
images were necessary to educate the readership and create a strong social 
consciousness.302 Thus, while representative of some historical or cultural facts. types 
are first and foremost the result of literary traditions and social discourse. 
Nevertheless, although based on emotionally charged prejudice rather than objective 
and dispassionate judgement, typification can gain the appearance of absolute truth. 
As was mentioned in the introduction the representations of Western European 
governesses and tutors conform to (and further develop) a literary type, which came 
into being in Russia in the late eighteenth century and progressed throughout the 
nineteenth century. This type is one-sided and simplifies the complex relationship 
between Western European educators and Russian families as expressed in historical 
accounts (such as memoirs and diaries), written by governesses/tutors and their 
Russian employers. 
The typification of the foreign governess and tutor in Russian literature is 
composed of two elements; firstly, the associations linked to the profession itself, and 
secondly, the stereotypes linked to the nationality of the instructors. As a common 
historical figure throughout Europe among the upper classes and increasingly so in 
Russia from the second half of the eighteenth century onwards, the governess and the 
tutor began to make a regular appearance in literature. Issues linked to this profession 
are comparable to those expressed by English novelists such as, for example, the 
Bronte sisters, Jane Austen or William Thackeray. While English novels almost 
302 Nicholas Rzhevsky (ed.), The Cambridge companion to modern Russian culture, p. 96 
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exclusively deal with the fate of English governesses in English families, the majority 
of tutors and governesses in Russian literature are, in fact, French, German or British. 
Foreigners and, in particular, Western Europeans were typecast early on by Russian 
authors. They found their way into modem Russian literature and, throughout the 
nineteenth century, became a nearly ubiquitous presence in it. In fact, a German or 
French character in Russian literature is about as common as a Russian character in 
W E 1· . 303 R' C' estern uropean Iterature IS rare. Any ussIan relerence to Western Europeans 
automatically raised the issue of Russia's position vis-a.-vis the West, and with it 
Russia's perceived inferiority. In this antagonistic view the foreign governesses and 
tutors in Russian literature acquired a predominantly negative image. 
As is known from history, the situation of governesses and tutors in general 
was not enviable. The discussion in chapter 2 showed how their work restricted them 
to the nursery or classroom, and how their education proved to be a barrier between 
them and the servants, while their social class removed them from their socially and 
economically more empowered employers. Their education, however, did not 
necessarily prevent them from being treated like mere servants themselves on 
occasion. Having an awkward status between the 'domestics' and the 'master', they 
were outsiders with no ties to the family or the servants, and were in no position to 
command respect. The misery of these teachers informs many representations in 
literature, British and Russian. The position of an Agnes Grey or a Jane Eyre in the 
novels of the same titles by the Bronte sisters is in many respects comparable to that 
303 Valentin Kiparsky, p. 11 
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of an English Miss described by Pushkin or Chekhov. As Pushkin put it in his novel 
/(y6poecKUU [Dubrovskii]: the tutor's profession was an "unfortunate" one (<<e 
HeCttaCmHOM 3eaHUU yttUmefl51» 304 ["in the unfortunate capacity as teacher"]). 
Alienation, isolation and loneliness were common grievances. Nobody expresses this 
more poignantly than Nikolenka, the first person narrator of Tolstoi's jJemcmeo 
[Childhood}, commenting on his German tutor Karl Ivanych: 
«EeOHblU, 6eoHblU cmapuK! Hac MH020, .ltbl U2pae.H, Halt 
eeceflO, a OH - OOUH OOUHeUleHeK, U Hw.:mo-mo e20 He 
npUflacKaem. JIpaeoy OH 20eopum, ttmo OH cupoma».305 
["Poor, poor old man. We are many, we can play together, and 
we are happy, but he - he is completely alone. There is nobody 
to caress him on occasion. He is right when he says that he is an 
orphan"]. 
The children have each other to play with, the grown up members of the family have 
their own interests, and the servants direct their own sphere of influence' downstairs' . 
Only the tutor stands alone, isolated by the circumstances of his profession, social 
status and, in the case of Russia, frequently by his nationality. 
The position of a governess and a tutor is that of an outsider who remains a 
stranger, however much he or she loves, or is loved, by the children. The greatest 
disadvantage of their position was their dependency on the goodwill of their 
.1114 A.C. nYWKHH, flO.7Hoe co6paHue CO'lUHeHUI16 OeCflmu mo.wax, T. VI, c. 260 
305 n.H. TOJIcTOH,Demcm6o, OmpO'leCm60, lOHocmb, c. 10 
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employer. In Chekhov's short story 'JIepeno.7ox' ['An Upheaval'], the governess 
suffers the indignity of having her room searched in her absence, because her 
landlady misses a piece of jewellery. Obviously, the first suspicion falls upon the 
household staff, as well as on the hapless and innocent governess. The lady shrugs off 
complaints with a «51 n70XO eeplO 3mu.:tt ytte1-lblM 6eOH5IttKw.r»306 ["I don't trust these 
educated poor wretches"], when in fact, the brooch was taken by her own husband. 
She obviously sees no difference between her servants and the governess. Equally, in 
another example, a whim of the landlord could mean unemployment, as Karl Ivanych 
in Childhood has to experience. After years of faithful work for the family, his 
employer suddenly no longer deems his services as necessary. 
«J! OeeHaOl1amb .7em JlCuey e 3mO.14 Oo.He U M02Y CKa3amb nepeo 
6020A1, ... ttmo 51 ux [oemeu] .7106wz U 3aHU1taJlCJl UHU 60.!1bUte, 
tte.1t eJICeflU 6bl 3mo 6blflU .'\tOU co6cmeeHHble oemu. . .. J(a, 
menepb 51 He HYJICeH cmaJl, .HeH5I U Haoo np02Hamb,' a 20e 
307 06eU/aHU5I? 20e 6fla20oapHocmb?» 
["I have been living in this house for twelve years, and before 
God I can say ... that I have loved them, and worked for them, 
even more than if they had been my own children. And now that 
I am no longer needed they drive me away. And what about 
their promises? Where is their gratitude?"]' 
306 A.n. 4eXOB, flo.moe Co6paHue COlJliHeHUU u fluce.\1 e 30 mOAf{L'(, T. IV, c. 334 
307 J1.H. TOJICTOH, j]emcmeo. ompOlJecmeo. IOHocmb, c. 19 
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A teacher's position could even lead to bodily harm. Kirila Petrovich Troekurov. a 
landowner of the old type in Pushkin's Dubrovskii, is reported to be violent: 
«J! CflblXaJl 0 HeM .11a.70 006p020. CKa3bl8alOm, ... ~mo C 
y~umeflJlMU (avec les outchitels) OH He LjepeMOHUmCJl u YJICe 
08yX 3aceK 00 C\1epmw).308 
["I've heard very little good about him .... They say he doesn't 
stand on ceremony with his tutors (avec les outchitels), and that 
he has already flogged two of them to death"]. 
Nor does Troekurov hesitate to 'playa joke' at the expense of his French tutor by 
locking him into a room together with a hungry bear. 
These fictional teachers were powerless, financially dependent, and had no 
rights against their employers other than leaving their position. and even that was 
denied them sometimes. In Chekhov's 'Ha ~yJIC6uHe' ['In a Foreign Land'], the 
former tutor Monsieur Champougne, degraded to serve as «8pOOe 60HHbi MYJICCK020 
nOfla»309 ["a kind of male bonne"] after the children had grown up, is forced to endure 
his employer's sneering and snide remarks about the French, their poor taste and bad 
habits. When Champougne decides to leave his tormentor, Kamyshev, the employer. 
with obvious enjoyment reminds him that he has accidentally lost the Frenchman's 
passport. Unable to leave without a passport, Monsieur Champougne has no choice 
but to continue listening to Kamyshev' s derisive philosophising about why Russians 
308 A.c. nYlllKHH, T. VI, c. 279 
309 A.n. 4eXOB, T. IV, c. 163 
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are so much superior to the French and what makes France such an abominable place. 
«TaKUM 06pa30M CmpaOGl-IUfl lliaMnYHfl He UMelOm KOH4a ». 310 ["And thus 
Champougne's sufferings are everlasting"]' The female heroine of Pushkin' s 
Dubrovskii perceives the French tutor as follows: 
«Mama He o6pamwta HUKaK020 8HUMaHUfl Ha .\(0.700020 
PpaH4Y3a, 80cnumaHHafl 8 apucmOKpamU4ecJ\.UX 
npeopaCCYOKax, Y4umeflb 6blfl Oflfl Hee poo c.nY2u U.:7U 
Macmep08020, a cflY2a Uflb Macmep080U He Ka3aJZCfl eu 
MYJlC4UHOlO».311 
["Masha paid not the least attention to the young Frenchman: 
having been brought up with aristocratic prejudices, she 
regarded a tutor as a kind of servant or artisan; and servants or 
artisans were not men in her eyes"]. 
Russian authors miss few chances to show Western Europeans in an inferior position 
to their Russian employers. Very rarely this evokes pity; more often it leads the 
narrative to denigrate the foreigners themselves. 
The typification of governesses in Western European literature tends to invite 
a sympathetic interpretation. They are usually stereotyped as genuinely good, 
cultivated, intelligent and long-suffering individuals. Jane Eyre struggles with her 
solitude and the limiting, stagnating and restrained existence to which women of her 
310 Ibid .. c. 166 
311 A.c. nYWKHH, T. VI, c. 261 
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time and in her position (educated but poor) were condemned.312 Her two cousins. 
Diana and Mary Rivers, are forced to toil among strangers who regard them "only as 
humble dependants, and who neither knew nor sought out their innate excellences, 
and appreciated only their acquired accomplishments as they appreciated the skill of 
their cook or the taste of their waiting-woman".313 The governess in Henry James's 
The Turn of the Screw is described as "a most charming person" and "the most 
agreeable woman I've ever known in her position".314 Jane Fairfax in Jane Austen's 
Emma talks about the "evil day",315 when she will "retire from all the pleasures of 
life, of rational intercourse, equal society, peace and hope, to penance and 
mortification for ever",316 i.e. when she will have to start working as a governess. The 
women working in this profession are portrayed as pleasant, good and hardworking; 
their difficulties arise from their profession and their employers. 
While English governesses were trying to fight against these two odds, their 
counterparts in Russian literature are depicted in almost exclusively negative terms. 
The foundation for this trend was laid in the late eighteenth century. The foreign tutor 
was among the first types that were developed in modem Russian literature, together 
with such characters as the civil servant, courtiers, landowners and military 
personnel, and he was invariably a figure of ridicule and disrepute. A look at the 
historical underpinnings of this stereotype show that in the mid-eighteenth century, 
312 Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, p. 110 
313 Ibid., p. 357 
31.J Henry James, The Turn a/the Sere'H', p. 2 
315 Jane Austen, Emma, p. 164 
316 Ibid., p. 165 
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and in particular after the French Revolution, a great number of fortune seekers found 
their way into Russia. Many of them, "ex-tailors, cooks and soldiers",317 exploited 
their native language for a livelihood, as their arrival coincided with 'Gallomania' 
among many members of the gentry. It was in this context that the typification of 
their profession in literature commenced. As was discussed in chapter 1, the 
knowledge of French (and to a lesser extent German and English), refined manners 
and Western-style dress had become obligatory for ambitious Russian noblemen to 
such an extent as to require the presence of at least one foreign instructor. French and 
German tutors quickly became a recognisable figure in Russian journals. 
One of those was the )/{uBonucell [The Painter], for example, which came out 
in 1772,318 and began a «6oPb6a c 61OpoKpamueu, napa3umupylOU/UM OBopflHcmBoM 
u zaflfloMaHueu»319 ["a struggle with the bureaucracy, the parasitizing nobility and 
Gallomania"]' For those writers who rejected Gallomania, the image of 'stupid 
Frenchman' was an easy literary tool, a ready-made type, which needed no thorough 
explanation on the part of the author. These tutors are roughly sketched, 
underdeveloped, negligible, and conspicuous for displaying only a minimum of 
personal features. They were characterised by their complete incompetence as 
teachers, their fraudulent nature and the failure of their employers to recognise them 
317 Maximiliane MUntjes, p. 78 
318 Edited by N.I. Novikov 
319 ,ll,eHHc <l>OHBH3HH, Co6paHue CotJuHeHuu, T. I, BcrynHTeJIbHaR CTaTbH H KOMMeHTapHH r.n. 
MaKoroHeHKo,c. xx 
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as impostors. The portrayal of these Frenchmen is hardly ever completely hostile; 
more often they are simply depicted as objects ofridicule.32o 
Early examples of this can be found in Fonvizin's plays Heoopoc.% [The 
Minor] (1781) and Bbl60p zyeepHepa [Choosing a Tutor] (1792), which helped to 
shape the type of the foreign tutor and served as a reference point for subsequent 
authors. Both plays are set on a country estate and deal with the lack of education 
among the landowning gentry. Equally, both foreigners tum out to be frauds of low 
origin, and completely incompetent as teachers. The name of the German Adam 
Adamych Vral'man in The Minor already reveals his character321 : it comes from the 
Russian verb «epamb», meaning 'to lie'. He is employed to teach his pupil «no-
rjJpaHl/Y3CKU u eceM HaYKaM»322 ["French and all the sciences"], although he actually 
seems to be singularly opposed to education. « YMapum xamJlm peneHKa!»323 ["Zey 
vont to kill ze poy!"], and «Kanbl He CaMapUflU erjJo Ha YUleHbe!»324 ["if only zey 
don't ofervork him too mutch"] are his exclamations when he finds his pupil at work 
studying with the other two tutors, Kuteikin and Tsyfirkin. According to Vral'man's 
viewpoint, his 16-year-old charge Mitrofan should learn «KaK Ulumb rjJ crjJeme»325 
["how to lif in ze forld"], which includes, for example, avoiding the company of 
320 Maximiliane Mtintjes, p. 124 
321 These 'telling names' are very common in eighteenth-century Russian literature. Not only Vral'~an 
and Pelikan from Choosing a Tutor are characterised by their names; nearly all the other characters In 
the two plays are equally earmarked. 
3"" 
-- ~eHHc <l>OHBH3HH, c. 114 
323 Ibid., c. 145 
J24 Ibid., c. 146 
325 Ibid. 
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intelligent people, and watching «nOflbUlOU ccjJem c Koce,7»326 ["ze bik forId from ze 
coatch pox"]. Vral'man's approach to 'all the sciences' in his teaching of Mitrofan is 
highlighted when a more learned visitor, Pravdin, arrives from Moscow and begins 
exammmg the boy to see what exactly he has been learning under Vral'man's 
tutelage. 
326 Ibid. 
IIpaeoUl-t. f-/mo JIC ebl e Heu [zpaMMamUKe 1 3Haeme? 
MumpocjJaH. MHOZO. CYUf,eCmeUmeflbHa oa npWlazame.7bHa ... 
IIpaeouH. J(eepb, HanpUMep, KaKoe UMJl: cYUf,ecmeume.7blwe 
WlU npWlazameflbHoe? 
MumpocjJaH. J(eepb, Komopa oeepb? 
IIpaeouH. Komopa oeepbl Bom 3ma. 
MumpocjJaH. 3ma? IIpWlazameflbHa. 
IIpaeouH. IIolieMY JlCe? 
MumpocjJaH. IIomoMY limo oHa npWlOJICeHa 1\. ceoeMY .l1ecmy. 
BOH Y liYflaHa Ulecma HeOeflJl oeepb cmoum eUf,e He 
HaeeUleHa: maK ma nOKaMecm cYUf,ecmeume.'lbHa. 
[ .. .] 
IIpaeouH. A OafleKO flU ebl e ucmopuu? 
MumpocjJaH. J(afleKO flb? KaKoea ucmopUJl. B UHOU 3aflemUUlb 
3a mpUOeeJlmb 3e.l1eflb, 3a mpuoecJlmo 4apcmeo. 
IIpaeouH. AI Tal{ 3mou-mo ucmopuu Ylium eac Bpa7b}.taH? 
[ .. .] 
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MumpocpaH. Hem, HaUl AOa.M AOaMbPI ucmopuu He 
paCCKa3bl6aem; OH, llmo R JlCe, CaM 
CJlYUlamb. 
[Pravdin. So, what do you know about grammar? 
Mitrofan. A lot. I know nouns and adjectives ... 
oxomHUK 
Pravdin. What is "the door", for example, a noun or an 
adjective? 
Mitrofan. The door? Which one? 
Pravdin. What do you mean, which one! That one. 
Mitro fan. That one? That's an adjective. 
Pravdin. But why? 
Mitrofan. Because it has formed a junction with its place. There 
is a door next to the larder that has been standing there 
for six weeks, and which hasn't been fitted yet. For the 
time being, that door is a noun. 
Pravdin. And how far have you got in history? 
Mitrofan. How far? That depends on the history. In some you 
fly across three times nine countries to the thirtieth 
Tsardom. 
Pravdin. I see. That's the kind of history Vral'man teaches you, 
is it? 
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Mitrofan. No, our Adam Adamych doesn't tell me histories. He 
is like me, he prefers to listen to them himself]. 
So, according to what Mitrofan has learned from Vral'man's teaching, whether or not 
the word "door" is an adjective or a noun depends on its permanent or temporary 
position. By history Mitrofan understands stories, i.e. fairy-tales. That the 
representation of Vral'man acted as a kind of model for subsequent \\Titers is 
revealed by the fact that Pushkin uses exactly the same words (and stresses them in 
italics) to describe his French tutor in KanumaHCKClfl OOllKa [The Captain's 
Daughter]. Like Vral'man, M. Beaupre has been employed to teach his pupil «no-
ppaHl1Y3CKU, nO-HeMel1KU U 8ceM HaYKaM» 327 ["French, German, and all the 
sciences"]' 
Although Vral'man comes across as a thoroughly ignorant person and a bully 
(especially at the expense of the other two instructors, whom he calls «npe"-(lJlmble 
CJzameu» ["curst fillains"]), and despite his parasitical and fruitless existence, it is the 
Prostakovs who are at fault. They heed his every word, which becomes even more 
ridiculous when Vral'man's true profession is revealed in the end: he used to be a 
cabby-driver. He explains the reason for his deception as follows: 
327 A.C. nyWKHH, np03a, opaHamU4eCKue npOll36eoeHUR, c. 68 
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«He Jl nepCPblU, He Jl nOCflemHUU. Tpu Mececa cP MOCKcpe 
UtamaflCJl ne3 Mecm, KymUtep Huxme He Hama. IIpuUI.no .... tHe 
fluno C 20flom Mepemb, fluno YUtUmeflb ... ».328 
["I'm neizer ze first nor ze last. I hung around Moskow for zree 
mons wizout a place. Noboddy need a coachman. My only 
choice was to becom a teatcher or starf']. 
He deceived not so much out of choice, but because the opportunity was presented to 
him. Vral'man is not represented as a calculating confidence trickster. The visiting 
Starodum turns out to have been his former employer, when Vral'man was still 
working as a cabby-driver. Starodum remembers the German as a kind man who 
would not take anything that was not his. Vral'man did not lie to the Prostakovs out 
of malice, although while the deception lasted he was quick to make the most of it. 
The same attitude can be found in Pelikan, a French 'tutor' who is looking for 
employment with Prince Slaboumov and his wife in Choosing a· Tutor. While 
Vral'man is given the opportunity to speak and reveal his motives and some aspects 
of his personality, Pelikan is entirely depicted through the comments of his past and 
prospective employers. The Slaboumovs are not endowed with any more intelligence 
than the Prostakovs, and while Mrs Prostakova, out of devotion and love, was aiming 
to give her son the best education possible, Princess Slaboumova is only concerned 
about her status and the issue of what is becoming to the son of a prince. The qualities 
328 ,n:eHHc Cl>OHBH3HH, c. 174 
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of the Russian officer Nel'stetsov, another possible tutor, are brushed aside. His high 
qualifications are not good enough, simply because he refuses to give the ten-year-old 
Vasilii the title «eaUle CUJlmeJlbCmeo» ["Your Excellency"]. Pelikan's qualities. on 
the other hand, include a slavish demeanour and a readiness to call V asilii and the 
parents 'votre. altesse '. Even when Seum, the marshal of the nobility, reveals 
Pelikan's real origin and profession, Princess Slaboumova is not convinced: 
C e Y M. «Ceu nycmOZOJlOeblU ppaHlfY3 6blJl eo ([)paHlfuu e 
KaKou-Hu6YOb 60ZaOeJlbHe nOOJleKapeM; YMeem peamb 3y6bl U 
eblpe3bleamb M030JlU, - HO 60JlbUle HUttezo. OH npuexwz e 
POCCUlO, U 51 e OPYZOM HGMeCmHUtteCmee, zOe y MellJl ecmb 
OepeeHJl, yeuoee ezo e yttUmeJlflX y oemeu 6JlaZOpOOHblX, 3a 00,72 
ctteJl OOJlOJICUmb 0 mOM HGMeCmHUKY, KomopblU, cttumG5l maKUX 
n06poOJlZ 3JlOepeOHblMu omettecmey, eblZHGJl ezo eOH no .1tOe.HY 
npeOCmaeJleHUlO, U OJlJl mozo OH, yeUOJl MeHJl, omc100a 
ebl6eJICGJl, euOHO 60JlCb, ttm06Jl ezo e opyzou pa3 He nOZHGJl no 
329 Ulee». 
K H 51 Z U H 51 (npo ce6Jl). «,l(YMGJla Jlb 51, ttm06 },1bl, npu3eae 
npeoeOOumeJlJl OJlJl CblCKaHUfl CblHY HaUleMY HacmaeHUKa, 
JlUUlW1UCb ttpe3 Hezo oocmouHozo zyeepHepa, Komopblu, ecmynJl 
e Ko.11Hamy, HattGJl meM, ttmo omoGJl HGM OOJlJICHOe, lHteHOeae 
330 
.11eHJl U .1tYJICa .Hoezo: votre altesse». 
329 )J.eHI1C <1>OH8113I1H, Co6paHue COlJUHeHUII 6 06yX mOMax, T. I. c. 202 
330 Ibid. 
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[S e u m. "This empty-headed Frenchman used to be a quack in 
some poor-house. He knows how to pull teeth and cut corns -
and that's it. He came to Russia, and in a different part of the 
country where I've got a village I saw him teaching children of 
noblemen. I considered it my duty to report him to the 
authorities. The governor considered these tramps to be harmful 
to our country. Therefore, upon my recommendation, he chased 
him away. That's why, when he saw me, he ran off. He was 
obviously afraid that he might be thrown out yet again." 
P r inc e s s (aside). "It didn't occur to me that in appealing to 
the marshal to help us find an instructor for our son he would 
deprive us of a worthy tutor. A tutor, who, when he entered the 
room, began by addressing us properly and called myself and 
my husband votre altesse."] 
Pelikan, true to type, is depicted as ignorant and dishonest. In The Minor, the 
revelation of Vral'man's true profession as cab driver failed to get any comment 
from his employers. In the play Choosing a Tutor, Fonvizin goes one step further to 
enhance the comedy and social criticism of the provincial nobility. Princess 
Slaboumova remains convinced that Pelikan would have been the perfect tutor. even 
when his fraudulent nature is revealed. 
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This type was not only used as a literary device in the eighteenth century. but 
found its way into nineteenth-century Russian literature as well. Pushkin continues 
the tradition of placing the French and Gennan tutor of questionable credentials into 
his plots. All of his French tutors, for example, have changed little since their first 
appearance in eighteenth-century Russian journals (like the )/{u8onUCelj 33/ [The 
Painter]. Monsieur Beaupre in The Captain's Daughter is a fonner barber and soldier. 
Monsieur Desforges in Dubrovskii a confectioner, and both have come to Russia 
«pour etre outchitel, He OtteHb nOHUMaJl 3HatteHue 3m020 C.708a» 332 ["pour etre 
outchitel, in order to become teachers, without properly understanding the meaning of 
the word"]. Both are given very little to say and play minor roles. After the first few 
paragraphs, which describe the 'education' of the main protagonist and first person 
narrator Petr Andreevich Grinev in The Captain's Daughter, Monsieur Beaupre gets 
no further mention. And the process of 'education' is only noteworthy for its 
complete absence: 
331 Cf. p. 132 
«OH npeonotteJl HacKopo 8blyttUmbCJl om MeHJl Koe-KaK 
60Jlmamb no-pyccl\.U, - U nomOM Ka:JICOblU U3 Hac 3aHUMaJlCJl 
333 Y:JICe C80UM OeJlOM». 
["He preferred to learn a smattering of Russian from me. From 
then on, we both minded our own business"]. 
332 A.c. nYWKHH, flp03a, opaHamUlJeCKUe npOU3BeoeHUfl, c. 68 
m Ibid. 
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It is curious to note that up until Pushkin, particular stress was placed on the 
inferior social status of tutors, (so prevalent in F onvizin' s work, for example). 
Subsequent writers, however, did not develop this characteristic any further, but 
instead, simply avoided giving any background information on their foreign 
instructors at all. There are two possible reasons why Russian authors in the 
eighteenth and early nineteenth century tended to focus on the unsophisticated nature 
of their foreign instructors. Firstly, this image is partly representative of actual 
conditions existing in Russia at the time. And secondly, it criticises and ridicules the 
the backward provincial nobility who, through ignorance, lack of money, and 
unquestioning adoration of everything French or Western, entrusted their children to 
highly unsuitable teachers. To stress this point, writers focused on the tutor's or 
governess's inferior status and created a one-sided image, which totally ignored not 
only the positive experiences which many Russians had with their foreign instructors, 
but also presented these foreign characters as masks rather than individuals. 
The more the Russian upper classes moved away from their exceSSIve 
emulation of Western Europeans and began to question their own position vis-a-vis 
the West, the less important the lowly origins of their Western European governesses 
and tutors seems to have become in literature. Whereas before in the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries, the narratives stressed the fact that foreign tutors were 
cab-drivers, quacks, barbers, soldiers and confectioners, authors like Turgenev and 
Tolstoi no longer point out the previous occupations of their instructors. Other issues 
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moved to the foreground and found expression In literature. 334 The Gallomania, 
which had shaped the nobility of the eighteenth century under the Empresses 
Elizaveta Petrovna and Catherine II, decreased considerably during the Napoleonic 
Wars, and new trends began to appeal to the Russian nobility. Anglomania, for 
example, attracted a small following among a limited section of St Petersburg society. 
although it was generally restricted to the very affluent who could afford to import 
English landscape gardeners, English horses, trainers, jockeys and so on. More 
universally, Russia's fascination with the West finally turned into the well-known 
debate between the Slavophiles and Westernisers. 
Literature's stereotypical feature of incompetence and the insufficient level of 
education among tutors and governesses, however, had become part of how Russians 
perceived this particular profession and is hardly ever questioned or developed. The 
stereotype can be found in the writings of F onvizin through to Kuprin. In many 
novels, short stories and plays from Pushkin onwards the focus on foreigners shifts to 
the professional activity itself, i.e. teaching, for which they were employed, or, more 
accurately, its absence. Foreigners are hardly ever shown to be actually doing any 
teaching. This portrayal is essentially and elaboration of the theme of incompetence. 
This seems to be the case especially with the governesses who came to feature 
more prominently in fiction. The first foreign woman depicted in modern Russian 
m For the discussion of how the role of governesses and tutors in Russian literature changed, see 
chapter 5. 
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literature was Miss Jackson,335 introduced by Pushkin in his 'EapblUlHfl-KpecmbflHl.:G' 
['The Squire's Daughterd36 ], the last of the five stories in IIoeecmu nOKOlm020 
HeaHa IIempoeUl-la EeIIKuHa [The Tales of the Late Ivan Petrovich Belkin]. 
Unsurprisingly, she is of British origin. In the late eighteenth century. an English 
education came to epitomise 'a good education'. This belief was strengthened by a 
common admiration of the British aristocracy, its way of life, and Britain's imperial 
and industrial clout, which made English culture, manners and the language even 
more desirable for members of the ambitious, Westernising, Russian elite.337 Unlike 
most of their French or German counterparts, English governesses were seen as 
highly qualified,338 and the fact that there were fewer of them working in Russia 
increased their 'snob appeal' in the eyes of Russian society.339 Despite the respect, 
which the Russians usually reserved for the British at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, the literary representation of English governesses does not deviate from the 
fairly negative depiction established for the French and the German representatives of 
the profession. This pattern, originally established for the type of the tutor, was 
transferred onto the governess. 
In this aspect the foreign governess in Russia differs from her counterpart in 
English literature. A Jane Eyre might talk to her Rochester in the evenings, but during 
the day she teaches her pupil. She might be getting married in a month' s time, but in 
335 Valentin Kiparsky, p. 83 . . . , 
336 Alternatively, the title of this short story has been translated as 'MIstress mto Maid 
337 Broughton, Trev, and Ruth Symes (eds.), p. 154 . . , , ' 
338 Bea Howe, p. 15. English governesses are described as part of Bntam s top-grade export to the 
world. 
339 Ibid., p. 130 
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the meanwhile she continues to work with Adele. In Pushkin and subsequent \\riters, 
governesses are depicted as idle and this hardly changes throughout the century.340 It 
even features in Chekhov's play Buuu/e6blu caO [The Cherry Orchard] of 1904, 
although the governess here is endowed with a more complex profile. From a quiet 
mentor, invisible and unimportant, the governess Charlotta Ivanovna has been 
transformed into a highly eccentric character who entertains the adults rather than 
teaches the children. 
The literary representation of the governess begins to draw more upon the 
literary imagination than on historically credible representation, especially when the 
reputation of English women who were coming to Russia is taken into consideration. 
In his When Miss Emmie was in Russia (1977), personal interviews with English 
ladies who had worked as governesses in Russia in the early 1900s led Harvey 
Pitcher to the following conclusion: 
"The English governess in Russia was well treated because she 
did provide an excellent service, thereby acquiring a high 
professional reputation and coming to be keenly sought after 
[ ... ]. She was valued for the quiet yet determined way in which 
she introduced some order and system into the otherwise 
haphazard Russian approach to bringing up children". 341 
340 Further examples would be Turgenev's Mademoiselle Bonco.urt in Rudi~, Herr ~c~i~mel in 
'Faust', the English governesses in Tolstoi's Anna Karenina, MISS Jenners m Kupnn s The Poor 
Prince', and Chekhov's 'A Daughter of Albion'. 
341 Harvey Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia. p. 35,36 
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In Pitcher's experience, English teachers were good instructors and were chosen bY 
their Russian employers for that very reason. 
In literature, on the other hand, teaching does not even get a mention as, for 
example, in Pushkin's 'The Squire's Daughter'. Pushkin's unusual choice of an 
English governess, (French and German ones were, after all, much more numerous), 
highlights the fact that the landowner Muromskii is an eccentric and an extreme 
Anglophile. His daughter's governess is a further addition to his English garden, his 
English agricultural methods and his grooms dressed like English jockeys. Pushkin 
has his skaz narrator endow Miss Jackson with many of the characteristics that had 
become typical for the foreign tutor. Although there is no information as to her 
background, there is the suggestion that she does take advantage of her employer 
financially. She might not have lied or kept quiet about her qualifications like Adam 
Adamych Vral'man, but the 'exertions' she has to go through in order to earn a large 
amount of money are also minimal. Pushkin's Miss Jackson receives the stately sum 
of 2000 roubles per year. 342 Some fifty years earlier, Fonvizin's Vral'man had to 
settle for 300 roubles. Yet, she is never actually seen to be teaching her pupil (or 
doing anything else for that matter!). 
«Mucc }/(aKcoH, copoKa.7emHlOlO llonopHYlO oe8ulJ,Y, KOmOpaJl 
6e.7u..'[QCb U C)pb.1Iu.7a ce6e 6P08U, 08a pa3a 8 zoo 
W Her earnings are comparable with Dubrovskii's (in the disguise of Desforges) who earns 
3000Rblyear. 
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nepe'1.Umblea.na II a M e II y, nOJlY'1.a.na 3a mo Oee mblCR'1.U 
py6Jleii».343 
["Miss Jackson was a pnm, forty-year-old maiden who 
powdered her face, pencilled her eyebrows, re-read Pamela 
twice a year, and received two thousand roubles for it"]. 
In the short story 'In a Foreign Land', Chekhov summarises the tutor's task like this: 
eblCJlYUlueamb npa301lYlO 6o.7moelilO KClMbluteea, ecmb, numb, 
cnamb - u 60JlbUle, Ka:JICemCR, lIU'1.e20».344 
["He should be appropriately dressed, smell of perfume, listen to 
the idle chatter of Kamyshev, eat, drink and sleep. That was 
all"]. 
As we have seen, foreign governesses and tutors always tended to have an 
element of the ridiculous about them. Here too, having her read and re_read34s the 
novel Pamela,346 Pushkin's narrator seems to suggest that Miss Jackson is a middle-
aged, lonely unmarried woman who can only dream about marriage and sentimental 
love. The implication is clearly that romance will not be available to her ever. While 
343 57 A.C. nYlllKHH, TIp03a, 0paMamUlJeCKUe npoU3BeOeHUJl, c. -
344 A.n. lJ.exoB, T. IV, c. 163 
345 This is echoed in Tolstoi's Childhood, where the tutor Karl Ivanych only ever consults three books: 
«He.He11"YIO 6pOUllOpy 06 YHaBOJfCUBaHUU 020POOOB noo Kanycmy [ .. J, OOUH mOM ucmopuu 
Ce.\tWlemHeU BOUHbl [ .. J, nOllHblZI KYpc 2uopocmamUKU» [a German pamphlet about the fertilisation of 
cabbages grown in kitchen gardens"., one volume about the history of the Seven Years' War. '" and 
a complete guide to hydrostatics]. 
346 Pamela or "irtue Rewarded by Samuel Richardson was first published in 1740. It is \\Titten in 
epistolary form had a profound influence on the development of the modem novel. It deals with issues 
such as female honour, morality, virtue, social status and the constraints put on women by society. 
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Fonvizin ridiculed the Russian provincial nobility by letting them employ the likes of 
Vral'man and Pelikan, Miss Jackson herself has become a figure of ridicule. 
Moreover, Miss Jackson is the first in a line of women whose representation 
completely avoided the inclusion of individual character traits. She is introduced as a 
mere complement to her charge, the 17-year old Liza Muromskaia, and the reader 
learns nothing about her background, emotions and personality. There are no Russian 
equivalents of governesses like Jane Fairfax in Jane Austen's Emma, or Charlotte 
Bronte's Jane Eyre, who speak up for those thousands of women who are condemned 
to a life of isolation and inactivity, and deprived of an essential part of their personal 
freedom because of their sex. This voicelessness and insignificance is standard in the 
depiction of foreign teachers by Russian authors.347 Considering the historical fact 
that foreigners were responsible for the upbringing and education of generations of 
Russian upper-class children, their representation in Russian literature is entirely 
marginal. Their personal experiences are of very little importance and few are given a 
personal voice, even though it was their job to teach Russians how to be 'European'. 
Yet the issue of the acquisition of French, German or English does not tend to be 
problematised in literary narratives at all. 
Instead Russian texts are much more concerned with the external appearance , 
of foreign governesses and tutors than with their thoughts, feelings, intellect. 
347 Two very rare exceptions are Karl Ivanych Mauer in Tolstoi's Childhood who is given the 
opportunity to speak about his former life (although its veracity is questioned by the narrator), and the 
music teacher Lemm in Turgenev's A Nest a/the Gentry, who gets a whole chapter. 
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knowledge, experiences or personal opinions. Miss Jackson's representation focuses 
almost exclusively on her appearance which is 'typically' British, i.e. prim, stitT, 
unsmiling and rather ugly (good looks are the exclusive attribute of French 
governesses). In the description of foreigners, Russian writers often refer to animals. 
It is worth considering examples taken from different texts: «OO.120HOC020 JlCypa6.'lJl» 
[long-nosed crane], describes Schaaf in Turgenev's MeCJllf 6 oepe6He [A Month in the 
Country], whose name itself means 'sheep'; pbl6ue 2Jla3a [the fish eyes] serves Miss 
Jenners in Kuprin's 'EeoHblu npuHlf' ['The Poor Prince']; «6blpaJICeHUe 6 2Jla3QX [KaK} 
y cmapblX, OlJeHb YMHblX Jle2a6blX c06aK» ["an expression in her eyes like that of an 
old, intelligent setter"] characterises Mademoiselle Boncourt in Turgenev's PyOUH 
[Rudin]; the Swedish governess in Turgenev's J(60pJlHCKOe 2He300 [A Nest of the 
Gentry] has «3aJllJUe 2Jla3a» ["eyes like a rabbit"]: Mauer in Tolstoi' s Childhood has 
a «OPJlUHblU HOC» ["nose like an eagle"]; and Lemm in A Nest of the Gentry is 
described as follows: «e20 06UJlCeHUJl HanO.1tUHa.'lU HeY"-71OJlCee oxopauw6aHue C06bl 
6 KJlemKe» ["his movements reminded one of an owl in a cage, awkwardly preening 
its feathers"]' Chekhov's description of Miss Twice in 'Jl.O'-lb AJlb6uOHa' ["A 
Daughter of Albion'] is by far the most grotesque: 
«BblCOKaJl, mOHKaR aH2IlU'-laHKa C 6bznY"-7blMU pa'-lbUltU 
2,rza3a.HU U 60JlbUlUJW nmU'-lbUH HOCO.11, nOXOJICUlt CKopeu Ha 
KPIO'-lOK, '-le.1t Ha HOC». 
["A tall, thin Englishwoman with bulging crab-like eyes and a 
big bird-like nose, which looked more like a hook than a 
"] nose. . 
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In other places throughout the story, her Russian employer Griabov calls her by the 
following names: cmepJlJlOb; lJylJeJl0; lJepmO(3a KyKfla; KUKU,"tOpa; mpUmOHQ [a 
sterling, a stuffed animal or scarecrow, a bloody puppet, a monster, and a ne\\t]. 
When it comes to Russian characters, though, references to animals or even inanimate 
objects are not common. Such similes and metaphors emphasise the teachers' 
foreignness and, more importantly, their otherness from Russian normativity. This 
otherness is not accidentally likened to that of inferior beings, animals. The thinly-
veiled message that arises from such depiction is that although these Misses and 
Monsieurs might have come to Russia from countries of the' superior' West, they are 
not better than their Russian counterparts when it comes to looks and behaviour, quite 
the opposite. 
Some Russian authors share a tendency to stress the arrogance and the 
outward show of cultural superiority in the representation of their Western European 
characters. Either the foreigners themselves articulate this feeling, or they are 
suspected by Russians to harbour them. Miss Jackson, for example, «ywupWlQ co 
CKYKU (3 3mou (3 a p (3 a p C K 0 U P 0 C C U u»348 ["was dying of boredom in this 
barbarian Russia"]. As was pointed out in chapter 2, there were certainly foreigners 
in Russia who perceived the country and its inhabitants as backward and inferior to 
their country of origin. However, in Russian literature, this tendency seems to be 
348 A.c. nYWKHH, flp03a, opawamU'-IeCKUe np0U36eoeHUR, c. 52 
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greatly exaggerated. In Chekhov's ~In a Foreign Land' it is the Russian landowner 
who is convinced that his French tutor has the worst possible opinion of Russia. 
«[]o-eaUleMY, ece PyccKoe cKeepHo, a rPPaH4Y3cKoe - 0, C3 mp3 
JlCOJlU! »349 
["You think that everything Russian is foul, but everything French, 
oh, say tray zholee,,35o]. 
«[]o-eaUleMY, JlYl{Ule rPPaH4Y30e U fllooeu Hem. Yl{eHbZU, YHHbZU 
["You think there are no better people than the French. An educated 
and clever nation. Civilisation!"]. 
Monsieur Champougne' s assurances that he had never said anything to that effect are 
brushed aside. Kamyshev wants to believe that the Frenchman looks down on Russia 
and the Russians. Incidentally, it transpires from their conversation that, unable to 
bear Kamyshev's taunting and offensive remarks any longer, Champougne would 
very much like to leave his position. Yet, the landowner enjoys having an audience 
too much to let his tutor go. This insensitive and selfish exploitation of the 
Frenchman implies that Kamyshev is indeed neither well educated nor sophisticated. 
This short -story voices yet again the stereotypical perception of the foreign other. 
Furthermore Chekhov's narrative uses the Frenchman to hold up a mirror to those , 
Russians who, because they feel inferior, lash out against the West. 
349 A.n. Y.eXOB, T. IV, c. 163 
350 Fr. "C'est tres joli". 
351 A.n. Y.eXOB, T. IV, c. 164 
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Xenophobia in Russia, especially among the peasants and uneducated country 
folk, was widespread. The historical memoirs and diaries examined in chapter 3 do 
sometimes record opinions voiced by peasant nannies about the resident goyerness or 
tutor. This, for example, is what LA. Salov's nanny said about his German tutor, 
Andreas Trumheller: 
« fJmo yJIC '3mo, - 80ptJWla OHa, - Ha2Ha7U KQ1<ux-mo 
KOfl6aCHUK08 U omoaflU UM 6apCKoe oume. Born KaK U3 6apcKo2o 
oume HeMel1-mo coeflaem KaKo2o-HU6YOb CanOJICHUKa, 8 me 
nopbl U cnOX8amUmeCb».352 
["What is this, - she grumbled, - they found some sausage-eater 
and handed over the master's boy to him. Later they'll notice 
how that German will tum the master's boy into some cobbler. "] 
The recording of their foreignness and unfamiliar ways, and the portrayal of 
Russians' reactions and innate suspicion towards them was part of the representation 
of foreign instructors in Russian literature from the very beginning of their 
appearance. In Fonvizin's The Minor, the two Russian tutors, Kuteikin and Tsyfirkin, 
and many other secondary characters such as servants, 353 stationmasters 354 or 
peasants 355 by subsequent writers demonstrate this pattern. In Pushkin ' s The 
Captain's Daughter, for example, the groom Savel'ich grumbles about the arrival of 
the new French tutor who is about to replace him as teacher to the boy Grine\', 
352 J.1.A CallOB, « YM'·JaBwiec~ rO)lhI. l13 MOHXb BocnOMHHaHii1», c, 10 
353 AS. Pushkin, The Captain's Daughter 
354 A.S, Pushkin, Dubrovskii; N.S, Leskov, '}/(eJle3HaJl BORR' [, An Iron Will'] 
355 LN, Tolstoi, Anna Karenina 
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«IIpue3o e20 CWlbHO He nOHpaeURC51 CaeeflbutJy. "Crzaea 602Y" 
- eoPtJQfl OH npo ce651 - "KaJICemC51, oum51 YMblm, nputJecaH, 
HaKOpMfleH. Kyoa KaK HYJICHO mpamumb .rzuulHue oeHb2u, u 
HaHUMamb MYCbe, KaK 6yomo u ceoux .rzJooeii He cma70!"» 
["Savel'ich really disapproved of his coming. '~Thank God'" - he 
mumbled to himself. "The child is clean, combed and well-fed. 
Why would they want to waste good money on hiring this 
Frenchman, as if there weren't enough of us around!"] 
In Pushkin's Dubrovskii, the stationmaster does not give the required horses to a 
waiting Frenchman. 
«JJaii eMY floUlaoeii, oa npoearzucb OH K tJopmy. - IIoooJICoem, 
IIaxoMoeHa; Ha KOHlOUlHe ece20 mpu mpoiiKu, l{emeepma51 
omoblxaem. T020 u 2fl510U, nooocnelOm xopOULUe npOe3J1CUe; He 
XOl{Y ceoelO Uleeii omeel{amb 3a PpaH l1Y3a». 
["Just give him those horses and let him go to hell. - He can 
wait, Pakhomovna. There are only three troikas ready to go, the 
fourth one is resting. Good travellers could tum up any minute. I 
don't want to risk my neck for a Frenchman"]' 
Surprisingly, few of the fictional foreign tutors or governesses flaunt this 
notion of superiority. Miss Jackson in 'The Squire's Daughter' does believe that 
Russia is 'barbaric', but the majority are too insignificant and minor to act anywhere 
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but in the background. Their essentially unfavourable description in the narratiYe is 
enough to make an ideological point, therefore making it unnecessary to give them an 
actual voice. In fact, doing so would be counterproductive, as it might invite the 
reader to consider these men and women as individuals, rather than types. Chekhov's 
short story' A Daughter of Albion' is conspicuous though in that it gives a portrait of 
an English governess who seems to be the personification of arrogance and 
condescension. The landowner Griabov dislikes his children's English governess as a 
person, but moreover, he also seems to loathe her for being a representative of 
Western Europe. If she were 'only' the governess, an appendage to the family, 
employed to bring up the children in a socially desirable manner, she would probably 
be too unimportant to hold his attention. He cannot, however. ignore the presence of 
an Englishwoman. He concludes: «C npe3peHueM Ha 6ce CilOmpum»,·356 ... «6blUle 
mOflnbl cmoum!» '" H 3a Jl100eu Hac He cl(,umaem!»357 ["She holds everything here in 
contempt"; ... "She thinks she is something better!" ... "She doesn't regard us as 
human!"]' 
Griabov's hatred of Miss Twice is based on more than pure xenophobia. His 
greatest objection seems to be to her inability to communicate. Even after ten years in 
Russia, she is still unable to speak or even understand a single word of Russian. The 
narrative stresses her supposed inability to acquire conversational skills in Russian, 
thus allowing Griabov to vent his fury at her unchallenged. For him the 
.156 A.n. llexoB, PaccKa3bl, c. 4 
357 Ibid., C. 6 
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Englishwoman is like a red rag to a bull. Griabov (like Kamyshev in 'In a Foreign 
Land') assumes that the foreigner surely must feel condescending, patronising and 
haughty disrespect for all Russians, and the absence of a common language thwarts 
any rational dialogue. In this Miss Twice resembles other foreign characters (such as, 
for example, Champougne), who tend to exhibit incomprehension rather than 
arrogance about Russians and their country. This is partly explained by their inability 
to speak Russian, and partly by their lack of interest in their host country. Here. the 
type again deviates from historical governesses and tutors. Obviously, some never 
managed to or even strove to reach a high level of proficiency in Russian. One Henry 
William Kerby, who lived and worked in Russia from 1875 to 1911, never learned 
the language properly, "as if fearing that to do so would be to compromise his 
identity as an Englishman". 358 Yet, his five sisters who also spent most of their adult 
life living and teaching in Russia, "all spoke English and Russian with equal 
facility".359 
There is a clear development in the type of the foreign governesses and tutors, 
and the knowledge of Russian seems to be one indication of it. In eighteenth-century 
and early nineteenth-century works (from Fonvizin to Pushkin), when authors tended 
to stress the humble origin and incompetence of their foreign teachers, the likes of 
Vral'man spoke flawed and comical, but comprehensible and articulate Russian. 
Pushkin's Monsieur Beaupre in The Captain IS Daughter quickly learned enough 
358 Harvey Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 18 
359 Ibid., p. 23f. 
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Russian from his pupil to be able to pursue his interest in the fair sex. Many 
governesses and tutors in Turgenev, Tolstoi and Chekhov, however, are depicted as 
lacking the ability to communicate in Russian at all. Their inferred refusal to learn 
Russian and their inability to speak it even after years of residence in Russia becomes 
a new element in the representation of this type. Foreign instructors who had been 
employed to teach French, German and English were now reproached and debunked 
for failing to learn Russian. In literary representation, Russians, even among the 
intelligentsia, were convinced that foreigners were simply incapable of speaking 
Russian properly360, whereas Russians were proud of their own abilities in learning 
foreign languages. As Griabov, the landowner in Chekhov's 'A Daughter of Albion', 
exclaims: 
« Ham KaKou-Hu6YOb apucmoKpamumKa noeoem l\. IIUM U JlCU80 
361 
no-uxlIeMy 6pexamb lIaYlJ.UmCfl, a 0 11 u ... lJ.epm u x 3I1aem!» 
["Even the least of our noblemen, when he goes to them he 
quickly learns to prattle in their lingo, while they ... what the hell 
can you say about them!"]. 
Not only does this serve as a good enough reason to hate Miss Twice, but it also 
indicates that he regards Miss Twice's refusal to learn Russian as a deficiency and 
even an insult which extends to all foreigners, regardless of nationality. It can be 
argued that Russian literature began to foreground national pride which had come as a 
result of several developments during the early parts of the nineteenth century. These 
360 Maximiliane MUntjes, p. 107 
361 A.n. 4exoB, PaCCKa3bl, c. 4 (my italics) 
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included the experiences of the Napoleonic Wars, the Vienna Congress, the debate 
among intellectuals as to how to define Russia's strengthened military and political 
position vis-a.-vis the West, the rise of nationalism throughout the German-speaking 
lands and Eastern Europe which influenced the thinking of the Russian intelligentsia 
and heightened the concern about identity at the time of the debate behveen 
Westernisers and Slavophiles, and the attempts by the government to define the 
Russian state. This stereotype had become so entrenched by the time Chekhov wrote 
his satire, that he could take it to extremes in the interaction between his landowner 
and governess in 'A Daughter of Albion'. The stress on the ability of Russian 
noblemen in literature to speak foreign languages shows a desire in Russian cultural 
consciousness to articulate a favourable image of Russian identity. 
As was demonstrated above, nationality is often of secondary importance in 
the representation of foreign (Western European) governesses and tutors. Their 
literary portrayal is more concerned with their being from the West in general and 
with their inferiority in social status, physical appearance and language ability. 
However, national stereotypes nevertheless impress upon the consciousness of 
Russian authors and do form part of the description of foreigner instructors. There are 
many associations connected with individual nationalities in Russian literature, which 
were developed over centuries and have their origin in popular culture. As my literary 
evidence clearly implies, the French are 'known' to be superficial, vain and 
flirtatious the British are shown as skilled, cold and stiff, and the Germans have a , 
well-established literary image as pedantic. hard-working, frugal and narrow-minded 
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people. Commonly accepted stereotypes are simply re-articulated and thereby 
strengthened. 
In Dubrovskii, for example, Pushkin refers to an eighteenth-century and rather 
obscure characteristic associated with the French, i.e. whistling. Monsieur Deforges, a 
Frenchman on his way to the estate of landowner Kirila Petrovich Troekurov to take 
up his new position as tutor, is stranded without horses at a provincial posting inn. 
Deforges never reaches his destination, because the brigand Dubrovskii takes his 
place, but even the short interlude, the meeting between Deforges and Dubrovskii at 
the inn is important for the development of the story. It explains Dubrovskii's 
disguise as French tutor and his presence on Kirila Petrovich Troekurov's estate. 
When Pushkin introduces the Frenchman he is whistling, which the stationmaster's 
wife greatly resents. 
« Bom 602 nOCJlGfl ceucmYlla, - 20eopUfla olla enOfl20floca. - 3x 
6 - 6 3~ noceucmbleaem, '1mo 011 flOnllYfl, OKa5lllllbLU acyp.lWII». 
["The Lord blessed us with a whistler," she muttered. "Ugh, how 
he goes on and on! I wish he'd burst, the cursed infidel"], 
This notion that French people like to whistle (a feature that is condemned by many 
Russians even today, because it is supposed to drive money away) can be traced back 
to the eighteenth century. In Nikolai Gavrilovich Kurganov's Onucb Ka'1ecme 
362 A.C. DYWKHH, T. VI, c. 277 
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3namneuUlux EeepOneUCKUX Hapoooe (1769) various nations are characterised like 
this: 
«liUlnanel1 [sic] nflalJem, umaJluanel1 JlCaJlyemcJl, ne.1te l1 2020lJem, 
20flanOel1 opa3nUmCJl» and «¢ pan 11 y 3 C e u C mum». 363 
["The Spaniard weeps, the Italian complains, the German giggles, 
the Dutchman teases and the Frenchman whistles ".364] 
The most common association with French people, however, is their 
supposedly exciting love life?65 Although Pushkin gives a rare example of a French 
tutor in his The Captain's Daughter who shows «cmpacmb l\. npeKpacnoMy no.'ly»366 
["passion for the fair sex"], this label is more regularly given to French women, i.e. 
French governesses turned mistresses. They are never described in any great detaiL 
but even a fleeting allusion to their presence, their "typical" French good looks and 
fiery, promiscuous temperament can have an impact on the plot. MIle Mimi. for 
example, in Pushkin's Dubrovskii is indirectly responsible for Dubrovskii's presence 
on Troekurov's country estate: she is the mother of Troekurov's illegitimate son. She 
had left the estate long before Pushkin picks up the narration, and her sole use to the 
story is to provide Troekurov with a reason to employ a tutor, which then turns out to 
be Dubrovskii. An equally short appearance of a French governess, Mademoiselle 
Roland, can be found in Tolstoi's Anna Kapenuna [Anna Karenina]. Stepan 
363 H.r. KypraHoB POCCUUCKaR YHU6epCaJlbHaR ZpaH.HamUKa, CaHKT neTep6ypr, 1769; cited in 
CepreH HHKOJlaeB, c. 19 
364 M . I' Y Ita ICS. 
365 Valentin Kiparsky, p. 88 
366 A.C. nyWKHH, T. VI, c. 394 
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Arkad'ich Oblonskii had had an affair with her. This is the cause for the disruption in 
the Oblonskii household at the beginning of the novel, which leads to the famous first 
sentence: «Bce ClJaCmJlU6bZe ceMbU noxo:JICu opyz Ha opyza, Ka:JICOWl HeCllacm7U6Wl 
367 ["H ~ '1' I' ceMbR HeClJaCmJlU6a no-c6oeMy» appy lamlles are a 1 alIke; every unhappy 
family is unhappy in its own way"]. One implication clearly seems to be that a state 
of normalcy is disrupted by the presence and actions of foreigners. 
Chekhov's 'J(opozue YPOKU' ['Expensive Lessons'] also has at its core the 
perceived sexuality of a Frenchwoman, in this case the language teacher of the main 
protagonist Vorotov. The story is told by a third person narrator, but almost 
everything the reader learns about Mademoiselle Enquete is derived from Vorotov's 
comments and thoughts, which tend to focus on her physical appearance. As was 
discussed above (p. 147-149), the physical description is a frequent attribute of the 
governess/tutor type. Her first appearance includes a lengthy description of her dress, 
figure and possible age: 
«MOJlOOaJl, no nOCJleOHeU Mooe, U3blCKaHHO oOemWl 
6apblUlHR»; «3mo 6blJla HacmORUf.Wl, OlJeHb U3RUf.HWl 
mOMHOJlty, no KOpOm1\.U1t KYOPR6blM 60JlOca .... l U Heecmecm6eHHO 
mOHKOU mallUU eu .11O:JICHO 6blJlO oamb He 6oJ7bUle 18 Jlem»; 
«63ZJlRHY6 :JICe Ha ee UlupoKue, XOPOUlO pa36umble nTfellU, Ha 
KpaCU6YlO cnUHY U cmpozue ?Tfa3a, Bopomo6 nooy.lla'l, limo ell. 
367 11.H. TOllCTOH, Co6paHue cO'luHeHuii e oeaOllamu mO.Hax, T. VIII, c. 7 
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HaeepHoe, He MeHbUle 23 Jlem, 6bzmb MOJICem, oaJICe ece 25,' HO 
nomOM On.flmb cmarzo Ka3ambC.fl, {{mo eu mO.7bKO 18» 
["She was a young lady, a genuine Frenchwoman, elegantly 
dressed according to the latest fashion and still quite young. 
Judging by her pale, languid face, her short curly hair, and her 
unnaturally slim waist, she could have been eighteen"; "but 
looking at her broad, well-developed shoulders, her beautiful 
back and her stem eyes, V orotov thought that she was no less 
that three-and-twenty and might be already twenty-five. But 
then again she seemed to be no more than eighteen years old"]. 
Her countenance, however, does not correspond to that of a 'typical' Frenchwoman: 
the expression in her eyes is severe; her face is cold, professional and unsmiling 
rather than sensual and flirtatious. The story develops out of Vorotov's failure to 
understand Mademoiselle Enquete's businesslike behaviour towards himself. He is so 
focused on his stereotypical perception of French women, that he totally ignores 
Mademoiselle Enquete's obvious coldness and reserve. 
Vorotov's prejudices find further confirmation when Mademoiselle Enquete 
once comes to a lesson wearing a pink dress with decollete and wrapped in a cloud of 
perfume. Her attire is explained at once: she plans to go to a ball straight after the 
class. Nevertheless, looking her over, Vorotov seems to see his prejudices confirmed: 
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«OH CMOmpe.7 Ha ee UlelO U Ha CnUHY, OZOReHHYlO OKO_70 UleU, U, 
Ka3aROCb eMY, nOHUMaR, OmtteZo 3mU rppaHZ/Y:JICem:.u 
nORb3YlOmC51 penymaZ/ueu ReZKOMblCfleHHblX U fleZKO naOalOUf,UX 
C030aHUU».368 
["He looked at her neck and bare back, and thought he 
understood why Frenchwomen had the reputation of being 
frivolous creatures who could easily be led astray"]. 
Again, Mademoiselle Enquete gives him no reason at all to assume that she is 
flirtatious, she remams cool and businesslike towards her 'pupil'. Despite her 
uninviting and cold demeanour, Vorotov lusts after her, or rather, the image of 'the 
typical Frenchwoman', which he remembers whenever it suits him. 
«Bo 8peM51 cReoylOUf,UX ypOK08, nO:JICupG5l Zfla3QMU C8010 
U351Uf,HYlO yttUmeRbHuZ/y, OH Y:JICe He 60PORC51 C C0601O, a Oa8aR 
~ A 369 
nORHblU XOu C80UM ttUCmblM U HettUCmbLl( MblC.7fLlt». 
["During the next lessons he devoured his elegant teacher with 
his eyes. He no longer struggled with himself and gave full rein 
to his imagination, chaste and unchaste'']. 
Chekhov plays with the expectations, stereotypes and prejudices of his protagonist 
who wants his French teacher to behave according to type, while in actual fact she is 
represented as being very unlike the traditional image of the sensual French femme 
fatale. 
368 A.n. 4exOB, T. VI, c. 392 
369 Ibid., c. 393 
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Kuprin uses a similar reversal of a historical stereotype in his short story . The 
Poor Prince'. Based on my historical evidence, one characteristic habit of English 
women actually living and teaching in Russia was their love of fresh air, i.e. talking 
regular walks, regardless of the weather and the time of year. Their pupils regularly 
recall this habit in their memoirs, and several English governesses talk about it 
themselves, not without a certain pride. Hannah Tracey, nursery governess to 
Tolstoi's three small children was remembered as the daughter of a gardener at 
Windsor castle "who exemplifies that attitude of 'fresh air and common sense', which 
was the hallmark of the British nanny and governess abroad".37o Nathalie Majolier 
had several governesses, French, English and Russian. Yet only in describing the 
English Miss Lena does Majolier mention activities such as going for walks, learning 
the names of plants and birds, bird-nesting, collecting flowers and mushrooming.37 ! 
Harvey Pitcher describes Miss Emmie's daily walks with her charge Volodia as an 
"excellent English habit",372 while Amelia Lyons who worked in Russia as a 
11 lk' h " . It" 373 governess, goes as far as to ca wa mg er natlOna cus om'. 
The governess in the story 'The Poor Prince', Miss Jenners, is a 'typically' 
dull and unsightly English governess. Her charge Dania, the nine-year-old main 
protagonist of the story, suffers from overprotection by females. He is the only son of 
the most important and most educated person in town, according to Dania. The 
370 Harvey Pitcher, When Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 28 
m Nathalie Majolier, p. 24-28 
m Harvey Pitcher, J1'hen Miss Emmie was in Russia, p. 76 
373 Ameli~ Lyons. p. 120 
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combined forces of his mother, three aunts, a nurse, and his governess look after and 
worry about his physical and mental well-being. They curtail any activity, which 
might harm him and, unsurprisingly, this includes taking daily walks during the 
winter. 
« Ho ezo MUJlOe llU110 My twmellbHo-6lleoHo, U 3mo npoucxooum 
om HeoocmamKa 6030yxa: llymb 6emep HeMHOZO nOCUJlbHee U7U 
MOP03 60JlbUle Ulecmu zpaoyco6, J(aHlO He 6bznYCKalOm ZY751mb. 
A eCllU U n06eoym Ha YJlUl1Y, mo nOJlllaCa nepeo 3mU.ll 
zaMaUlU, Mex06ble 60mUKU, me17JlbLU 
opeH6YPZCKUU nJZamOK Ha ZpyOb, UlanKa C lWYUlHUKaMU, 
6aUlllblllOK, nallbmO Ha zazallbeM nyxy, 6eJlUllbU nepllamKU, 
374 MyrjJma ... onpomU6eem U zYJl51Hbe!» 
["Lack of fresh air made him look very pale. Dania would not 
be allowed to go out for a walk if the wind began to blow a bit 
harder or the temperature fell below minus six degrees. And if 
he was let out, then only after having been wrapped up properly 
for half an hour in gaiters, fur boots, a warm woollen scarf, a 
cap and a hood, an eiderdown-lined coat, squirrel mittens, and a 
muff. Enough to put you off any walk!"]' 
This description is directly followed by the introduction of Miss Jenners. The 
juxtaposition of Dania's predicament, i.e. lack of fresh air and freedom, and the 
374 A. 11. KynpllH, Co6paHue COllUHeHUll6 Oe6JlmU mO.Hax, T. V, c. 166 
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introduction of his English governess cause a disparity between a popular stereotype 
(English governesses always go for walks with their pupils) and the actions of a 
fictional character. There is no such association with French or German goyemesses, 
so, the fact that Kuprin chooses an English Miss was likely to cause surprise among 
the contemporary Russian readers. In general, this detail added another layer and thus 
enriched the characterisation of a minor protagonist. 
German tutors and governesses generally correspond to the typical stereotypes 
so common in Russian literature. Turgenev's German tutors, for example, are usually 
kind, yet pathetic, slightly ridiculous and pitiable characters. Schimmel in '<Paycm' 
['Faus!'] is described as «ce006JlaCblU, HO aKKypamHblu .HJlaOeHelp> 375 and 
«6e36peOHblU 3mom cmapUK» 376 ["a grey-haired, but well-organised child" and 
"harmless old man"]. Riekmann in )J,He6HuK JlUUme20 l{e.706eKa [Diary of a 
Superfluous Man] fares worse: 
PU1\..waH, 
Heo6blKH06eHHO nel{QJlbHOe U cyob6010 npuuLU6JleHHOe 
cYU4ecm60, 6eCnflOOHO c2opa6Ulee mOMUmeJlbHOU mocKou no 
A ~ A 377 
uQJleKOU pOuUHe». 
["Riekmann was a sapless, tearful German and a remarkably 
mournful creature who had been cruelly mistreated by fate. He 
375 i,te. TypreHeB, Co6paHue COI.jUHeHUU 8 nRmu mOMax, T. II, c. 285 
376 Ibid., c. 288 
377 11.c. TypreHeB, T. I, c. 473 
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was unfruitfully consumed by a lingering grief for his distant 
fatherland"] . 
German governesses tend to be described in physical rather than intellectual 
terms, as was common for all governesses. However, while English governesses 
tended to be stiff, lean and ugly and French ones sensual and beautiful, the 
stereotypical exterior of a German Fraulein is generally large and crudely physical. 
Zoia in Turgenev's HaKaHYHe [On the Eve] is depicted as 6efloKypafl, nYXJieHbKQfl 
[blond and plump], while Rosalia Karlovna in Chekhov's 'Hep8bl' ['Nerves'] is 
mOflcmafl, KpaCHOUJeKafl [stout with red cheeks]. The only one to diverge from the 
stereotypical German image is Charlotta Ivanovna in Chekhov's play The Cherry 
Orchard. She is of slender build and certainly not ordinary. 
The characterisation of French and British governesses and tutors is usually 
reduced to the bare minimum, whereas teachers who playa more prominent role in 
the context of the novel or short story, especially in the works of Turgenev, are often 
German. A possible explanation for this is that, firstly, the presence of German 
settlers and interactions with Germans in general were more common. Secondly, 
especially in the first half of the nineteenth century, Russian noblemen and men of the 
intelligentsia went abroad to study at German universities. And thirdly, as is common 
knowledge, German philosophers and philosophical ideas became very popular 
among the Russian intelligentsia. Not having any 'native' philosophers of a similar 
magnitude and importance, Russian intellectuals turned to Western European sources. 
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As they were most familiar with German intellectual movements, such thinkers as 
Herder, Schlegel and Hegel proved to be especially influential. Unsurprisingly, these 
experiences and ideas found their way into contemporary writings. German characters. 
however, are not the only teachers that playa role in Russian literature. Governesses 
and tutors in general have a function in the narrative which will be discussed in the 
following chapter. 
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CHAPTERS: The Role of the Foreign Instructor . In 
Russian Literature 
In nineteenth-century English literature, governesses such as Jane Eyre and 
Agnes Grey in the novels of the same title by Charlotte and Anne Bronte or Becky 
, . 
Sharp in William Thackeray's Vanity Fair hold a prime position as main protagonists. 
In contrast, their counterparts in Russian literature are almost always mere 
'Randfiguren " figures of secondary importance. The Russian country estate tended to 
be a haven for a multitude of people. It was home to the core family of the nobility, as 
well as to innumerable servants, distant relatives, impoverished neighbours, guests 
who arrived and forgot to leave again, 1OpoouBble 378 [holy fools], wards, and the 
ubiquitous foreign governess, tutor or companion. As is typical for minor characters 
in Classic Realist novels, these Western Europeans are represented with little 
psychological subtlety and depth and turned into predictable, stereotypical figures. 
d h f .. l' 379 They never undergo any developments an c anges 0 conVIctIon or persona Ity. 
The largely unfavourable depiction of Western Europeans deserves attention. As the 
characterisation of these foreign teachers is usually both basic and predictable,38o it is 
going to be productive to analyse those features with which they are endowed in the 
texts. The narrative gives insufficient, or even not any, details about their social 
backgrounds or their thoughts. 381 Consequently, the question arises as to what these 
378 Fools for Christ. A literary example would be the fool Grisha in Tolstoi's Childhood, chapter 5. 
379 Lennard J. Davis, Resisting Novels, p. 118f. 
380 E.M. Forster, Aspects of the Novel, p. 75 
381 Cf. chapter 4, p. 141 about the social background of governesses and tutors in eighteenth-century 
Russian literature and how it changed in the 1830s. 
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foreigners are doing in literary works? This chapter discusses the nature and the role 
of these foreign educators in Russian literature. Despite their usual position as minor 
characters, Western European governesses and tutors in Russian literature tend to 
have a more complex function in the text than their reductive representation might 
otherwise suggest. Although many foreign tutors and governesses are only acting in 
the background, and although some of them do not even utter a single word, these 
figures often hold vital clues to the development of the plot and the characterisation 
of the main protagonists. 
Several literary narratives investigate the role of tutors or governesses and 
describe their supposed duties in their employers' household. It ranges from teaching 
"French and all the sciences",382 German conversation, "lessons about mythology and 
geography, history, travelogues and other essays",383 to "manners, articulateness and 
dance".384 It could also include getting the children out of bed in the morning and 
nursing them when they fell ill.385 As the previous chapter illustrated, one of the 
stereotypical character traits of these foreigners was that they were either never 
actually seen in the role of the teacher, or they were portrayed as being far too 
unintelligent or idle to be of any educational benefit anyway. Thus, in contrast to 
what historical records confirm, their main function, i.e. the education of the children, 
is represented ironically or not at all in many literary texts. 
382 Vral'man in Fonvizin's The Minor. <DOHBH3HH, c. 114 
383 Mademoiselle Boncourt in Turgenev's Rudin. H.C. TypreHeB, T. IV, c. 52 
m Monsieur Champougne in Chekhov's 'In a Foreign Land'. A.D. llexoB, T. IV, c. 163 
385 Karl Ivanych in To1stoi's Childhood. n.H. TOJICTOH, /Jemcmeo, c. 19 
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The ubiquitous presence of English, German and French governesses and 
tutors in Russian literary works, however, has other, more important consequences. 
On the most basic level, these foreigners are simply used as a literary tool to create an 
element of humour. This is particularly apparent in plays where the utterances and 
actions of a character have a far more direct comical effect on an audience. Thus, 
. foreigners usually speak with an exaggeratedly heavy accent. This conforms to 
popular stereotypes that foreigners are unable ever to acquire a sophisticated level of 
Russian. In fact, even today foreign visitors may well witness how lasting the impact 
of this kind of representation has proved to be. Examples of this can be found in some 
of the earliest Russian plays, such as Fonvizin's The Minor. The German tutor 
Vral'man has a very strong accent. 386 However, his vocabulary (e.g. words like 
ympo6a [womb], 83MocmumbCfl [to climb up]), his use of idioms (mepmblu l .. :aRall 
[old hand]), and - with a few exceptions - his grammatical abilities are quite 
remarkable for a foreigner. For example, he does not often mix up aspects of verbs as 
one would expect of a non-native speaker. He does, however, sometimes err in his 
endings and usually mixes up his voiced and unvoiced consonants and, in this 
example, uses the wrong tense: 
«Tbl, .lwmYUlKa, ClweUlb, Ulmo cMampemb pcezma .'lOplle 
3n08blUlU. TaK fl, nblpaJlO, Na CNaKOMY Kapemy u cace.'l, ma u 
cMampy nOJlbUlOU cpem C Koce.'l. [ . .] BaUl mpauwuuwii CblN 
386 Cf. c hapter ~, pages 133. and 13 7. 
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maKJlCe fIG ccpeme KaK-llUnYOb cpC.1taCmUml{a, .71Omeii 
naCMampemb U cen51 nOKaCamb».387 
["My dear, it's alfays easier to look about you from a raised 
position, you know. So, I sometimes klimped onto another 
karriage and looked at the vorld arount me from the coach-box. 
[ ... ] Your tarling son should also sitt somefhere higher up in ze 
vorld, look at ze people and schow himselve"]' 
In the character of Vral'man, Fonvizin does not attempt to imitate the pattern of errors 
a native speaker of German would make in Russian. He is satisfied with creating a 
superficial impression of inadequacy. 
Turgenev continues this trend in A Month in the Country when he presents the 
German tutor Schaaf in the same manner as Fonvizin did. Schaaf is a minor character 
who only appears in the first two acts. He sets the scene in the first act and provides 
comic relief with his accent and idiosyncrasies. He also has problems with his 
consonants and endings: 
«J/ cp3e Jl106JllO, lJmo cpu Jl106um. 0 Kamepull, 6omoJ/Coum 
lleM1l0UlKO. 31 llulJecpo. ([Jom U 51 umy ... KaK 3mo CKacamb, 
pu6umb, cpu nOllUMaUm, pu6umb, mo UCb pu6 6pamb. CPu 
.7106um? Pu6?» 
387 )J.emlc <l>OHBH3HH, Co6paHue CO,/UHeHUU, TOM nepBblH, c. 146 
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["I love efrysing you loves. Oh, Katerin, fait a leetle. Hey, it's 
nossing. You see, I go... How do you zay, fishen, you 
understands, fishen, I mean, take fish. You like? Fish?"] 
His pathetic and ineffectual attempts to woo the maidservant Katia further enhance 
his ridiculousness. Predictably, the girl is embarrassed and inconvenienced by his 
endeavours to embrace her: «nOflHome, nOflHome, KaK 6aA1 He cmblOHO ... » C'Stop it, 
stop it, you should be ashamed of yourself. .. "]. 
Curiously, the foreigners who are ridiculed the most (especially with regard to 
language) tend to be of German origin. British nationals are more often completely 
silent (as in Chekhov's 'A Daughter of Albion', or Miss Jackson in Pushkin's The 
Squire's Daughter), whereas French governesses and tutors do not seem to have any 
accent. The most likely explanation is that they are speaking, or are assumed to be 
speaking, in French (like Monsieur Desforge in Pushkin's Dubrovskii, Mademoiselle 
Boncourt in Turgenev's Rudin, or Monsieur Champougne in Chekhov's 'In a Foreign 
Land'). This distinction is probably linked to the position of Germans in Russian 
society. Historically, Germanic and Slavonic tribes had long been neighbours whose 
territories and boundaries overlapped and who had continuous connections through 
trade. 388 This is reflected in the very word the Russians use for "German", i.e. He.Hell, 
the one who cannot talk. As is commonly known, the word was originally applied to 
all non-orthodox foreigners who came to Russia. It was as late as the eighteenth 
388 D' d Jeter 80 en, p. 7 
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century that foreigners began to be recognised by their individual nationalities, for 
example, cppaHl1Y3, aHZJlUttaHuH, UmGJlb51Hel1 [Frenchman, Englishman. and Italian]. 
Only the Germans retained the original term used for foreigners and remained "mute". 
The word zepMaHel1 [ German] was never applied to them. 
However, despite these close ties, relations between Russians and Germans 
were hardly ever straightforward. The saying « f-/mo PYCCKOMY XOpOULO - He.Hl{y 
CMepmb» ["What's good for the Russians is death to the Germans"] tries to define the 
incompatibility of the two nations. Russian opinions of Germany and the Germans 
were subjected to constant vacillations. While many Russian writers were influenced 
by and fascinated with German idealist philosophers such as Johann Gottlieb Fichte, 
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel and Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling, the writing 
of Russian authors shows derision and condescension towards German bourgeois 
tendencies and narrow-mindedness 389 (e.g. Gogol', Dostoyevsky, but even such a 
supposedly staunch Westemiser as Turgenev); admiration for certain German 
character traits, such as propensity for hard work and efficiency, went hand-in-hand 
with envy for success of Germans in high offices in Russian high society. 390 
389 One of the most conscious early attempts in Russian literature to problematise the figure of the 
German in Russia is Germann in Pushkin's JIUK06aJl oa;ua [The Queen of Spades]. 
390 At the end of the nineteenth century about 1 % of the Russian population was German. ~e.vertheless, 
ca. 50% of military officers, 57% of staff in the ministry of foreign affairs, and 46% of sta tf m the 
ministry of defence were of German origin. Dieter Boden, p. 11 
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Although there was an extensive colony of several thousand British citizens in 
St. Petersburg
391 (mainly engaged in trade and diplomacy), they never constituted as 
much an element of Russian society as the Germans. Russians admired, envied and 
resented the success of Britain as a sea-faring and colonising nation. but daily contact 
~ . 
was minimal. Equally, France was admired for its cultural domination of European 
high society. Hence came the necessity for every Russian of status to speak fluent 
French, preferably with a true Parisian accent. Nevertheless, governesses and tutors 
were regarded with ambivalent feelings. As foreigners they were politically suspect, 
as British and French citizens they were admired and envied. People of German 
origin, on the other hand, penetrated all layers of Russian society, which 
distinguished them from most other foreigners in general. Their professions ranged 
from that of farmers on the Volga, bailiffs and teachers on country estates, artisans 
and professionals in the cities, to members of staff at educational institutions, in the 
military, the administration, and at court. In spite of the fact that they were evidently 
part of every day life in Russia, which was, of course, less the case with British and 
French citizens as there were fewer areas of contact and tensions, Germans remained 
conspicuous and alien in their Russian environment just as any other Europeans. 
This otherness of foreigners in Russian society became the main focus of their 
representation in literature. Moreover, even a fleeting introduction of a tutor, 
otherwise wholly unconnected with the rest of the work, often contains some form of 
condescension, grotesque physical description or - for a Russian reader - humorous 
WI c.L. Johnstone, The British Colony in Russia, p. 52 
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incidents. For example, the Frenchman, Monsieur Beaupre in Pushkin's The 
Captain's Daughter was "ordered from Moscow, together with the yearly supply of 
wine and olive oil" [«Mocbe Eonpe, Komop020 6bznucarzu U3 MOCK6bl 6.Hecme C 
20006blM 3anaCOM 6U1-la U np06a1-lCK020 MaCJla» 392]. The narrator treats him with 
almost the same attitude as the other two French commodities, although the 
usefulness of wine and oil is never questioned. 
Monsieur Beaupre's presence, however, is challenged by the protagonist's 
former diad'ka, Savelich: «Kyoa KaK 1-lYJIC1-l0 mpamumb Jluumue Oe1-lb2U U 1-la1-lu.Hamb 
MYCbe, KaK 6ydmo u C60UX Jllooeu 1-le cmGllo!»393 ["Why waste good money on a 
Frenchman, as if there weren't enough of us around!"], Savelich obviously resents 
being supplanted by somebody else in the care of his charge on a personal level, yet 
the accusation allows a deeper interpretation. Savelich' s sentiments highlight the 
antagonism between Russian village people and their landlords over the introduction 
of change in general, and foreign habits, life-style and people to the Russian 
countryside in particular. To the peasant, the attempts by the nobility to ape manners 
completely alien to theirs seem not only futile, but also unfair, especially if the master 
is hiring somebody as seemingly unnecessary as Monsieur. 
Chadotta Ivanovna in Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, although German, 
does not speak in a humorous manner. In a letter Chekhov confirms that Charlotta 
does not have an accent; only occasionally does she mispronounce the ending of a 
J92 A.C. nYWKHH, flpo3a, J(paMamUlJeCKUe npoU36eoeHWl, c. 67 
393 "b'd I I " 
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word and makes mistakes in the masculine and feminine forms of adjectives.394 Yet, 
even Charlotta is used for creating effects for amusement: in her case though this is 
achieved through unusual dress and grotesque behaviour which are emphatically non-
Russian. For example, in act two, stage directions require Charlotta to appear in an 
old peaked military cap, carrying a rifle [«lliapflOmma 6 cmapou rjJypaJICKe,' OHa 
CH5lJla C Mett pY:JICbe U nonpa6flflem npfl:JICKy l-la peMl-le»395 j, and while she muses 
about her possible origins and unusual upbringing, she suddenly pulls a cucumber out 
of her pocket and starts eating it: 
«lliapflomma (6 pa30YMbe). Y MeHfl l-lem HacmOflUJezo 
nacnopma, fl l-le 3l-laJO, CKOflbKO Ml-le flem, U Ml-le 6ce KaJICemCfl, 
ttmo fl MOflOOel-lbKafl. Kozoa fl 6blfla MWlel-lbKOU Oe60'-lKOlI, mo 
npeoCma6flel-lUfl, O'-leHb xopomue. A fl npblZWla saito mortale U 
pa3l-lble mmy'-lKU. 11 Kozoa nanama U MaMama YMepflU, MeHfl 
635lJla K ce6e OOl-la l-leMelf.Kafl zocno:JICa U cmarza Mel-lfl Y'-lUmb. 
Xopomo, Jl 6blpOCfla, nomOM nOU1Jla 6 zY6epl-lal-lmKu. A omKyoa fl 
U Kmo fl - l-le 3l-la1O... Kmo .HOU pooumeflu, MOJICem, Ol-lU l-le 
6el-l'-larzuCb ... l-le 3l-la1O. (,l(ocmaem U3 KapMal-la ozypelf U ecm.) 
396 HU'-lezo l-le 3l-la1O». 
["Charlotta (thoughtfully). I don't have a real passport. I don't 
know how old I am, and I always think that I'm young. When I 
394 David Magarshack, The real Chekhov, p. 194; letter of 2 Nov 1903 to Nemirovich-Danchenko. 
395 4eXOB, A.n., T. XII, c. 215 
396 Ibid. 
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was a little girl my father and mother used to travel around fairs 
and give performances, and very good they were, too. And I 
used to do the salta mortale and various other things. And when 
papa and mamma died a German lady took me in and began to 
teach me. That was good. 1 grew up and then became a 
governess. But where 1 came from and who I am, I don't 
know .... Who my parents were--perhaps they weren't married-
-I don't know. (Takes a cucumber out a/her pocket and eats it) I 
don't know anything"]' 
Charlotta's comments reveal a profound sense of displacement and unease397. In her 
words, her parents are referred to as wandering, unestablished individuals whose role 
in Russia was that of fairground entertainers. Like them, Charlotta uses her 
"otherness" to make a living by drawing on her German language skills to work as a 
governess. She also stands out in her dress and manners. The reference in an aside to 
her taking a cucumber out of her pocket and eating it makes use of the caricature of 
Germans eating cucumbers as if they were apples. Charlotta's eccentricity is clearly 
linked to her Germanness. Weirdness becomes synonymous with foreignness. 
As was discussed in chapter 4, the physical appearance of a tutor or governess 
is an integral part of their typification. This stress on exterior qualities informs the 
characterisation of these instructors and allows several interpretations. Firstly, it adds 
397 Toby W. Clyman, A Chekhov compa,nion, p. 74f. 
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yet another layer of humour and ridicule. This is how Turgenev introduces 
Mademoiselle Boncourt, the French governess in his novel Rudin: 
«CmapaJl u cyxaJl oe8a flem utecmuoecJlmu, C HaKllaoKoii 4epHblX 
80flOC noo pa3HOlj8emHblM l.{enljOM u Xflonl.{amoii 6YMa20ii 8 
yutax».398 
["A dry old spinster aged about sixty, with false black curls 
peaking from underneath a parti-coloured cap, and with cotton 
wool in her ears"]' 
None of the Russian characters is seen with cotton wool sticking out of their ears. 
Secondly, it can signify a correlation between a character's exterior and his or 
her inner values, morals and social status.399 Seen in this respect, foreign governesses 
and tutors in Russian literature fare rather badly. Miss Jenners in Kuprin's 'The Poor 
Prince' is described as «OflUHHaJl [ .. .] co C80UM KpaCHblM 8UCJl4U,H HOCOM, 
nOOJICamblM npblUla8blM pmOM U Pbl6bUMU 2fla3aMu»400 ["tall [ ... ] with a bulbous red 
nose, a screwed up, pustular mouth and fish-eyes"]. This is the only descriptive 
passage in the text referring to the English Miss. The reader is led to infer that she is 
probably not a very nice person to have as a governess. Schimmel in Turgenev's short 
story 'Faust', for example, is described as: 
398 H.C. TypreHeB, T. IV, c. 24 
399 Lennard J. Davis, p. 123 
400 A.H. KynpHH, Co6paHue CO'lUHeHUU, T. V, c. 166 
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«'-lUCmblU, Bbl6pumblU, nOmepmblU, C Ca\tbZM C.\tUPHbUt u 
'-leCmHblM flU110M, C 6e33y6ou Yflbl6KOU, C 3anaxoM l1WWPH020 
KorjJe ... BCe Cmapble HeMl1bZ maK naxHym» 401 
["clean, shaved, threadbare, with a meek and honest face and a 
toothless smile. He smelled of chicory coffee ... all old Germans 
smell like that"]. 
Iakov Iakovlevich von Scheppe, the German teacher in Kuprin's 'Ha nepe.70.\/e ' [' At 
the Turning Point'], has very similar characteristics: 
«3mo 6blfl O'-leHb '-lUCmeHbKuu, 006pOO)'UlHblU He.\tel1. Om He20 
Bce20a naXflO HeMH020 ma6aKoM, HeMH020 oOeKo.noHo.'ft u eU/e 
meM oco6eHHblM HenpUflmHblM 3anaXOM, Komopblu U30wom 
6 ~ M2 Me eflb U BeUJU B 3aJICUmO'-lHblX HeMel1KUX ce.\teUcmBax». 
["He was a very clean and good-natured German. He always 
smelled a bit of tobacco and a bit of eau-de-Cologne. He also 
had this distinctive and unpleasant odour which the furniture and 
other things give off in the houses of prosperous German 
families"]' 
In both examples, the omniscient narrator appears to gIVe a favourable 
characterisation of the external appearance of the German tutor. However. upon 
closer observation it becomes clear that these remarks are only superficially well-
disposed. The comments on their clean, honest and kind appearance are quickly 
401 H.C. TypreHes, T. II, c. 280 
402 A.H. KynpHH, T. II, c. 402 
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revoked by being juxtaposed to stereotypes about how Germans and their houses 
smell. This gives a negative overall impression of the two German tutors and suggests 
that the average representative of this nationality is perhaps not so clean after all. The 
gaze that sets the norm is obviously Russian. This implies that Russian ways are 
"normal" and, thus, serve as point of references. Of course, the narrator offers no 
views of how Russian houses "smell". 
The description of many of these Western European instructors seems to be 
primarily constructed around this one particular feature of physical appearance. 
Pushkin's 'The Squire's Daughter' is another, more elaborate, example of this 
tendency, because it involves the juxtaposition of two minor characters, one English 
and one Russian, which are introduced successively. Both are employed for the 
benefit of Liza, the main protagonist. One is her foreign governess, the other her 
Russian maid. It is interesting to note the differences between those two and how they 
are characterised. The English governess, Miss Jackson's physical description 
instantly equates her appearance with that of a typically prim, stiff Englishwoman: 
«Ha6eJleHHafl U 3amflHymafl 6 PlOMO'-lKy»403 ["she had put on her make-up and laced 
herself into the shape of a liqueur glass"]' Whenever Miss Jackson enters the scene. 
the narrator mentions these particulars, her powdered face, plucked eye-brows and 
prudish figure. Even though her employer, Muromskii, is an anglophile and has tried 
to organize his estate according to English ways and methods, Miss Jackson is made 
to look artificial and foreign. 
403 A.C. flyWKHH, np03a. J(paMamUlJeCKUe npOU36e(JeHUJl, c. 56 
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In the case of the textual production of the maid, the narrator firstly 
establishes that Liza and Nastia are very close: 
« 3a J/U3010 XOOUlla Hacm51; DHa 6blJla nocmapUle, HO CmOJlb JlCe 
BempeHa, KaK U ee 6apblUlH51. J/U3a OlieHb Jl106UJla ee».404 
["Liza had a maid called Nastia. She was a little bit older, but 
just as light-hearted as her mistress. Liza loved her very much"]. 
After that, the major source of characterisation is through dialogue, which shows that 
Nastia has no compunction to do and say what she likes, as well as support her 
mistress in her pranks: 
~04 Ibid. 
M Ibid. 
- II03BoJlbme MHe CeZOOH51 noumu B zocmu,- Cr:G3aJZG OOHGJlCObl 
Hacm51, OOeBa51 6apblUlHlO. 
- H3BOJlb; a Kyoa? 
- B TYZUJlOBO, K EepecmoBblM. IIoBapoBG JlCeHG y HUX 
UMeHuHHul1a U Bliepa npuxooUJla 3Bamb Hac om06eOamb. 
_ Bom! - CKa3aJZa J/u3a, - zocnooa B ccope, G CJlyzu opyz opyza 
yzoU{-alOm. 
/405 
- A HaM KaKoe oeJlO 00 zocnoo. 
- KaK 6bl MHe XOmeJlOCb ezo [AJleKCe51 Eepecm08aJ 8uoemb! -
cKa3aJta J/u3a co B300XO.M. 
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406 Ibid., c. 53 
407 Ib·d ~ 1 I ., c. _ '-t 
- J(a llmO mym MyopeHOZO? TYZUJlOBO om Hac Heoa7eKO, Bcezo 
mpu BeCmbl.' nooume zyflflmb B my cmopoHy. 406 
HaoeHbme mOflcmylO py6aul1O', capa¢aH oa u cmynaume C;WeJlO 
B TYZUJlOBO; pYllalOcb BaM, llmo EepecmOB yJIC Bac He 
np03eBaem. 407 
[- Please, may I go visiting today, said N astia once as she was 
dressing her mistress. 
- You may; where are you going? 
- To Tugilovo, to the Berestovs. Their cook's wife has her 
name-day. She came over yesterday to invite us to dinner. 
- So! - said Liza,- while the masters are quarrelling the servants 
invite each other to dinner. 
- What the masters do is none of our business! 
- How I would love to see him [Aleksei Berestov]! - said Liza 
with a sigh. 
- Why ever not? Tugilovo is not far from here, only three verst: 
go for a walk in that direction. 
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Put on a thick shirt and sarafan, pluck up your courage and go to 
Tugilovo; I assure you, Berestov will not pass you by without 
taking notice of you]. 
Unlike Miss Jackson, Nastia's appearance is not referred to at all, and she naturally 
fits into her environment and into her role as confidante of her mistress. Thus, in the 
case of the foreigners physicality rather than spirituality becomes the major focus and 
is pushed into the foreground. 
Miss Twice in Chekhov's 'A Daughter of Albion' is one of the most extreme 
examples: she is hideously ugly. In addition to the barrage of insults which the 
landowner Griabov hurls at Miss Twice (mentioned above), her clothes complement 
her negative image: 
«Ooema O1-la 6blJlG 8 6eJlOe KUCelll-lOe n'lambe, CK803b Komopoe 
408 CWlbHO npOC8ettU8aflU mOUfue, :JICeflmbZe nflettu». 
["She was dressed in a white muslin dress, through which one 
could distinctly discern her scraggy, yellow shoulders"]' 
Pushkin's Miss Jackson is partly redeemed by her obviously kind albeit stiff nature 
and by Liza's affections for her. In 'A Daughter of Albion', however, the physical 
description is the only component in the characterisation of the governess and it 
leaves no room for redemption. Moreover, the title of the short story yet again 
confirms the typifying tendency in nineteenth-century Russian literature to equate 
408 A.n. 4eXOB, Paccr:a3bl, c. 3 
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individual citizens of a foreign country with the supposed "quintessence~' of that 
nation. 
Maxim Gorkii interpreted this story as "a well-fed squire"s mockery of a 
person lonely and strange to her surroundings,,.409 In many respects this statement is 
fair. The landowner Griabov vents his anger and frustration at his children's 
governess in what is basically a monologue (interrupted occasionally by comments of 
his visiting friend). His motivation for this diatribe seems to be his bad luck at fishing, 
his fishing partner, Miss Twice's unwillingness and inability to communicate with 
him, and the way she seems to look down her nose on him: «C npe3peHue.lt Ha 6ce 
CMompum ... ». 410 ["She looks upon everything with contempt ... "]. As Griabov puts it: 
«JIocMompu, KaK 6P06flMU o6uzaem! He yxooum .. , BblUie mO.7nbl cmoum!».J1J ["Look 
how she twitches her eyebrows! She won't go away ... thinks she is better than 
anyone else!"]' The portrait of Miss Twice is a caricature rather than a detailed 
representation of a human subject. Put simply, the narrator chooses not to relate any 
of her qualities. She is undoubtedly lonely; however, the portrayal of her physical 
characteristics and demeanor do not evoke sympathy. 
On the one hand, 'A Daughter of Albion' can indeed be seen as criticism 
directed against an ignorant, brutish landowner who ridicules a dependant, foreign 
and defenceless member of his household. On the other hand, Chekhov's narrator 
409 W,H. Bruford, Chekhov and his Russia, A sociological study, p. 88 
-110 A.n. l.J.exoB, PaCCKa3bl, c. -f 
-1lllb'd I "C, 6 
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does not exclusively focus his criticism on the landlord, either. His narratiYe 
characterises both Griabov and the governess by observing their behaviour. In the 
case of the landlord, his own words and attitudes debunk him, whereas the detached 
and icy disposition of Miss Twice marks itself through conspicuous silence. Gorkii's 
interpretation focuses solely on the landowner Griabov. It is therefore a rather one-
sided critical reading of the short story, which stresses social criticism more highly 
than, for example, the psychological aspects of the human interaction and relationship 
between governess and employer. Gorkii clearly interprets the story in the tradition of 
Belinskii and the revolutionary democrats, the writer-critics Dobroliubov, 
Chernishevskii and Pisarev, who see the literary text as social documents rather than 
artistic construction. 
Several other possible interpretations present themselves. Firstly. Chekhov's 
attention could have been directed to the social customs among the Russian nobility 
who continued to employ foreign nationals for the upbringing and education of their 
children, even into the late nineteenth century. Secondly, with the character of Miss 
Twice, Chekhov follows in the footsteps of, for example, Fonvizin, Pushkin and 
Turgenev by continuing to draw upon the established stereotype of the foreign 
governess (and the 'barbaric' nature of provincial landowners). Yet, unl ike his 
predecessors, Chekhov takes the type one step further and turns her into a completely 
bizarre and grotesque caricature.412 She also displays the 'typical' lack of knowledge 
412 Cf, chapter 4, p. 1.t 7 and the discussion of how Chekhov uses animal references to describe \ tiss 
T\vice. 
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of Russian. Although she has been living in Russia for many vears sh h . 
. , e as ne, er 
bothered to learn the language: 
«YOU6JlRlOCb, 6pam, R HeMaJlO! - npOOOJlJICarz rpR606. _ 
)[(U6em OypUUf,a 6 POCCUU OeCRmb .rzem, U xomb 6bl OOHO C.7060 
no-pYCCKU!..» 413 
["I can't make heads nor tails of it," Griabov went on, "this idiot 
has been living in Russia for ten years, and does she speak a 
single word of Russian?!"]. 
As we have heard before, Griabov sees this as a form of disrespect towards himself 
and his people. She makes no attempts to interact with him. even though they spend 
the whole day fishing next to each other. 
Griabov levels another accusation at her: supposedly she does not even regard 
Russians as human beings [«H 3a Jl100eU Hac He clJumaem!»./J.I]. Whether this 
accusation is justified is hard to say, because Miss Twice is not given the opportunity 
to speak. The narrator fails to refer to her thoughts, nor does he reveal anything about 
her background and her motivations for coming to Russia in the first place. However, 
she is portrayed as showing no shame or embarrassment when Griabov undresses in 
front of her in order to release his hook which had got caught on a stone in the water. 
~13 A.n. 4eXOB, PaCCKa3bl, c. 4 
41~ Ibid., c. 6 
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Petr M. Bicilli
415 
suggests that Chekhov wrote 'A Daughter of Albion' as a response 
to a passage from Ivan Goncharov's Fregat Pallada [rjJpe2am IIa;z.'laoa]: 
«J/ mOJlbKO He nOHUMalO OOH020: KaK ttonopHbze aH2.1UttaHKU, K 
KomopblM 6 CnaJlbHlO He CMeem 60umu POOHOU 6pam, npu 
KomopblX HeJlb3Jl npOU3Hecmu CJl060 «naHmaJlOHbZ», JlCu6yrn 
MeJICoy 3mUM HapOOOHaCeJleHUeM, Komopoe xoourn 606ce 6e3 
naHmaJlOH? Pa36e OHU maK 600pYJICeHbl apucmOKparnUttec"-'U.H 
npe3peHueM KO 6ceMy, ttmo HU;)fCe UX, KaK PUlfCKue .HampOHbl, 
Komopble, He 3HaJl ttY6cm6a cmbloa nepeo pa6aMu, .lfbl.7UCb npu 
HUX U He yoocmOU6aJlU [sic] ux 3aMettamb?».f16 
["There is just one thing I do not understand about these prudish 
Englishwomen. Their own brother does not dare enter their 
bedrooms; you cannot possibly utter the word "knickers" in 
their presence. Yet, how can these same Englishwomen live 
among natives who wear no knickers at all? Are they really 
armed with that much aristocratic contempt towards everything 
beneath them; just like those Roman matrons who washed 
themselves in front of slaves without feeling the slightest shame 
by choosing not to honour them with their attention?''], 
m Petr M. Bicilli, Anton P. Cechm': Das Werk und sein Stil, Wilhelm Finke Verlag: MUnchen, 1966 
416 11 .A. rOH1.JapOB, Co6paHue CO'lUHeHUU 6 60Cb.\lU mOMax, T. II, c. 292 
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The parallel is obvious: Miss Twice does not condescend to take any noti(e of 
Griabov's actions either, thus showing her contempt for someone she considers to be 
far beneath her, an inferior creature rather than a sexual human being. 
If Miss Twice's physical description is the most grotesque, then in the case of 
Lemm, the Gennan musician in Turgenev's A Nest of the Gentry, it acquires 
exaggerated proportions: 
«OH 6blJl He 60JlbUWZO pocma, cym)'.708am, C 1\.pU80 
8bloa8UlUMUCJl flOnamKa.?vtu U 8mJlHymblM JlCU80mO.'"t, C 
60JlbUlUMU nllOCKU.HU cmynHflMU, C 6_7eoHo-cuHlLifU HOZm5LitU Ha 
m8epOblX, He pa3zu6alOUjUXCJl nGllbl1ax JlCu.7ucmblX 1\.paCHblX 
PYK,' JlU110 U.lfe.7 MOpUjUHucmoe, 8na.nble Uje1\.U U CJlCamble Zy6bl, 
KomopblMU OH 6ecnpecmaHHO 08UZGll U JlCe8WI, '-lmo, npu ezo 
06bl'-lHOU .itO.7'-la7U80Cmu, npOU3800UJlO 8ne'-lamlleHUe nO'-lmu 
3Jl08eUjee,' ceOble ezo 80.70Cbl 8uce.7U "---70'-lbflMU Hao He8blCOKU.lt 
.760M,· KaK mOJlbKO '-lmo 3a7umble YZO.7b1\.U, Z.7yXO m.7e.7U ezo 
KpOUle'-lHble, Hen008UJlCHble Z.7a3KU,· cmyna7 OH mJlJICeIlO, Ha 
KaJICOOM Ulazy nepeKUOb18aJl C80e Hen080pom.nU80e me.w. 
HHble ezo 08UJlCeHUJl HanOMUHGllU HeY"---71OJlCee oxopaUlU8aHue 
C08bI 8 Kllem1\.e, Kozoa OHa '-lY8cm8yem, '-lmo Ha Hee Z.7JlOJlm, a 
caHa e08a 8uoum C80U)\1U OZPOMHbUtu, JlCe.7mbIMU, nyZ.7U80 U 
Ope.HomHO .HopzalOUjUMU Z.7a3ailU. 3acmape.70e, HeyltO.7LLltOe 
lope nOJlOJICWIO Ha 6eOHOZO .Hy3bl1\.yca C8010 HeZI32.7aOIH1YlO 
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nettamb, UCKPU6UJlO U 06e306pa3UJlO e20 U 6e3 m020 
He63pattHY1O rjJU2YPy».417 
["He was short, stooping slightly, with crooked shoulders. 
pulled-in stomach, large flat feet, and bluish nails on the gnarled 
bony fingers of his sinewy red hands. He had a wTinkled face , 
sunken cheeks, and compressed lips, which he was forever 
twitching and biting; and this, together with his habitual 
taciturnity, produced an almost sinister impression. His grey hair 
hung in tufts on his low brow; his tiny, fixed eyes smouldered 
like recently extinguished embers. He trod heavily, swinging his 
ungainly body forward at every step. Some of his movements 
recalled the clumsy actions of an owl in a cage when it feels that 
it is being looked at, but itself can hardly see out of its great 
yellow and drowsily blinking eyes. Constant sorrow had pressed 
its indelible stamp on the poor musician, disfiguring and 
deforming his already unprepossessing figure"]. 
In order to introduce the old musician, Turgenev uses a great number of unflattering 
and negatively-loaded adjectives, concentrating on Lemm's weather-beaten 
appearance. In trying to lessen the unpleasant impact of this characterisation, the 
story-telling voice adds some redeeming qualities: 
-117 H.C. TypreHea, T. IV, c. 142 
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«Ho OJlR m020, KmO YMefl He ocmaHae'l J,ueambCR Ha nepeblX 
enetLamJleHUJlX, tLmo-mo oo6poe, tLeCmHoe, tLmo-mo 
Heo6blKHoeeHHoe eUAHe u JlOCb e 3moM nO.7ypa3pyweHHo.,t 
CYUfecmee».418 
["But people who were able to get over the first impression 
would have discerned something good, honest and out of the 
ordinary in this battered, broken-down creature"]. 
However, these patronising words hardly change the overall, unfavourable impression 
of this description. 
As has been mentioned above, regardless of the ommpresence of foreign 
instructors III Russian literature, they generally feature as minor characters. Their 
primary function in the plot and their main characterisation are based on highlighting 
their otherness, on ridicule, funny accents and intonation, as well as on grotesque 
behaviour and appearance. However, the usefulness of these foreigners does not end 
with the presentation of their humorous or contemptuous nature. Unsurprisingly, 
upon closer analysis and in accordance with my hypothesis, most instructors do 
indeed playa greater role than their minor nature would suggest. As was discussed in 
the methodology, there are three useful categories Susan Rubin Suleiman has studied 
for the determination of function of minor characters. 
m Ibid. 
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The first, qualifying, function is probably the most common. It characterises 
the protagonists indirectly with the help of minor characters. Those secondary figures 
give an insight into the hero's or heroine's personality, actions and motivations 
through interaction and conversation. For example, in Pushkin's E(3ZeHllU OHeZlJH 
[Eugene Onegin] there are several pieces of information about Onegin's background 
which contribute to his early characterisation. Apart from his place of birth and his 
father's social status, provided by the author, a few lines of the novel in verse are 
dedicated to his French teacher Monsieur I 'Abbe: 
M 0 n s i e uri 'A b b e, ¢ p a H 11 Y 3 Y 6 0 Z 0 u, 
Lfmo6 He U3MYllUJlOCb oumfl, 
YlIUJl ezo (3CeMY wymfl, 
He OOKYllaJl MOPaJlblO cmpozou, 
CfleZKa 3a UlaJlOCmU 6paHwl 
JI ~ A A -119 U (3 emHuu cau zyflflmb (30uUR. 
[Monsieur l'Abbe, the mediocre, 
reluctant to exhaust the boy, 
trated his lessons as a ploy. 
No moralizing from this joker; 
a mild rebuke was his worst mark, 
and then a stroll in Letny Park.f2o]. 
419 A.C. 0YWKHH, T. II, c. 188 (1, III) 
420 Trans\. by Charles H. Johnston 
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Considering these lines in their historical rather than literary context, in working for a 
family such as the Onegins, this French teacher had to move in prestigous upper class 
circles in the capital, St Petersburg. Pushkin' s description of the Frenchman does not 
show a foreign simpleton lacking in appropriate qualifications. Monsieur is no less 
than an abbot. However, his physical description, y602UU or squalid, depicts him as a 
person who does not pay any particular attention to his dress, appearance and _ 
perhaps - even personal cleanliness. This first qualifying adjective enriches the 
characterisation of Onegin's parents: they cannot have been too much interested, or at 
least not overtly critical, of who was teaching their son. Moreover, the rest of the 
stanza sheds some light on some quintessential Russian ideas about the French, and 
on Onegin's upbringing. The "lightness of touch" and overall freedom from heavy-
handed morality clearly expresses the suspicion Pushkin and his contemporaries had 
about Roman Catholicism.421 It is also apparent that Monsieur l' Abbe is keen for his 
pupil to enjoy himself rather than to acquire any scientific knowledge. Thus, he not 
only reduces his workload, but also avoids potential problems and confrontation with 
Evgenii. A number of Onegin's characteristics are thereby introduced early on in the 
novel. By chatting with an enlightened and sophisticated Frenchman while walking 
around Letnii Park, Onegin received an education which adequately prepared him for 
a life of leisure and service at court. It also provides the reader with the foundation of 
an image of Onegin which develops into the bored, immoral and "superfluous" young 
~21 Opposition, hatred and fear, as well as notions of superiority towards Rom~n Catholicism were 
common feelings in Russia and the result of centuries of religious schism. While Orthodoxy was .seen 
as pure, pious and righteous, Western European Christianity was associated with militant expansIOn 
(especially from Poland) and heresy. David L. Ransel and Bozena Shallcross (eds.), Polish encounters, 
Russian identity, p. 21 f. 
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man of the rest of the novel. Thus, the minute reference to Monsieur I 'Abbe leads to 
awareness about Onegin's social background, upbringing and the early formation of 
his character. 
The Frenchman in Pushkin's The Captain's Daughter fulfils exactly the same 
qualifying role. He only features at the very beginning of the novel and mainly serves 
to illustrate the inadequacy of the main hero's education, i.e. its complete absence. 
« Eonpe B omeIJeCmBe CBoeM 6blll napU7()waxepo,H, nomOM B 
IIpyccuu COlloamOM, nomOM npueXGll B POCCU70 pour are 
outchitel. [ . .) Mbl momIJac nOllaoUllu, u xomfl no KOHmpaKmy 
o6fl3aH OH 6blll YIJUmb MeHfl no-cppaHl/Y3cKU, nO-HeAtel/KU u Bcn1 
HaYKaM, HO OH npeOnOIJell HaCKOpo BblYIJUmbCfl om .\teHfl Koe-
KaK 60llmamb no-pyccKU, - u nomOM Ka:JICOblU U3 Hac 
3aHUMGllCfl Y:JICe CBOUM oellOM. » 
["In his native land Beaupre had been a hairdresser. Later he 
became a soldier in Prussia. And finally he came to Russia pour 
are outchitel. [ ... ] We got on immediately, and although his 
contract stated that he was required to teach me French, German 
and all the sciences, he preferred to pick up some Russian from 
me. After that, we each minded our own business"]' 
This type of the ineffectual tutor served as a useful literary tool to establish the 
background and social class of a character. The narrator thereby locates Beaupre's 
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employer Andrei Petrovich Grinev firmly among lower gentry, thus eliciting the 
interpretation that Grinev either was unable to afford a better-qualified teacher or \\'as 
intellectually not aware of the tutor's shortcomings. 
Suleiman's second category considers the syntagmatic function of minor 
characters, which involves 'any act which serves to advance the story' .422 There are 
several works which employ foreign governesses and tutors to that effect. Pushkin' s 
The Squire's Daughter is described by Afanasiev as ((flI0608H(lfl ucmopWl 
A ~ A 423 [ I .. npeucma8fleHa 8 JlCaHpe 8eceflOu K 0 M e u U U Mac 0 K» a ove story wntten III 
the manner of Commedia dell 'Arte]. As the title suggests, the story is all about the 
daughter of a nobleman, Liza, who poses as a peasant girl in an attempt to make the 
acquaintance of Aleksei, a young nobleman who lives in the neighbourhood. A more 
direct meeting with him is impossible, as Aleksei' s and her own father are sworn 
enemies. The Commedia dell' Arte is known for its distinct stock characters and the 
use of masks to distinguish their personalities and social class. Its main categories are 
split into the zanni (lower class, servants), vecchi (upper class, usually old men) and 
innamorati (the lovers).424 In an ironic twist of fate, Liza is forced to conceal her 
identity further in front of Aleksei, in order to cover up her true family background. 
Therefore, the chain of disguises is as follows: Liza the squire's daughter (vecchi) 
pretends to be Akulina the blacksmith's daughter (zanni) who then hides her tanned 
complexion under a layer of make-up to become the arrogant, French-speaking 
422 Susan R. Suleiman, A uthoritarian Fictions, p. 157 
P3 . P 
- E.C. A<t>aHacHes, 'OosecTH oellKHHa' A.c. 0YIllKHHa: lipoHWIecKaR npo3a, in YCCKaR 
.'1umepamypa: ucmOpUKO-.'1UmepamYPHblu JlC)'pH all , c. 181, my italics. 
~24 J. Douglas Clayton, Pierrot in Petrograd, p. 20-23 
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daughter of Muromskii, the nobleman, once more. The first "mask" in the story. 
however, is worn by Liza's governess, Miss Jackson, who habitually "whitens" her 
face, as was already mentioned above.425 She is necessary for the development of the 
plot, because she provides the make-up (although unknowingly) for Liza, who 
"borrows" it to disguise herself as part of her successful masquerade. Therefore, 
although Miss Jackson does not actually speak even once, her function (or better. her 
make-up) is vital in the context of the story. Without her white powder Liza could not 
have hidden her dark complexion. As a consequence, she would not have been able to 
fool Aleksei into believing that there were two girls, Liza, the fair and fashionable 
nobleman's daughter, and her alter ego, Akulina, the dark-skinned daughter ofVasilii 
the blacksmith. 
Monsieur Desforges in Pushkin's Dubrovskii has a similar syntagmatic 
function to advance the story. The brigand Dubrovskii, born and bred a nobleman. 
seeks a means to avenge his father's death, which he blames on Troekurov, a former 
neighbour and friend. By accident, Dubrovskii meets the Frenchman Desforges who 
has been appointed to teach Troekurov's son and is on his way to the estate. 
Dubrovskii offers him money for his papers, his absence and for his promise to return 
at once to Paris and talk to no one about this meeting: 
«Ec.rzu 6bl eMecmo 3mou 6yoyupwcmu npeo.70:JICurzu ea)\[ 10000 
l.iUCmbl.HU Oe1-lbzG.iHU, c meM, llmo6 ceu :JICe llac omnpaeu'lucb 
m Cf. p. 145f. 
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6 II il6 o ']JamHO e apuJIC. [ .. ] MHe HYJlCHO mO.'lbKO eawe 
omcymcmeue u eawu 6YMazu. [ .. ] fJaume MHe 4eCmHOe C.7060, 
4mo ece 3mo ocmaHemCJl MeJICOY HaMU».427 
["If I were to offer you 1 0 000 roubles of honest money for your 
future employment. You merely have to return to Paris at once ... 
I only need your absence and your papers ... give me your word 
that all this will remain between ourselves"]. 
By assuming Monsieur Desforges' nationality, identity and profession (i.e. that of a 
French tutor), the main hero Dubrovskii manages to gain convenient access to the 
house of his greatest enemy, which otherwise would have been impossible to achieve 
by peaceful means. Unwittingly, it also gives him access to Troekurov's daughter, 
Maria, which develops into a romantic love-story. Thus, the encounter between 
Dubrovskii and Desforges facilitates the further development of the plot. 
Suleiman's final category outlines the interpretative function of a literary 
figure. In this capacity, minor characters help to analyse, interpret and judge the 
protagonists or events that matter to the author, either through direct speech or 
through their position in the plot and interaction with the main character. Several 
nineteenth-century Russian literary works employ governesses and tutors in this way. 
The French governess in Turgenev's Rudin is a curious choice for this role. 
Superficially educated, hardly able to follow an ordinary conversation in Russian, let 
426 A.c. 0YWKHH, T. VI, c. 279-280 
427 Ibid., c. 280 
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alone speak it herself, it is through her eyes that Turgenev reveals how primitive and 
impolite the landed nobility is when seen through Western European eyes. Despite 
her apparent disadvantages to act as a judge, Mademoiselle Boncourt is nonetheless 
endowed with psychological skills which allow her to make a number of succinct and 
appropriate comments about several characters. She has the ability to grasp the main 
'quality' of a person with regard to his (all three instances concern men) pmver of 
speech. "Mais c Jest une horreur ce que vous dites la, monsieur". -128 [But sir, what 
you say there is horrible], she exclaims when Pigasov, a regular visitor to the estate, 
tells how he finally managed to get a "natural" reaction (i.e. a scream) from a 
"splendidly pretentious girl" by deliberately poking a stick into her side from behind! 
« Yoanocb-maKu oo6umbcfl ucmuHHo2o, 
HenOOOeJlbH020 6blpaJICeHUfl om 
- 6 , 429 3aMettameJlbHO Heecmecm6eHHOu apblUlHU.» 
["I actually managed to get a natural, unaffected reaction once 
from a splendidly pretentions girl"]. 
It is, moreover, a very apt observation about most of Pigasov's assertions in general, 
who revels in abusing women verbally as well as physically. At the same time, 
Mademoiselle Boncourt's remark questions Dar'ia Mikhailovna's (the landowner's) 
propriety to rely on Pigasov for her entertainment. Although Dar'ia Mikhailovna does 
not believe a single word Pigasov is saying, she finds his presence and tirades again 
4'8 IV ')7 
- H.C. TypreHeB,T. ,c. ~ 
U9 Ibid. 
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women highly amusing, owing to her own dislike of women whom she regards as her 
rivals. 
If everything Pigasov says is "une horreur" according to Mademoiselle 
Boncourt, then her verdict on Sergei Pavlych Volyntsev is that he does not speak 
enough. Volyntsev, a retired army officer and neighbour, is secretly in love with 
Natalia, Dar'ia Mikhailovna's daughter. Observing Volyntsev's clumsy attempts to 
talk to Natalia, Mademoiselle Boncourt thinks to herself: "Quel dommage que ce 
charmant garr;on ail si peu de ressources dans la conversation ".430 ["What a pity that 
this charming man has so little talent at making conversation"]' Volyntsev indeed has 
very little talent for beautiful rhetoric, for electrifying and captivating an audience. 
Unsurprisingly, the very next person to join the set of characters on the estate is 
Rudin, who possesses exactly those qualities in abundance. Thus, Mademoiselle 
Boncourt rightly foresees that a man with more "ressources dans la conversation" 
would make an impression on her charge Natalia, which Rudin promptly does. 
Several characters are employed in their qualifying function to elucidate 
Rudin's power of speech. Pigasov, for example, serves as 'sparring partner' which 
Rudin needs in order to flaunt his eloquence and power of reasoning. Dar' ia 
Mikhailovna's instantaneous admiration confirms the strong impression Rudin's 
rhetoric produces on his audience: 
fluzacoe: '" flepeoaeaume, zocnooa, fjJaKmbl, u 6yoem eac. 
430 Ibid., c. 32 
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- B CaMOM Oelle!- e03pa3UJl PyOUH.- Hy, a C.\tblC.7 ¢w:moe 
nepeOaeamb clleOyem? 
- 06UJue paCCY:JICOeHUfl!- npOOOll:JICaJl JIuzacoe,- C;Hepmb .WOfl 
3mu o6UJue paCCY:JICOeHUfl, 0603peHUfl, 3aKlllOtLeHUfl! Bce 3mo 
OCHoeaHO Ha maK Ha3bleaeMblX y6e:JICoeHUflX; eCflKUU mom:yem 
o ceoux y6eJlcOeHUflX U eUJe yea:JICeHUfl K HUM mpe6yem, 
HocumCfl C HUMU ... 3x! 
- JIpeKpacHo!- npOMOlleUJl PyOUH,- cmaJlO 6blmb, no-eaUle.lIy, 
y6e:JICOeHuu Hem? 
- Hem - U He cYUJecmeyem. 
- 3mo eaUle y6e:JICOeHue? 
-/{a. 
_ KaK :JICe ebl zoeopume, tLmo UX Hem? Bom ea.lI Y:JICe OOHO, Ha 
nepeblu cllytLau. 
Bce e KOMHame Yllbl6HYllUCb U nepezllflHYllUCb. 
_ JIo3eollbme, n03eOllbme, oOHaKo, - HatLarl 6blllO JIuzacoe ... 
Ho /{apbfl MuxaUlloeHa 3axllOnaJla e llaOoUlu, eOCK.7UKHYlla: 
«Epaeo, 6paeo, pa36um JIuzacoe, pa36um!» - U mUXOHbKO 
431 
ebLHYlla Ulllflny U3 pyK PyOuHa. 
[Pigasov: ... Give us facts, sir, that's all! 
431 Ibid., c. 35-36 
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- Really!- retorted Rudin.- But shouldn't one also give the 
significance of those facts? 
- General argurrients!- continued Pigasov.- They will be the 
death of me, these general arguments, observations and 
conclusions! All this is based on so-called convictions; everyone 
flaps about his convictions and even demands credit for them , 
makes a fuss about them. Huh! 
- Splendid!- said Rudin. - You mean to say that in your opinion 
there are no convictions? 
- No, they don't exist! 
- And that is your conviction? 
- Yes. 
- So, how come you say that they don't exist? Here you have 
one at the first opportunity. 
Everyone in the room smiled and looked at each other. 
- Hang on, hang on, I mean,- interjected Pigasov ... 
But Dar'ia Mikhailovna clapped her hands and cried: "Bravo, 
bravo, Pigasov has been crushed!" - and she gently took the hat 
from Rudin's hands]. 
The protagonist most responsible for the analysis of Rudin's character is Lezhne\", 
While Lezhnev gives lengthy explanations for Rudin's actions and motivations, the 
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omniscient narrator has Mademoiselle Boncourt sum it up in one sentence, although 
she is unable to understand any of Rudin's speeches: «BnpO{{e.lf, OH e ee 2Jla3ax Obl.7 
{{eM-mo epooe eupmY03a WlU apmucma». 432 ["In her eyes, however, he was 
something of a virtuoso or an artist"]. Art, at least in its conventional definition in the 
dictionary, is "the expression or application of human creative skill and 
. . . ,,433 A h' d ImagmatlOn . s suc , It pro uces works to be appreciated primarily for their 
beauty or emotional power. Rudin's "art", however, is like that of a pianist who plays 
somebody else's music, not that of a composer. He does not have the creativity, 
intellectual capacity and emotional depth that is needed to come up with original 
ideas. His "artistic skills", his charisma consist merely of his eloquence and ability to 
arouse temporary passion and enthusiasm in his audience or, as Lezhnev puts it, in 
young souls, not yet spoiled and disenchanted by life: 
m Ibid., c. 54 
«Ho Kmo enpaee CKa3amb, {{mo OH He npUHecem, He npUHec 
YJlCe nOJlb3bl? {{mo e20 cJloea He 3apOHWlU .lfH020 OOOPblX ceMflH 
e MOJlOOble 0YUlU, KomopblM npupooa He OmKa3QJla, KaK eMY, e 
434 
cWle OeflmeJlbHOCmW). 
["But who can rightly say that he won't, that he hasn't already 
been of use? That his words have not planted many good seeds 
in young hearts, to whom nature has not denied, as she has to 
him, the power for action"] 
m Oxford Dictionary of English 
434 H.C. TypreHes, T. IV, c. 110 
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Rudin offers his services to whoever is willing to provide him with a livelihood, and 
again, like many other artists he dies unrecognised and unappreciated by his 
contemporaries and in poverty. 
While Mademoiselle Boncourt performs her interpretative function as the 
gauge of the significance of characters' behaviour in an active manner by providing 
direct comments about a number of protagonists, such as Rudin, Pigasov and 
Volyntsev, other governesses and tutors fulfil their role as commentators in a more 
indirect manner. This way is no less effective in throwing light on the main 
protagonists. The German companion, Zoia, in Turgenev's On the Eve is such a 
character. Originally, Turgenev intended Zoia to be Elena's sister."ns Changing her 
nationality and position in the household is significant. She acts as a point of 
reference, as an "other", to the main heroine Elena and thereby gauges Elena's 
development 436. 
On the Eve can be split into two halves of almost exactly equal length. The 
first half sees Elena looking for love and a purpose in life, while in the second half 
she finds another aim, namely adopting her husband Insarov's cause. While in the 
course of the narrative Elena becomes stronger, more determined and generally more 
secure of herself and her position in life, Insarov's power wanes, ending finally with 
his death. Woodward describes Elena's development as a change from altruistic 
idealism to self-discovery and self-assertion. Another possible way of interpreting the 
m James B. Woodward, Metaphysical conflict. a study a/the major novels u(/van Turgenev, p. 87 
H6 Ibid., p. 87 
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changes that take place in both these characters throughout the novel is to assess their 
links to "Germanness". The novel projects the Elena of the first half of the novel as 
lacking the German qualities with which her governess, Zoia, is so emphatically 
endowed. In the case of Insarov, this phenomenon is reversed. 
Elena associates with people like Katia, a peasant girl and childhood friend, 
who dreams about living «Ha 8ceu EOJICbeU 8ofle»437 ["in the full freedom of God'']. 
Thus, Elena's youth passes almost unnoticed in inactivity, day-dreaming and spiritual 
searching, which contrasts sharply with the active German Zoia. The latter, employed 
to act as her companion, is of no interest for Elena. Like other Russian authors before 
him, e.g. Pushkin in The Squire IS Daughter, Turgenev characterises his foreign 
governess (or companion in this case) through concentrating on her physical 
description. This link between Western Europeans and physicality, as was discussed 
above, can be used to analyse the relationship between Elena and Zoia. The narrative 
reveals no spiritual qualities about Zoia. She is described as an attractive young 
woman ((MUfleHbKaJl, C KpaCHbl.\1U KpOUlellHbLWU Zy6KaMU, 6efloKypaJl, 
nYXfleHbKaJl» 438 [a plump, fair-haired, darling girl with tiny red lips D. The artist 
• ./39 [h Shubm only comments on her shoulders: «y Hee n7ellU maK XOPOUlW) er 
shoulders are so beautiful]. Unlike Elena, Zoia is actively involved in the service and 
entertainment of people around her, and thus her actions always have a purpose. For 
example, she goes to the river to fetch Shubin and Bersenev to lunch, regardless of 
437 H.C. TypreHeB, T. IV, c. 299 
438 Ibid., c. 289 
439 Ibid., c. 295 
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the heat of the day. She plays the piano to amuse her mistress, Anna Vasilievna, 
keeps her company, serves her tea and sings whenever the conversation begins to flag. 
O h . h· d ·b d 440 " t erwlse, s e IS escn e as shallow. llly6wl: Bbl xomume CKa3amb, ... , I.uno Jl 
eu noo napy, llmo R maK JlCe nycm, U B300peH U MeJlOK, KaK 3ma cHaiJKoBamGR 
HeMOllKa?" [Shubin: "are you implying that I am her equal, that I am just as feather-
brained, foolish and petty as this sweet little German?"]. Unsurprisingly, Elena feels 
she has nothing in common with, and nothing to say to, her companion: «DHa 
peUlUmeJlbHO He 3HaJla, 0 lleM eu 20Bopumb C 30eu, K020a eu C.7YllQJlOCb OCmambCJl C 
Heu HaeouHe».441 ["Whenever she happened to be alone with Zoia, she most certainly 
did not know what to talk about with her"]. 
Unlike Elena, Insarov is directly and indirectly associated twice with 
Germanness in the first half of the novel. He is endowed with a fierce energy, a 
mental strength which helps him adhere to a decision once taken, and with «60Jlee 
442 ..,,] d· h· lleM HeMel1KaJl aKKypamHocmb» ["a more than German precISIOn ,accor mg to IS 
friend and fellow student Bersenev. His life is dedicated to the liberation of his native 
Bulgaria, for which - in the past - he had been prepared to forego personal happiness 
and comfort. Thus, Insarov lives the kind of philosophy which Bersenev contemplates: 
«He JIJ060Bb-HaCJlaJICOeHUe, fa] .71060Bb-JlCepmBa» 4./3 ["not love for enjoyment, but 
love for sacrifice"]. This, according to his artist friend Shubin, «3mO xopowo O.'IJl 
He.WleB» ["this is good for Germans"]. 
440 Ibid., c. 292 
W Ibid., c. 289 
44~ Ibid., c. 316 
W Ibid .. c. 283 
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The turning point of the novel, and with it the reversal of roles of Elena and 
Insarov, is at the lake scene. The external impetus for the change taking place in 
Insarov and Elena is provided by Germans: firstly, by Zoia's performance of a song 
on the lake, and secondly, by the attention this attracts among a group of drunken 
German officers. Insarov's action (i.e. throwing the offending officer into the water) 
and his fierce, unrelenting physical strength induce Elena to rethink her feelings for 
him. Once their love for each other has been declared, the second half of the novel 
reveals a slightly different attitude towards Germanness in Elena and Insarov. 
With regard to Zoia, Elena's appreciation of the girl increases the more she 
falls in love with Insarov. Not only does Elena feel more positive about her German 
companion444 : «EJtelW peULUJla, tJmo Olla lle 6UOaJla npeJlecmllee .7UtJUKa». -1-15 ["Elena 
decided that she had never seen a more lovely face"]. She even takes over some of the 
activities which before had been carried out by Zoia: «Dlla pa3JlU6aJla tJail 6.lteCmO 
30W>.446 ["She poured the tea instead of Zoia"]. Personally, Elena becomes much 
more active and independent. Her youth was spent in apparent idleness: 
«TOObl UIJlU oa UIJlU; 6blcmpo U lleC.7blUl1l0, KaK nOOClleJICllble 
600bl, npomeKarza MOJlOOOCmb E.rzell bl, 6 6e30eilcm6uu 61leUllle.H, 
-147 
80 61lympelllleu 60Pb6e U mpe602e». 
444 James B. Woodward, p. 115 
445 Ibid., c. 351 
446 Ibid., c. 368 
447 Ibid., c. 299 
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['"The years passed; Elena's youth flowed quickly and silently 
like water under the snow, seemingly unmoved on the outside 
, 
yet struggling and worrying inside"], 
Insarov, however, provides her with a cause and a direction in life. Elena's father 
comments on her new life-style as follows: 
«Tenepb 6apblUlHR pa3zo6apu6aem C Ke.1t eu YZOOHO, l{umaem 
l{mo eu YZOOHO,' omnpa6flRemcR OOHa no MOCK6e, 6e3.'laKeR, 6e3 
CflYJlCaHKU, KaK 6 JIapuJlCe». 448 
['"Now the girl talks with anyone she wants, reads whatever she 
likes; she travels around Moscow on her own without a footman 
or maid, just as they do in Paris"]. 
Apart from a greater display of activity and a revised attitude towards Zoia, it is even 
suggested that Elena could easily acquire German nationality. When Insarov tries to 
obtain a false passport for Elena in order to be able to leave the country without her 
parents' consent, he goes to visit an acquaintance, a retired former attorney, who now 
makes a living by producing false passports. This man exclaims: «Kmo 6ac 3Haem, 
MapbR flU 6bl EpeouxuHa, WlU JlCe KapofluHa C!>oze.7bMeuep?» 449 ["Who can tell 
whether you are Mar'ia Bredikhina or Karolina Vogelmeier?"]' Subsequently, in his 
feverish dreams, it is this second, German, name which Insarov associates with Elena. 
H8 Ibid., c. 383 
H9 Ibid., c. 367 
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Insarov, on the other hand, loses his 'Gennan' strength of character in the 
course of the novel. He had decided that he would never fall in love and thus 
endanger his mission to liberate his country. 
«O1-l 1-leMeOfle1-l1-l0 6bl yexWl, eC.7U 6bl llmo-1-lu6yob nooo61-loe C 
1-lUM CflYliUflOCb, maK KaK 01-l 1-le JlCe.7aem [ . .) O.7Jl 
yooeflemeOpe1-luJl flUli1-l020 llyecmea U3Me1-lUmb ceoe.lfy Oe.'zy U 
ceoeMY OOfl2Y. «J[ 6ofl2ap,- CKa3Wl 01-l,- U ;1I-11-le PYCCKOzl mo6eu 
450 1-l e 1-l YJIC1-l 0 .. . » . 
["If anything like that ever happened to him, he would run away 
directly, because he did not want to fail his cause and his duty 
for the mere sake of gratifying his own personal feelings."l'm a 
Bulgarian," he said, "and I don't need Russian love ... "]' 
By gIvmg m to his love for Elena he abandons his former 'Germanic' attitude 
('mo60eb-JlCepmea' - 'love for sacrifice') in favour of personal fulfilment ('mo6oeb-
1-lacJlGJlCOe1-lue' - 'love for enjoyment'). This results in his fatal illness and eventual 
death. During the last months of his life he no longer seems to be in control: Elena 
has become the driving force. She is the first to declare her love where Insarov tried 
to run away, she visits him in his flat although this could ruin her reputation, she 
overrules his hesitation about her accompanying him to Bulgaria, to name but a few 
instances. 
450 Ibid .. c. 3~3 
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Thus, the protagonists are in several ways linked to the Russian perceptions 
and stereotypes of "Germanness" and the one representative of the German nation, 
Zoia. Furthermore, once the conversion of Insarov and Elena has taken place, Zoia 
herself seems to become less German. Her earlier purposeful activity and careless 
silly behaviour gives way to a more Russian romantic melancholy and a greater 
intellectual interest in literature. «30R npeOa8aJlaCb .HeflaHXOflUU U cooUpa'laCb 
npOlJeCmb 'Bepmepa,».451 ["Zoia abandoned herself to melancholy and decided to 
read through 'Werther"']. In addition, she marries Elena's intended fiance 
Kurnatovskii and even stops to "think" in German (<<oHa [ . .) oaJICe nepecmarw 
oYMamb nO-HeMel1KU» 452 ["she even stopped thinking in German"]). 
The final example of a foreign character fulfilling an interpretative function 
according to Suleiman's division is the German musician Lemm in Turgenev's A Nest 
of the Gentry. Like the governesses and tutors in the works discussed above, Lemm 
is a minor character, although his depiction is much more rounded and detailed than 
is normally the case. On the surface, Lemm is of little actual importance for the 
development of the main plot of the novel, the ill-fated love story between Liza and 
Lavretskii. However, his presence adds another "musical" dimension to the plot and 
the main protagonists which enhances the artistic merit of the novel. 
Similarly to the way in which Zoia and her nationality act as a pendant to 
Elena and Insarov, several characters in A Nest of the Gentry are characterized by 
451 Ibid., c. 375 
452 Ibid., c. 411 
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h . . d d L d h' . 453 t elr attItu e towar s emm an IS mUSIC . The two characters most opposed or 
indifferent to him are the representatives of the urban higher society, Panshin and 
Mar'ia Dmitrievna Kalitina. Panshin exclaims: «Om MflaOblX Hozmeu He .1WZy 6uOemb 
pa6HOOYULHO HeMl1a: maK U noOMbl6aem MeHR ezo noOpa3Humb».45-1 ["Ever since I 
was boy I could not look at a German with indifference; I can't help but tease him"]. 
while Mar'ia Dmitrievna considers him to be a crank whose serious, sophisticated 
music (unlike Panshin's trifling salon pieces) she dislikes: «EemZ06eH CJlUWKO.lt 
60flH06afl ee Hep6bl».455 ["She found that Beethoven rather irritated her nerves"]. 
While Russian literature draws strongly upon stereotypes about foreigners, pre-
eminent writers such as Turgenev and Chekhov use this knowledge to create ironical 
effects not only about Western Europeans but also about Russian posh lost '. The 
comments by Panshin say more about his own views about the world than about 
German residents in Russia. This kind of effect is sustained; with Mar'ia 
Dmitrievna's remark about the irritating quality of Beethoven's music the narrator 
reiterates the milieu of poshlost' surrounding Lemm and the protagonists in the 
provincial town of 0 .... For contemporary Western Europeans, or the sophisticated 
Russian cultured elite, Beethoven was of course regarded as the embodiment of 
human musical genius. 
The two main protagonists, on the other hand, are positively inclined towards 
the German musician. Lavretskii is drawn towards him: «OH Ol{eHb nOHpa6lL7cR 
453 Peter Brang, IS Turgenev: Sein Leben und sein ~Verk, p. 89 
N Ibid., c. ]..1.4 
m Ibid., c. 188 
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JIa8pel1KOMY» ["Lavretsky liked him very much"], and «Jla8pel1Kuu, 8UOU.\tO. 
456 ["It b' h .. UHmepeC08aflCJl UM». was 0 VIOUS t at Lavretskll was interested in him'']. Liza 
regards the old man with pity: «3mom HeMel1,- 6eoHblu, OOUHOKUU, y6umblu lJe.708el{ 
? 457 ["Th' G . 
- U 8aM e20 He JlCaJlb. » IS erman IS a poor, lonely and broken man - how can 
you feel no pity for him?"]. This is the second time that Lemm is represented as a 
deplorable figure. The first one was the emphatic, lengthy description of Lemm's 
appearance cited above (p. 187f.). This allows the interpretation that, although 
depicted as a naturally gifted musician and a person superior to the likes of Panshin 
and Mar'ia Dmitrievna Kalitina, the German is to be pitied. Furthermore, Lemm's 
main raison d'efre is to play a supporting role to and complement the Russian 
protagonists. 
Lemm does not only 'classify' protagonists; he also fulfils a similar function 
as Mademoiselle Boncourt in Rudin, although in a slightly modified way. While 
Mademoiselle Boncourt seems to comprehend several characters intuitively, Lemm 
has an insight into the triangular relationship between Lavretskii, Liza and Panshin. 
Turgenev's portrait of the two men is a representation of different social types 
common among the Russian upper classes in the first decades of the nineteenth 
century. Panshin is a product of St Petersburg high society and invites comparisons 
with Pushkin's Onegin. He works in the civil service, feels at home in the capital's 
salons and drawing rooms, speaks Russian interspersed with Gallicisms, has great 
gifts of eloquence and dabbles in the arts, yet at heart he is cold and sly. In fact. 
456 Ibid. 
m Ibid., c. 144 
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Panshin fits the type so common in Russian literature of the first half of the 
nineteenth century: the so-called "superfluous man". The difference between him and 
Lavretskii is that the latter's life was shaped by the countryside rather than the city. 
He was influenced by his upbringing on the country estate, his father's Anglomania 
and an unusual choice of tutors which left him unprepared for life in Russian high 
society. The extent to which he failed to fit into that society is demonstrated by his 
disastrous marriage to a St Petersburg belle. While both Panshin and Lavretskii were 
exposed to foreign influences in their formative years, Liza, like Pushkin's Tat'iana, 
had a largely "Russian" upbringing. She was looked after by a peasant nanny and was 
brought up in the Russian Orthodox faith. With this the author implies purity, 
simplicity, naturalness and a lack of mendacious sophistication, relying as much on 
stereotypes of Russianness as of Western Europeanness in the characterisation of 
Lavretskii and Panshin. 
The differences between the two men and their relationship with Liza 
(Lizaveta Mikhailovna) are vocalised by Lemm who has a clear understanding of 
Panshin's character long before anyone else sees the young man's shortcomings. 
«JIu3a6ema MuxaiUzo6Ha Oe6ULja cnpa6eOflU6aJl, cepbe3HaJl, c 
6036blUleHHbl.JHU 4Y6cm6aMU, a OH... OH oU-fle-maHm, OOHU,lI 
Cfl060.H». [. . .] «DHa MOJICem fllo6umb OOHO npe1\paC1-lOe, a OH He 
-158 
npeKpaceH, mo ecmb oyUla e20 He npeKpacHa». 
458 Ibid., c. 191 
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["Lizaveta Mikhailovna is a sensible and sincere girl, with 
higher feelings, whereas he ... to put it bluntly, he is a di-Iet-tante. 
[ ... ] She can only love what is good, and he isn't good. I mean, 
his soul isn't good"]. 
Unlike Mar'ia Kalitina, who is charmed by Panshin's dazzling and entertaining 
demeanour and irritated by Lavretskii' s lack thereof, Lemm is able to see through 
him and judge the man behind it. While Lavretskii is still convinced that Liza will get 
married to Panshin, Lemm 'knows' that (Om020 He 6yoem» -159 ["this will not 
happen"]. It is not surprising that the Westemiser Turgenev, who spent much of his 
adult life in France and Germany, should suggest that it is the outsider, a Western 
European, who can interpret and evaluate Russian characters correctly. 
It is music in general which can be used to interpret the main protagonists, and 
Lemm's compositions in particular, which document the development of the 
triangular relationship 460. As Lavretskii first enters the Kalitin household, different 
types of music are performed or discussed: Panshin's Romance, a Beethoven Sonata 
and Lemm's Cantata. Panshin's romantic ditty characterises the composer perfectly; 
it is an entertaining but shallow piece of little artistic merit. Lemm comments on it: 
«Bce 6mopoii HYMep, fle2Kuii m06ap, cneumaJ{ pa6oma. 3mo Hpa6umcR, U OH 
Hpa6umCR».461 ["Everything he does is second rate, light-weight and hurried work. 
People like it. and people like him"]. Furthermore, it is again Lemm \vho recognises 
459 Ibid., c. 190 
460 James B. Woodward, p. 69 
461 Ibid., c. 146 
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and responds to Liza's profundity, her rich spirituality and the depth of her emotions, 
which all find expression in his religious cantata. 
Lemm's next composition, his own romance, is a failure. There are several 
reasons for this. Firstly, Lemm, a serious-minded and skilful composer, tries to work 
with a genre that is simply beyond his expertise. He has no more knowledge of light 
salon music than Panshin has of religious cantatas or Beethoven sonatas. Secondly, 
the words Lemm chooses are immediately linked to Liza. His attempts to compose a 
libretto about «lJUCmble 38e30bl» ["pure stars"] is then directly echoed in Lavretskii' s 
thought about Liza as «lJucmafl oe8YUlKa» ["pure girl"]. A light show piece with the 
serious-minded Liza at its core was bound to fail. Thirdly, Lemm (and the 
relationship between Liza and Lavretskii which he is 'monitoring') is not yet ready 
for a successful composition: 
«Ka3aJ10Cb, lle6b18aJ1aJl, CJWOKafl MeJl00 UJl c06UPaJlaCb 
nocemumb ezo: 011 Y:JICe ZopeJl U 80Jl1l08aJZ.CJl, 011 lJY8cm808a7 
Y:JICe ucmOMY U cJlaOOCmb ee npu6Jlu:JICelluJl... 110 011 Ile 
462 
OO:JICOaJICJl ee ... ». 
["He felt as though a sweet, unreal melody were descending 
upon him. He already felt hot and flustered; he already felt the 
languor and sweetness of its approach ... but he did not wait for 
it"] . 
462 Ibid., c. 190 
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The song is performed at a time when the relationship between Lavretskii and Liza 
has not been clarified yet, especially with regard to Liza's feelings for Panshin. 
Lemm's music sounds hollow: 
« Yebl! MY3blKa OKa3aJlaCb 3anymwuwu U HenpUJlmHO 
HanpflJICeHHOU; euoHo 6blJlO, llmo KOMno3umop CUJlUJlC51 
eblpa3umb If,mo-mo cmpacmHoe, ZJly6oKoe, HO HUllezo He eblUUlO: 
YCUJlue maK U OCmaJlOCfl OOHUM YCUJlUe.\1 ».463 
["Alas! The music turned out to be entangled and unpleasantly 
strained. It was obvious that the composer had tried to express 
something passionate and deep, but in vain. The effort had 
remained nothing but an effort"]. 
It echoes the sentiments and the atmosphere of the previous day, when Liza and 
Lavretskii disagreed on whether he had been justified in leaving his wife: «HauLU 
y6eJICoeHUfl Ha 3m om Cllem CJlUUlKOM pa3JlUllHbl, JIu3aeema MUXaUJlOeHa, - npOU3Hec 
Jl ~ A ~ A A 464 ["0 . t' aepeljKUU uOeOJlbHO pe3KO, - Mbl He nOUMeM upyz upyza». ur convlc IOns on 
this subject are too different, Lisaveta Mikhailovna," Lavretskii said, rather sharply; 
"we do not understand one another"]. 
Unsurprisingly, when Liza and Lavretskii confess their love for each other on 
that memorable night in the garden, the next thing Lavretskii hears is Lemm's 
magical music, now complete and fully developed: 
463 Ibid., c. 200 
~64 Ibid., c. 192 
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«BOPY2 eMY nOl[YOUJlOCb, l[mO 8 8030yxe HaO e20 20.708010 
pa3JlUJlUCb KaKUe-mO OU8Hble, mOpJICeCm8Y1OUjUe 38YKU [..]. 
CJlaOKa51, CmpaCmHa51 MeJlOOUfl C nep8020 38YKa OX8ambl8WW 
cepOl/e; OHa 8C51 CU5lJla, 8C51 mOMUJlaCb 800XH08eHue.H, 
Cl[aCmbeM, KpacomolO, OHa pOCJla U maJUla; OHa Kaca1aCb 8ce20, 
l[mo ecmb Ha 3eMJle OOP02020, maUH020, C851m020; OHa Oblwa1a 
6eCCMepmHoii 2pycmbIO u yxooUJla y.Hupamb 8 He6eca. 
JIa8pel/Kuii 8bznP5lMUJlC51 u cmo5lJl, noxo.700eJlbIU U 61eoHbiu om 
80cmop2a. 3mu 38YKU maK u 8nU8aJlUC51 8 e20 oywy, mOJ7bKO 
l[mo nOmp51CeHHYIO Cl[aCmbe.1It Jl1068U; OHU cw.tu nbUlaW 
fllo608b 10 ». 465 
["Suddenly he felt as if the air above his head were filled with 
divine and triumpant sounds [ .. .]. From its first notes, this sweet 
and passionte melody touched his heart. It seemed to glow and 
languish with fire, happiness and beauty. It rose and faded away. 
It touched on everything dear, mysterious and sacret on earth. It 
was filled with infinite sorrow and departed to die in the 
heavens. Lavretsky straightened up and stood there in raptures, 
cold and pale. These sounds seemed to seize his very soul, 
which had been shaken by the happiness of love experienced not 
long ago. The music itself was ablaze with love"]. 
465 Ibid., c. 225-226 
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This music is the expression of the fleeting moment of happiness experienced bv Liza 
and Lavretskii
466
, and it only lasts for as long as Lemm plays it. The follov,:ing day 
Lavretskii is informed that his wife has returned. Like their happiness and the magical 
evening of hope and love, Lemm' s music is lost forever. Lemm pronounces the 
finality of the situation: «Bee YMepJlO, U Mbl YMepJlU (Alles ist todt, und wir sind 
tad!}». 467 (All is dead, and we are dead'} 
It is perhaps not surprising that Turgenev's work provides the best examples 
of characters with interpretative functions among governesses and tutors. As a 
committed Westerniser he was ready to give this important function to Western 
Europeans and endow them with the necessary psychological insight to understand 
and interpret Russians and their society. Yet, even Turgenev does not break with the 
traditional literary image and stereotype of the foreign governess and tutor. Unlike 
Liza or Lavretskii, Lemm is not discussed as a human subject, but fulfils a function. 
Like other Russian authors before him, Turgenev does not focus on a historically 
accurate representation of the profession or the people involved in it. He continues 
the trend to use foreigners as a type and as representatives of "the West". 
466 James B. Woodward, p. 70 
467 Ibid., c. 264 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation has aimed to highlight and evaluate significant divergences 
between the historical image of the Western European governess and tutor and their 
literary representation. Historical data suggests that the Russian nobility was 
dependent on the presence of private teachers for the upbringing and education of 
their children. After the Westernisation of the administration. the military and the 
upper classes in the eighteenth century, the social identity of the nobility rested on the 
knowledge of foreign languages, the wearing of foreign dress, and the attainment of 
what was deemed to be a Western-style education. In the eyes of eighteenth-century 
members of the Russian elite, the ability to speak French or German and the 
knowledge of how to behave appropriately in society could determine someone' s 
social affiliation with the nobility or the lower gentry. Owing to a paucity of schools 
and indigenous teachers, these accomplishments could only be provided by foreign 
instructors from Western Europe. Consequently, the initial education of boys, and 
often the entire upbringing of girls were shaped by French, Swiss, German, Scottish, 
Irish and English nannies, companions, governesses and tutors. 
As my analysis of historical records has demonstrated, the foreign educator 
predictably emerges as a distinctly complex individual. The motivations of British 
governesses for going to Russia are as varied as their backgrounds, qualifications, 
abilities, attitudes and experiences with their Russian families. Similarly. the 
memories of erstwhile Russian pupils \\Titing about their \\'estem European 
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instructors touch upon the whole spectrum of feelings, from love and respect yia 
indifference to hatred. Not one of these three categories predominates. There are 
roughly the same number of sources commenting favourably, with derision, or 
essentially indifference on the foreign governesses and tutors they describe. 
By comparison, the image of the foreign educator in Russian literature is 
decidedly one-dimensional and, as a rule, negative. The portrayal of governesses and 
tutors exhibits none of the rounded and unique characteristics of a human being. 
Instead, it has been reduced to a cliched type which was developed in the late 
eighteenth century by Fonvizin and his contemporaries as a criticism against the 
fervent Gallomania among the upper classes in the country. Nineteenth-century 
authors retained some of the established characteristics of the type, such as the 
alienated and isolated nature of the profession as well as the teachers' general 
incompetence. Other typical features changed subsequently. For example. the inferior 
status of teachers became less of an issue. It was replaced by a stress on physical 
appearance (especially using references to animals in the description) as well as on 
the inability and unwillingness of foreigners to communicate in Russian. This change 
in the representation of foreigners in literature corresponded to a shift in the Russian 
upper classes. Excessive adoration and emulation of French society, for example. 
gave rise to a more critical attitude towards '"the West" in an attempt to establish and 
define Russia's national identity and position among the European powers. 
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The representation of foreign governesses and tutors was thus used to fulfil a 
function, both within the novel and Russian society. Within the literary context, these 
foreign characters act as "the other". Their actions, conversations and comments help 
to advance the plot and facilitate a better understanding of the main, Russian, 
protagonists. In the wider context of Russian society, the "otherness" of the 
foreigners was used to help define what is Russian. Any relationship between a self 
and an other creates self-awareness offresh ideas about identity.468 This explains the 
stress on governesses' and tutors' inadequacy, ridiculousness, pitiful nature and 
physicality. By paying disproportionate attention to the foreigners' appearance, 
authors highlight Russia's spirituality and soul. By focusing on the teachers' 
weaknesses such as their inability to learn Russian, authors can contrast this with a 
skill Russians were known to be particularly good at, i.e. the learning of foreign 
languages. Representatives of Western Europe may have a superior understanding of 
human nature (as, for example Mademoiselle Boncourt or Lemm in Turgenev's 
Rudin and A Nest of the Gentry), but they are also pathetic, ugly, and they at times 
smell, thus producing an advantageous representation of the Russian protagonist and 
a satisfactory image of Russian identity. 
A direct companson between historical and literary sources produced the 
following results. Firstly, in personal memoirs teachers were mentioned sometimes 
with ardent love, sometimes with fervent hatred, but they were generally central to a 
child's formative years. In literary texts they are largely sidelined and are depicted as 
468 Bill Ashcroft, p. 169 
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subordinate, mInor and unsympathetic characters RussI'an l·t. . 
. I eran narratlyes 
produced the impression that little is said about governesses and tutors because they 
are "unimportant" human beings. The excellent and well-loved foreign teachers that 
did work in Russia, as documented in various historical memoirs, did not make their 
way into novels and short stories. Secondly, governesses and tutors who were 
employed to teach and supervise the children of the elite are portrayed by authors as 
being idle. They might like to listen to "histories" as Vral'man in Fonvizin's The 
Minor, re-read Pamela and powder their noses like Miss Jackson in Pushkin's The 
Squire's Daughter, or sit by the river and fish all day like Miss Twice in Chekhov's 
'A Daughter of Albion'. One thing they never seem to be doing is teach. Thirdly, the 
Russian nobility was dependent on Western European instructors for the much 
coveted "Western" education and manners. Yet, these people \\'ho were employed for 
their language skills to teach the Russian nobility how to speak French, German and 
English, are effectively silenced in novels and short stories. The descriptions of their 
physical features are given far more prominence than their conversation. Furthermore, 
historical data showed that many governesses took pride in learning the native 
language of their employers. However, the inability to speak Russian, or e\'en the 
active refusal to learn it, is one of the persistent elements of the literary type. Authors 
juxtapose intellectually third-rate characters of Western European origin with 
characters of the most educated segment of Russian society, reduce them to a type 
and literary function, and yet present them as a truthful image of "the \\"esC and as 
realistic representatives of their countries. This portrayal is driven by defensi\'eness 
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and insecurity. Its aim was to debunk the other in order to present the self in a more 
impressive light. 
With hindsight, the country estate together with its inhabitants so yividh 
, . 
described by eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Russian authors, can be seen as part 
of a way of life that was finally destroyed by the Bolshevik Revolution. It highlights 
liberal attitudes, manners and customs, as well as a dialogue of cultures that were lost 
forever. Contemporary research in Russia has rediscovered an interest in the life of 
the elite and its country homes, as is demonstrated by the publication of Ol'ga 
Aleksandrovna Tolstaia-Voeikova's letters,469 and various other monographs on the 
Russian nobility, or estate architecture. Much more will come to light when 
provincial archives reveal their treasures. As for the literary governess, her fate was 
finally decided in Boris Pasternak's /l,oKmop JKuea20 [Doctor Zhivagoj: After all his 
vicissitudes Zhivago returns to Moscow. From the tram he catches sight of a former 
governess in the hubbub of the street. After twelve years of appealing to the 
authorities Swiss national Mademoiselle Fleury finally manages to obtain an exit visa, 
and from the narrative we learn that she is getting ready to leave. The foreigner 
succeeds where the nobleman Zhivago fails in a changed Russia: she is allowed to go 
home. Zhivago and his circle of friends, however, have no home any more to which 
to return. 
469 Cf. p. 5, Veronique Jobert's collection of her great-grandmother's letter. 
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APPENDIX I: List of Primary Literary Sources 
Denis Fonvizin: 
(17447-1792) 
Aleksandr Pushkin: 
(1799-1837) 
Ivan Turgenev 
(1818-1883) 
Lev Tolstoi 
(1828-1910) 
Anton Chekhov 
(1860-1904 ) 
Aleksandr Kuprin 
(1870-1938) 
HeOOpOCJlb [The Minor], 1781 
BbZ60p zy8epHepa [Choosing a Tutor], 1792 
KanumaHCKafl OOliKa [The Captain's Daughter], 1836 
'EapbzlUHfl-KpecmbflHKa' ['The Squire's Daughter'], 1831 
E8zeHuu OHezuH [Eugene Onegin], 1825-33 
,ay6p08CKUU [Dubrovskii], 1832 
,aHe8HUK JlUlUHeZO lleJl08eKa [Diary of a Superfluous Man], 1850 
Mecfl118 Oepe8He [A Month in the Country], 1855 
PyOuH [Rudin], 1856 
([Jaycm [Faust], 1856 
,a80pflHcKoe zHe300 [A Nest of the Gentry], 1859 
HaKaHYHe [On the Eve], 1860 
,aemcm80 [Childhoodj, 1852 
AHHa KapeHuHa [Anna Karenina], 1875-77 
')J,Ollb AJlb6uOHa' [' A Daughter of Albion'], 1883 
'Ha llY:JIC6uHe ' ['In a Foreign Land'], 1885 
'Hep8bz' ['Nerves'], 1885 
'ilepenoJlox' [' An Upheaval'], 1886 
')J,opozue ypOKU' ['Expensive Lessons'], 1887 
BUlUHe8bzu caO [The Cherry Orchard], 1904 
'Ha nepeJlOMe' [' At the Turning Point'], 1900 
'EeOHbzu npuHl1 , ['The Poor Prince'], 1909 
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APPENDIX II: 
Peter I's Table of Ranks (January 24, 1722) 
The Civil Service The Army The Navy 
1. KaHunep Chancellor Field Marshall General-Admiral 
2 ,D,eilcTBlITenbHbIH TaHHbIH Active Privy Councillor General Admiral 
COBeTHlIK 
3. TaHHhIH COBeTHlIK Privy Councillor Lieutenant General Vice-Admiral 
4. ,D,eHCTBI1TenbHbIH Active State Councillor Major General Rear Admiral 
CTaTCKlIM COBeTHlIK 
5. CTaTcKlIH COBeTHlIK State Councillor Brigadier Captain-Commander 
6. KOnne)l(CKlIH COBeTHlIK Collegiate Councillor Colonel First Captain 
7. Ha.uBO~HbIM co BeTH IlK Court Councillor Lieutenant Colonel Second Captain 
8. KO:ljICJKCKI1H aceccop Collegiate Assessor Major Lieutenant Captain 
-, 
9. 1l1TYilllPHbIH COBeTHlIK Titular Councillor Captain Staff Captain 
--_.--
10. !:<O~:'ICJKCKI1H ceKpeTaph Collegiate Secretary Staff Captain -
----
-------
11. ,!<opa6c:!bHbIH <:cK~cTaph Naval Secretary - -
-
12. l)G_Cp!~CK!!il CCKpClapb District Secretary Lieutenant Midshipman 
13. jll po Bill II 1II 't:i1,H hIM Pro\'ine ial Secretary Sub lieutenant Constablc 
cCKpclapb 
1 ~. : KlLLlI:/KC~Hi1 perI1Clp<l1~ ,Collegiate Registrar Guidon Bearer -
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